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Abstract 
 
This project offers a critical case study of community radio’s health promoting potentials in Maternity 
Worldwide’s (MWW) reproductive health project in Ethiopia. In partnership with the Danish development 
organization MWW, we have designed a participatory radio guideline as a supplement to the established 
project. Multiple determinants influence the reproductive health situation in the rural area of West 
Wollega where the Integrated Maternal Health Project is situated. MWW have requested an initiative that 
targets and challenges the underlying social structures that determine the women’s reproductive health.  
The theoretical basis consists of a variety of theorist; from Paulo Freire’s liberating theory from 1968 to 
Thomas Tufte’s current publication on participatory radio from 2013.  We can conclude that radio provides 
a dialogical platform in which it is possible to break the ‘culture of silence’ and the implicit acceptance of 
status quo. However, donor dependency and lack of resources challenges the effort to make a participatory 
and local driven radio and complicates the process in practice. We find that radio activities such as radio 
plays, listening clubs and SMS-call-in’s, combined with the existing activities have the potential to empower 
the individual, the community and at a political level. 
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1. Introduction 
 
 
 
Community members in West Wollega, Ethiopia 
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1. 1 Health Promotion in sub-Saharan Africa 
The concept of Health Promotion is relatively new in sub-Saharan Africa according to the South African 
health promoter David Sanders (2008). In 1986 health promotion was put on the international agenda by 
the Ottawa Charter and presented a new and broader health approach in which all aspects of a person’s life 
is included to be able to understand health (Jørgensen & Almind 2003). Health promotion is understood as 
the process that enables and increases the individuals’ control over own health, an ambitious definition 
which is often not operationalized in sub-Saharan African countries (Sanders 2008, Laverack & Labonte 
2000). The reality, in most cases, is that the established health approach is narrowly oriented towards the 
medical science and focuses on how we can secure the absence of sickness. Sanders criticizes the limited 
health focus in these African countries and the lack of awareness of the relationship between health and its 
social determinants (Sanders 2008).  
Responsibility tends to remain within health departments and does not involve other areas such as schools, 
markets and other informal settings. Community participation and the role of civil society are often weak in 
sub-Saharan Africa, and have often taken place only to accommodate the professionals’ personal agendas 
of transmitting health information without considering the context and the priorities in the communities 
(Chopra & Ford 2005 in Sanders 2008). Few countries in sub-Saharan Africa have developed any health 
promotion policies. For instance, in the case of South Africa, their health promoting policy has been a draft 
for over 10 years despite having one of the most advanced health promotion programmes in Africa 
(Sanders 2008).  
However, recent initiatives like the report by WHO’s Commission on Social Determinants of Health called 
Closing the Gap in a Generation – health equity through action on social determinants of health from 2008, 
and RIO’s Political Declaration on Social Determinants of Health from 2011 underscores and shed light on 
health equity on a global level, and the need to understand health in a broader sense (WHO 2008, WHO 
2011). The Rio Declaration emphasises how structural determinants and conditions of daily life constitute 
the social determinants of health and are responsible for a major part of health inequities between and 
within countries (WHO 2011).  
 
Currently, the majority of Africans living in the sub-Saharan region are “trapped” in poverty, conflict, poor 
governance and poorly performing health systems (WEB-Worldpress 2008, WEB-WHO 2013). 
Approximately half of the population in the region are living below the poverty line which is $1,25 per day, 
so when we talk about health promotion in this setting, we talk about covering basic needs and plain 
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survival. Given this scenario, what is the scope of health promotion in sub-Saharan Africa? How can we 
move from theoretical visions into practical strategies? We have a curious interest in examining how we 
can work as health promoters in developing countries.  
 
1.2 Health promotion in Ethiopia 
In February 2013, these questions became indeed relevant as we entered into a partnership with the NGO 
Maternity Worldwide (MWW). The organisation is a Danish development organization funded in 2005 by a 
Danish doctor (WEB-MWW 2013). In 2005, the organisation implemented an Integrated Maternal Health 
Project (IMPH) in Ethiopia in a rural area called West Wollega. The aim is to reduce maternal mortality 
based on the vision: ‘lives mustn’t be lost when giving live’. One member in our group, Simone Kofoed 
Clausen, completed a half year internship at MWW Danish head office in the autumn 2012. During her 
internship she joined a two weeks field trip in West Wollega and she worked together with the MWW’s 
Ethiopian team. During her stay the local staff emphasised the potential of integrating a radio as a 
supplement to the established reproductive health project. After discussions across the Ethiopian staff and 
the Danish staff, MWW decided to implement a radio programme in the autumn 2013. As a result, MWW 
and Simone gathered the three of us together in a group to help design this radio guideline.  
The reproductive health situation in Ethiopia consist of a high fertility rate and low contraceptive 
prevalence, which 
contribute to an annual 
population growth rate of 
2.1% this means 4,2 
children per women, one 
of the highest in the world 
(WEB-WHO Ethiopia 2013). 
The proportion of women 
using modern family 
planning methods is on the 
rise. In 2000 only 6% of 
women were using modern family planning methods as compared to 29% in 2012 (EDHS 2012). Although 
there has been a steady reduction, Ethiopia has one of the world’s highest rates of maternal deaths 
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standing at 673 for every 100,000 live births (EDHS 2012). In comparison, on the global level the maternal 
mortality rate is 210 for every 100,000 live births (see map1).  
 
The IMHP focuses broadly on clinical improvements and empowerment2 of women to increase their control 
over the social determinants that are linked to reproductive health. Currently, MWW’s biggest challenge is 
to target these underlying socio-economic structures which influence the high maternal death rate. The 
‘women empowerment’ part of the project is divided into two components; livelihood and community 
capacity building. This includes community activities like creation of microfinance groups or social clubs 
where locals talk about family planning or other subjects related to reproductive health. The purpose of the 
radio is to support these activities by making a dialogical platform in which the locals in West Wollega are 
able to talk broadly about issues related to reproductive health. Accordingly, we have an interest in 
examining the role of radio in sub-Saharan Africa. What kind of radio type would secure a health promoting 
and empowerment oriented approach? The following section outlines the role of radio as a development 
tool in sub-Saharan Africa. 
 
1.3 Radio as a Development Tool 
Since the 1980s the use of radio in sub-Saharan Africa has increased significantly. Back then, there were ten 
independent radio stations in all of this area - today radio is considered a dominant mass-medium in the 
region with the widest geographical reach and the highest audience compared to television, newspapers 
and other information and communication technologies (Myers 2008, Manyozo 2010, Tufte 2009, Jallov 
2012). The radio researcher Harri Englund elaborates; “In Africa the radio is one of the most important 
domains in which public speech occurs. It remains the main mass-media in many countries(...).”(Englund 2/5 
2013, 7 min.).3  As an indicator, the table below illustrates what kind of media to keep well-informed are 
the most important for the population in sub-Saharan Africa. It is clearly that the most important medium 
in sub-Saharan region is the national radio with its 59 percent, as opposition to countries outside the region 
where the national radio only counts for about 30 percent (WEB-Gallup 2013). The increased use of African 
airwaves is due to a variety of factors; the spread of cheap transistors, the limited extent of television 
                                                     
1
 WHO Map library, Global Maternal mortality 2010  
2
 For an elaboration on the definition of ’empowerment’, refer to section 3.2. 
3
 We attended a lecture by Harri Englund at Africa Studies in Copenhagen the 2th of May 2013. Englund is the Director of Centre of 
African Studies at Cambridge University and is currently doing research on free speech and moral authority on a Zambian FM radio. 
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caused by high costs and lack of rural electrification, and a wish and a need for alternatives to government-
controlled media (Myers 2008).  
 
 
 
As a dominant mass-medium in sub-Saharan Africa with a wide geographical reach, radio has a large 
audience. Compared to television, radio has a great advantage in being a portable media, and further, it has 
the advantage that it can be listened to while doing other things, such as household, cooking and farming 
(Myers 2008). Due to its availability and range, radio can serve poor, illiterate populations with news, 
information and education. Radio has proven itself as a developmental tool and as a powerful tool for 
information dissemination and access, especially for ’hard-to-reach rural audiences’ (Myers 2008), such as 
the Ethiopian audience.  African governments and international actors like NGOs expanded the use of radio 
in development activities in the 1980s. A decade later the focus shifted towards a more empowerment- and 
participatory oriented approach to development, which resulted in a radio type called community radio. 
From this period and onwards, community radio expanded exponentially and overtook both state and 
commercial radio in Africa (Myers 2011).  
 
Community radio facilitates a more participatory type of communication, a two-way medium, wherein the 
needs and views of the target group are the point of departure. UNESCO and other development actors 
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have since then promoted community radio as an agent for social change because of its focus on 
community participation and local ownership (Fraser & Restrepo – Estrada in Peter da Costa 2012). 
Increasingly, community radio has become the tool of choice for development actors to engage 
marginalised communities in rural areas (Dorelli in Peter da Costa 2012).  
 
1.4 Our point of departure 
On the basis of our second semester on ‘Health Promotion’ at Roskilde University we have a focus on 
different health promoting strategies and planning models to understand the rationale, the design and how 
it is translated into practice. Consequently, we have noticed a lot of interesting health promoting potentials 
in community radio. What kind of health promoting potentials does a community radio offer in a rural 
Ethiopian context? We have an eager to investigate, how a participatory radio can engage the locals in 
West Wollega - and on a longer term - how it can bring into focus the social determinants connected to 
reproductive health? 
Still, even though community radio builds on the empowerment thinking with a bottom-up approach, some 
power dilemmas are unavoidable. Who sets the agenda and who decides what kind of social change is 
preferable? The Integrated Maternal Health project is externally funded from Denmark and has some 
specific objectives regarding what kind of process of change that should be prioritized. With our social 
constructionist position in mind, social hierarchies are understood as dynamic phenomenons constructed in 
the social field through practices and interactions (Holland & Campbell, 2008). We construct the social 
world through the way that we interpret “reality”. The aim of the radio programme is to initiate a process 
of change, which strives to reduce maternal mortality. In this process, MWW and we as radio planners 
interfere in and challenge some of the social structures in Ethiopia, and in that way take part in the 
construction. Therefore, when we are questioning cultural norms, like gender relations and contraceptive 
devices, we are challenging the local discourses in Ethiopia. 
With this in mind, it is important that we and MWW shed light on the power dynamics in the radio process. 
Moreover, we need to reflect upon the programmes content and activities, so that they as much as 
possible are based on the Ethiopians realm of understanding. How can we counter these challenges in the 
planning of the radio program and facilitate an empowerment process that emanates from the locals in 
West Wollega?  
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1.5 Problem Statement 
What kind of health promoting potentials and challenges does the integration of a community radio offer 
to Maternity Worldwide’s established health project in Ethiopia? 
 
1.5.1 Research questions  
 How can a community radio facilitate a dialogic platform where underlying cultural and socio-
economic aspects on reproductive health discourses are challenged? 
 What challenges occur in the design of the radio program and furthermore how can MWW best 
possible manage these throughout the radio process? 
 Which concrete radio activities are applicable to secure more local involvement and initiate a 
health promoting process for social change?  
 
1.5.2 Elaboration of Problem Statement and the Project’s Delimitations  
The radio programme has the objective to enable women to generate self-confidence, power and insight to 
take control over their reproductive health situation. The target group for this radio programme is 
Ethiopian women in the reproductive age. Our focus is on community radio as a health promoting method, 
which means we do not focus on the exact themes for the radio programmes. Instead we discuss the 
overall potential of using participatory radio as an approach to promote the reproductive health situation in 
West Wollega.  
Multiple health determinants influence the reproductive health situation in Ethiopia; among these are bio-
medical and clinical health determinants, which are placed in the background in our analytical discussion. In 
the foreground of our analysis is a focus on the underlying socio-economic determinants for reproductive 
health. This is due to a request from MWW, since their strategies towards these underlying social 
structures are still inadequately in MWW’s existing activities.  
We did not have the opportunity to travel to Ethiopia during our project process. However, Simone Kofoed 
Clausen did attend a field trip to Ethiopia with MWW. Her ethnographic studies contribute to the 
contextual understanding of health determinants in West Wollega.  
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Our partnership with MWW contributes to two different reports; our scientific and theoretical grounded 
RUC report and a radio guideline for MWW, which to a greater degree is practical and solution-oriented. As 
indicated above our focus is on what radio as a participatory method contributes with. For this reason 
identification of themes for the radio programme will be done by the Ethiopian MWW team and the West 
Wollegian community members. It is of great importance that we create an open framework for MWW to 
work with and to be able for them to adjust to the local setting. In the RUC report we discuss some of the 
practical aspects related to the use of participatory radio. However, this will be much more elaborated in 
the guideline for MWW.  
Worth mentioning, is our choice of words in this report. The choice of words automatically positions the 
author’s perspective. Talking about for instance the local community members in West Wollega they could 
be named both the ‘audience’ and ‘participants’. However, the meaning is quite different, since 
‘participants’ indicates at higher level of participation than ‘audience’ or ‘recipients’. In relation to the 
theorist, we use their own terms, like for instance Birgitte Jallov’s ‘students’ or Birgitte Jallov’s 
‘participants’. Our health promoting schooling makes us advocators for the empowerment-oriented 
approach. As a result, when we in general refers to this group of people we term them for instance: ‘project 
involved’, the locals’ the participants’ or ‘community member’s’ to make sure not to position them as 
passive.  
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2. Methodology 
 
 
Ethiopian women on their way to the weekly market in the nearest village.  
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2. Methodology  
Following chapter account for our scientific theoretical approach and in what sense it influence the point of 
departure for our examination and usage of the empirical data. We present the key theoreticians and their 
employment in the project. Furthermore, we present our empirical data and how we tend to analyse this in 
order to identify what specific radio activities can contribute to social development and enable Ethiopian 
women to take control in their reproductive health.  
 
2.1 Theory of Science  
Our scientific theoretical approach builds on the social constructionist position, in a way that social 
hierarchies are understood as dynamic phenomenons constructed in the social field through practices and 
interactions (Holland & Campbell, 2008). The aim of the radio programme is to initiate a process of change, 
which aims to reduce maternal mortality. To be able to examine how a radio programme has the potential 
of triggering social change we map out the dominating discourses on reproductive health by illustrating the 
Ethiopian ‘orders of discourse’4 (Jørgensen & Phillips 1999). These discourses are constituted by social 
practices and interactions in the Ethiopian society. They consist of a negotiation on what is true and false 
and results in a common truth picture. This means that the reproductive health discourse in Ethiopia 
influences a certain social action in reproductive health relations. This has specific consequences like 
maternal mortality. To initiate for social change these discourses need to be challenged. How is it possible 
through community radio to interact with and challenge the dominating discourses? For this analysis to be 
possible a premise for discourse analytical approaches is the linkage between method and theory 
(Jørgensen & Phillips 1999). The selected theory of this project is used to examine how participatory 
methods, in this case radio, has the potential of challenging dominating discourses in West Wollega in 
Ethiopia, and furthermore to identify what challenges are related to radio as a participatory method to 
initiate change.  
Reflection on our position 
Our worldview is a product of our way of categorizing the world and we need to have a critical perspective 
regarding own natural knowledge when researching unfamiliar realities. This is a challenge when working 
as a social constructionist (Jørgensen & Phillips 1999). When accepting knowledge as produced discursively 
                                                     
4
 This concept and how we use it will be elaborated in the 2.4 Analysis  
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– how are we supposed to manage these produced findings? Studying and planning a radio programme 
from the ‘outside’ we have to reflect upon our position in proportion to the discourses we are researching 
and interfering with. From our Danish perspective we have certain pre-understandings, for example what it 
means to be a good mother. Our understanding implicates that we more or less decides for our self, when 
we want to have children, and during pregnancy we prioritize antenatal care and to give birth with the 
attendancy of a health professional. Our position as Danish students and women influence our way of 
managing reproductive health, since we are part of a different historical, cultural and social context. In 
other words, our pre-understanding of reproductive health affect our way of perceiving the Ethiopian 
reality and understanding of health and by being explicit about this we endeavour to step outside our own 
tradition and perception of reality. Throughout the project and in the radio guideline for MWW, we aim to 
be reflective about the social field and the power dynamics in which we interact, this is in order to be 
explicit in our interpretation of the Ethiopian understanding of reproductive health. 
 
2.2. Theoretical considerations 
In the following is a presentation of the key theorists. It describes briefly how they are used in the project 
and how they supplement each other. Selecting our literature, we chose a group of theoreticians who share 
our social constructionist approach. The key theorists are all inspired by the liberating pedagogy of Paulo 
Freire and are critical and reflected about the researchers discursively construction of the field and the 
power dynamics connected to external interventions.  
 
The empowerment thinking has roots back to the Brazilian educator and philosopher Paulo Freire, an 
influential theorist of critical pedagogy that is best known for the publication named Pedagogy of the 
Oppressed from 1968.5 Freire differentiates between the oppressor and the oppressed in what he calls an 
unjust world and explains how the oppressed, through the liberating pedagogy, should regain their sense of 
humanity and overcome their conditions. The publication is based on illiterate Brazilian peasants in the 
1960s, however, we argue that his ‘banking’ concept and dialogical problem-posing approach is just as 
relevant and useful today in the respect of radio in an Ethiopian context.  
 
Professors of Communication Thomas Tufte6 and Oscar Hemer7 et al. offer a thorough theoretical aspect 
regarding the use of radio in a developing context in their publication Media and Glocal Change – 
                                                     
5
 First published in Portugese in 1968, in 1970 translated and published in English. 
6
 We conducted an interview with Tufte in March, see section 2.3 for further elaboration on his work and the interview. 
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Rethinking Communication for Development from 2005. Their focal point is the potential of participatory 
communication strategies in which they present practical radio tools such as the concept of Entertainment 
Education, which is useful for radio programmes dealing with taboos and social change in general. 
Moreover, Thomas Tufte together with joint authors offers critical participatory communication theories 
and practical considerations in the book Participatory Communication – a Practical guide from 2009 and in 
his current publication from 2013 Speaking Up and Talking Back? Media Empowerment and Civic 
Engagement among East and Southern African Youth.   
Linje Manyozo, a social and behaviour change interventions specialist at the National AIDS Commission, 
functions as a critical supplement with the book Mobilizing Rural and Community Radio in Africa from 
2010.8 Notably, he has conducted research in the West African region on rural community radio and 
critically examined the power dynamics and challenges connected to external driven radio programmes. 
Additionally, the challenges and potentials of radio in development will be elaborated by two specialist in 
communication strategies; Peter da Costa, a West African specialist in development and strategic 
communication, and his publication The Growing Pains of Community Radio in Africa from the year 2010 
and additional, Rosalind Yarde, an English development communication consultant, from her publication 
Hidden Voices on Air - Empowering Tanzanian Youth through Participatory Radio from 2013. 
The Participatory Rural Appraisal methodology by Robert Chambers (1994, 2008), a professor in 
development studies, has useful theories on participatory approaches in developing countries, in particular, 
his publication from 1994 called Participatory Rural Appraisal (PRA): Analysis of Experience. In continuation 
hereof, the health promotion professors Glenn Laverack and Ronald Labonte have interesting health 
promoting planning theories in developing countries in the chapter A Planning Framework for Community 
Empowerment Goals within Health Promotion from 2000. In addition to these health promotion theories, 
the South African health promoter David Sanders is valuable as set the scene for health promotion in an 
African context in the publication from What is Needed for Health Promotion in Africa: Band-aid, Live Aid or 
Real Change? from 2008.  
Birgitte Jallov is a Danish radio practitioner and researcher and has worked with community radio since 
1980 in several African countries (WEB-empowerhouse 2013). In her publication Empowerment Radio - 
Voices building a community from 2012 she provides idealistic theories on community radio with a focus on 
participation and local ownership. 
                                                                                                                                                                                
7
 Oscar Hemer is senior lecturer in journalistic and literacy creation at Malmö and is among other things the initiator and 
coordinator of the international master course in communication for development (Hemer & Tufte 2005). 
8
 Previously, Manyozo was a lecturer and director, MSc programme in Media, Communications and Development at London School 
of Economics and Political Science. 
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Mary Myers is an English development communication consultant and specialized in radio for 
development. Her publication Radio and Development in Africa - a Concept Paper from 2008 functions as a  
theoretical supplement and gives a useful historical overview of radio in Africa. 
 
Furthermore, we use the Danish professor in philosophy Steen Wackerhausen’s ‘open health concept’ in 
the chapter Et åbent sundhedsbegreb – mellem fundamentalisme og relativisme from 2005. He theorises 
how different factors influence the individual’s contextual capacity of acting which is useful to comprehend 
the Ethiopians living conditions and their realm of understanding.  
 
To sum up, the literature by Tufte & Hemer, Manyozo and Myers offers a theoretical foundation on the use 
of radio in an African context. The practical perspectives and hands-on experiences on radio is mainly 
provided by Tufte and Manyozo and yet with inputs from Jallov and Yarde. Overall, their speciality is 
participatory communication and development and therefore they do not have a health promoting 
background. Even though, we argue that their holistic and empowerment oriented approaches are very 
much in line with the thinking of health promotion. As a result, sometimes the health promoting aspect is 
used in an indirect way because the theoreticians use other terms. Hence, when we talk about 
empowerment and participatory-oriented strategies we regard them as health promoting strategies. Based 
on Wackerhausen’s theory on ‘the open health concept’ one can understand these strategies as 
strengthening the individual’s contextual capacity of acting. 
The literature by Freire and Wackerhausen is not theories about radio, but focus on the individuals’ 
capacity of acting. They are useful in understanding the Ethiopian discourse and how social change has to 
emanate from the locals themselves.  
Our amount of literature might seem comprehensive, however, our use of the literature is not exhaustive 
as we focus on specific points and concepts, which are relevant in our case. Moreover, in the analysis some 
theories will be elaborated further to reduce repetitions.  
 
2.3. Empirical data 
In the following section is a presentation of our empirical data and how it is applied in our analysis. The 
diverse data have different purposes and are weighted differently according to which research questions it 
contribute in answering. Overall, the purpose of the empirical data is to be able to answer what kind of 
health promoting potentials a community radio offers as a supplement in MWW’s IMHP project.  
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Briefly, the collected data consist of a combination of MWW’s IMHP project documents, interviews and 
mail correspondences with the Danish and Ethiopian staff, documents on the Ethiopian health situation 
together with our group member Simone Kofoed Clausen’s field observations, moreover, an ‘expert 
interview’ with the communication professor Thomas Tufte was conducted. With reference to Svend 
Brinkmann and Lene Tanggaard (2010) we transcribe those parts of the interviews that are relevant for our 
analysis and to answer our problem statement. Therefore we leave out small talk and other irrelevant talk 
during the interview since it has no value to our analysis. We choose not to translate our Danish interviews 
since we argue the point of view and choice of words can be lost in translation. However when quoting the 
Danish informants we never apply the quote without explanations.   
 
Empirical data related to Maternity Worldwide and the Ethiopian Context 
MWW’s project documents have a key role to understand their project IMHP and get an insight into their 
visions, strategies and specific activities in West Wollega. They consist primary of 1) IMHP project 
document from 2006 (IMHP project 2006), which is a description of the project objectives, strategy and the 
implementation phase, 2) IMHP annual reports from 2011 (IMHP report 2011) which provide evaluation 
and monitoring of the project’s development and the challenges it faces. As mentioned, the documents are 
used to get a thorough insight into the project, Equally important, the documents are applied to examine 
MWW degree of empowerment elements in the project process through a document analysis. For example, 
we look at their problem identification process, their degree of local involvement, their degree of flexibility 
to find out how reflected and considerate they are working in an Ethiopian context and discourse.  
We conducted two meetings with the Danish programme manager in MWW in Copenhagen, one in 
February and one in April, in which we also met with the rest of the Danish team. The interview form was 
informal, talking about MWW’s purpose with the radio and practical issues like availability of radio station 
and radio budget (see appendix 6 for transcription). Beforehand, we had however discussed in our group, 
our role in the interview situation and agreed not to take control of the conversation and not asking leading 
questions. For this reason we asked open-ended interview questions to make sure our conversation with 
the programme manager was concentrated around the information we needed (see appendix 2 for 
interview disposition). The reason behind our reluctance was to find out indications on how empowerment 
oriented MWW is in for instance the selection of radio themes and target groups. In such semi structured 
interview forms it is useful to make it clear on beforehand what the purpose of the interview is in 
preparation for obtaining the wanted knowledge (Brinkmann & Tanggaard 2010). One of our objectives was 
to examine how MWW address the fact that they are working within two discourses – to what extend do 
they for instance include the needs and perspectives of the locals in West Wollega? 
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In line with our empowerment-oriented approach, we encouraged the Danish programme manager to 
suggest an open brainstorm workshop for the Ethiopian team to discuss relevant ideas for themes and 
target groups for the radio programme. She argued that this was too comprehensive due to lack of 
resources, and she emphasized the need for us to mail a draft for the Ethiopian team as an underlying basis 
for them to discuss upon. This illustrates one of the hindrances we experienced in our determined effort to 
create an empowerment and local-driven process. Our suggestion for a workshop for the Ethiopian staff 
was never carried out, as an alternative we mailed some overall suggestions for theme and target groups to 
the Ethiopian field officer. We underlined how these points only functioned as suggestions and we would 
very much like to have his point of view. Our mail correspondences with the Ethiopian field officer has 
played an important role, as he works for MWW, but at the same time comes from West Wollega. He 
contributes with a valuable understanding of how MWW can design a radio programme that shows 
consideration to the local context. The field officer has been preoccupied with several new project activities 
this spring, and therefore we had wished a more ongoing communication with him. However, the mail 
correspondences have helped us to understand for instance the norms of radio in West Wollega, like, who 
listens, and in what social surroundings. Moreover, we have a better understanding of what radio contents 
are appropriate to talk about and more specifically what the field officer consider as ideal radio themes and 
target groups. The Ethiopian field officer gave us some brief ideas for themes and target groups, anyhow 
we still found it quite a challenge and not appropriate for us to decide the more specific radio themes from 
the “outside”. Over time, conversations with the Danish project manager, clarified our role in the radio 
planning process and our task became clear. Our main focus is to provide different examples for 
participatory radio activities which could work as a supplement for the IMHP. Accordingly, the selection of 
themes is up to the MWW’s Ethiopian staff to decide, we only provide suggestions for what kind of 
activities are useful to for instance dealing with sensitive issues or securing male involvement. Therefore, 
the guideline is open and flexible for them to use, but with activities that aims to involve and engage the 
locals in West Wollega.  
 
Besides the information given from MWW in Denmark and Ethiopia, we have included empirical data on 
the health situation and socio-economic situation in West Wollega to substantiate our comprehension of 
the context. Documents from Ethiopia’s Ministry of Health (Ministry of health 2006a, Ministry of Health 
2006b, Ministry of Health 2010) are used to understand the Ethiopian health situation, the development 
plan for the health sector and the Ethiopian government’s focus area regarding reproductive health. 
Furthermore, an Ethiopian Demographic Health Survey from 2011 (EDHS 2011) and WHO’s Ethiopian 
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country profile (WEB-WHO Ethiopia 2013) offer useful statistics on the socio-economic situation and 
reproductive health status in Ethiopia.  
Together, these documents are used to understand the Ethiopian health situation and the underlying socio-
economic determinants. They are used in the introduction chapter and will furthermore be elaborated in 
chapter 4, where we seek to get a deeper understanding of the Ethiopian’s worldview through ‘an order of 
discourse’. 
We are including Simone Kofoed Clausen’s (Clausen, S. 2012) observations and findings from her internship 
in MWW 1/9 2012 -1/1 2013. These observations work as supplement to the understanding of the 
Ethiopian health situation and the work of MWW. We are aware of the fact that these are not written 
down for the purpose of this report, but instead are based on her tasks when she was an intern. However, 
we argue that her focus area is very much in line with ours, as her main task was to strengthen MWW’s 
strategy to make the IMHP more empowerment oriented. During Clausen’s field trip in Ethiopia in 
November 2012, she held sessions and discussions with the Ethiopian staff on how to integrate the 
empowerment thinking in the current project activities in a better way. We primarily include these 
observations and findings as a supplement in the analysis. We make sure to specify that these are personal 
observations made by Clausen. 
 
Interview with Thomas Tufte 
On the 22th of March 2013 we conducted an interview with Thomas Tufte who is a Danish Professor of 
Communication at Roskilde University. He has worked as a consultant in international health and 
development for several years and has for instance evaluated several participatory radio projects in sub-
Saharan Africa (appendix 5). Furthermore, he is specialized in participatory communication strategies such 
as Entertainment Education, which he studied in South America and South Africa (Hemer & Tufte 2005).  
The purpose of the interview was to apply an ‘expert perspective’ on both the theoretical and practical 
aspects of using radio for development in sub-Saharan Africa. Beforehand, we have studied publications of 
him together with theory on radio and participatory communication to get most possible out of the 
interview and on the basis of this we formulated a semi structured interview guide, look at appendix 1 for 
the interview guide. The interview was informative and inspiring and provided us with historical and 
theoretical perspectives on community radio. Equally important, it provided us with basic practical 
considerations on how to select themes and implement and run the radio programme. He gave useful 
suggestions to how the process could be facilitating and participatory, both in our relation to the two 
MWW teams and also between the Ethiopian staff and the locals in West Wollega.  
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The interview with Tufte is applied in the analysis in chapter 5 as useful inputs in both the overall discussion 
on challenges and potentials in a participatory radio, but also in more practical considerations, which 
especially are applied in the guideline for MWW. Look at appendix 5 for a transcription of the interview.  
 
Documents on ADRA’s radioprogramme 
As a foundation for the design of the radio guideline, we have included and analyzed the project 
documents of an existing radio programme, conducted by the NGO ADRA and situated in Burundi and the 
eastern part of the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC), called Advocating for Change – Women and Men 
Cooperate Against Gender Based Violence from 2010-2013. The Adventist Development Relief Agency 
(ADRA) is an international relief and development organization consisting of an international network in 
120 countries. In agreement with the Danish department of ADRA, our analysis is grounded on the project 
document (ADRA project 2009) including the midterm review (MTR) from July 2012 (ADRA MTR 2012). 
ADRA has initiated several participatory oriented radio programmes in sub-Saharan Africa and won in 2012 
an international prize for its efficient and innovative radio programme Breaking the Silence – Children 
engaging in dialogue on HIV/AIDS through Radio.  This current programme is an innovative project using – 
and testing – a combination of participatory communication tools and striving to ensure a reduction in 
Gender Based Violence. 
This empirical data is used to draw upon ADRA’s ‘lessons learned’ and ‘best practices’ and furthermore to 
be inspired by their participatory radio activities. Though, the setting and theme is differently, we argue 
that the methodological experiences and challenges that ADRA faces in many ways can be useful and 
valuable information in the design of MWW’s radio programme. In chapter 4 we conduct an analysis of how 
ADRA interact with the order of discourse in Burundi/Congo and include these findings in the further 
analysis in chapter 5.  
 
2.4. Analysis  
The analysis is divided into two parts, chapter 4 “Discourse of Order” and the second and main analysis 
chapter 5 “Analysis”.  Our empirical data is playing an important part in our account of how a radio 
broadcast best possible can challenge the social structures related to reproductive health. We seek to map 
out the reproductive discourses existing in Ethiopia, in order to respond to the Ethiopian understanding of 
health. To illustrate the Ethiopian reality we use Norman Fairclough’s analytical concept ‘Order of 
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discourse’. Chapter 4 serves as an analytical frame, by which we examine the dominating discourses of 
respectively MWW and Ethiopia. Identification of the discourses is possible on the basis of thorough 
examination of empirical data on the socio-economic situation. Approaching the different orders of 
discourse of this project we confer our empirical data. We assess this data to describe the generation of 
Ethiopian health determinants, like the political background, health institutions and socio-economic 
determinants. Therefore the analysis in chapter 4 contains presentation of information for us to be able to 
describe the contextual situation in Ethiopia. Following part elaborate the analytical concept ‘order of 
discourse’ and how this is applied in the first part of the analysis.  
 
 
Discourse of order as analytical framework  
The worldview of MWW differentiates from the Ethiopian worldview. Our understanding of reality is 
created out from the cultural and historical context we are part of and reflects our approach to the existing 
understanding of reproductive health in West Wollega. MWW’s aim is to reduce maternal mortality 
throughout their project IMHP, and as a continuation MWW’s position and worldview challenge the 
Ethiopian understanding of reproductive health. To illustrate the Ethiopian reality we have been inspired by 
Marianne Winther Jørgensen and Louise Phillips’ book, Diskurs analyse, som teori og metode (1999), which 
presents different discourse analytical approaches. Jørgensen and Phillips argue when making a discourse 
analysis it is useful to create an analytical frame that is applicable for specific objectives of the analysis 
(Jørgensen & Phillips 1999). We use the overall elements of discourse theory to investigate what discourses 
and understandings are dominating the Ethiopian understanding of reproductive health and social 
practices. We apply this as an analytical tool to manage our empirical data, excluding the linguistic 
dimension since it is not relevant to our empirical data and method.  
 
The mapping of the reproductive discourses in Ethiopia and MWW is based on Faircloughs concept ‘order 
of discourse’. The order of discourse is the sum of dominating discourses and genres within a social 
institution or a social domain (Jørgensen & Phillips 1999). Between these discourses a negotiation take 
place of filling out meaning in the domain in their own separate way (Jørgensen & Phillips 1999: 147). The 
order of discourse determines how discourses are to be used and changed and there through restrict 
language usage and options for acting. However it is possible to change the order of discourse by managing 
discourses in other ways or by drawing on other orders of discourse, and through that generate possibilities 
for language usage and options for acting (Jørgensen & Phillips 1999).  
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Combining the usage of different discourses and orders of discourses we apply the concept 
‘interdiscursivity’. When combining discourses in a conventional manner it contributes to maintenance of 
the social order. On the contrary, the intermingling of discourses in new orders becomes a driving force in 
processes of change (Jørgensen & Phillips 1999). In this manner the individual is ascribed to a certain 
freedom of action given that they trough their language usage are able to maintain or change the orders of 
discourse and thus influence the social order. Still, this freedom of action is restricted of so-called power 
relations in their governing of who has access to which discourses and further, who has access to influence 
the interdiscursivity (Jørgensen & Phillips 1999). 
 
In this project the order of discourse is comprehended as the context out of which we assess our empirical 
data. By implementing an order of discourse as frame for an examination, it is possible to identify an 
assemblage of discourses for interpretation and analysis. What is more, it is possible to clarify what has the 
potential of negotiation. In our case we tend to account for two different orders of discourse of 
reproductive health: 1) the Ethiopian and 2) the one of MWW. Thereupon we account for discourses 
negotiating on the dominance of reality. Fairclough argues that the interaction between different orders of 
discourses is essential, because the change is initiated upon the transport of discourses – the 
interdiscursivity between orders of discourse. Likewise we seek to describe the two orders of discourses in 
our case, the Ethiopian and MWW’s, respectively, and thereby understand the mutual interaction and the 
potential for change.  
 
As explained above, chapter 4 is an analysis of the dominating reproductive health discourses in Ethiopia 
and how MWW interact with these. We are dealing with two orders of discourse influencing the overall 
understanding of reproductive health. ‘Mapping’ these we want to describe, how the MWW strive to 
interact with the Ethiopian discourses of health. Within each order of discourse we use our empirical data 
to emphasize the dominating discourses. This is to create an overview of the two orders of discourse that 
interact with each other – and furthermore to identify the change that this interaction causes.  
How are these orders of discourse to interact and intermingle? How is it possible to articulate and make the 
Ethiopian community conscious of the dominating discourses of health? The dominating discourses are 
hard to change, nonetheless MWW already strives to challenge and influence the existing discourses 
through their IMHP project. The IMHP can be understood as means of intermingling with the existing order 
of discourse in Ethiopia, by which it is possible to challenge the present structures and norms. MWW’s 
objective to introduce other discursive understandings of reproductive health is to be understood as 
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intermingling discourses in the order9 in a different way. This process triggers social change which is the 
overall aim of the IMHP.   
 
Coding as an analytical strategy  
Chapter 5 contains the main analysis, based on the conclusions from the order of discourse in the previous 
chapter. We analyze how a participatory radio programme as supplement to the IMHP, further challenge 
the Ethiopian order of discourse? In continuation, we want to identify what specific radio activities can 
contribute to the articulation and ‘conscientialisation’10 of the dominating discourse, and there through 
generate ability of acting. 
 
To compose an overview of our empirical data and theory we apply Steinar Kvales and Svend Brinkmanns 
(2009) approach of ‘code of meaning’. Before coding the material, we formulate themes on the basis of our 
theory and empirical data with the objective of answering our problem of statement.  The coding consist of 
identifying or naming pieces of data and theory, as regards to themes that are matching (Kvale 2011). To be 
more specific one of our themes is “how to engage people in radio activities”. Our theorist explains how 
different participatory activities initiate for empowerment processes while the empirical data provides 
relevant information about the Ethiopian context, the IMHP project and practical experiences from Tufte 
and ADRA for instance. On the basis of this we, code the elements of our theory and empirical data which 
contribute to this theme. This methodical coding process represent our grounding for writing our analysis 
and being able to answer our problem statement.  
 
 
 
 
                                                     
9
 Discourse of order 
10
 The theorist Paulo Freire introduced the concept of conscientialisation, look at the theory chapter for an elaboration.  
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3. Theory 
 
 
 
The Danish programme manager in front of the picture is visiting a community in West Wollega together 
with the Ethiopian midwife, in the right side of the picture.  
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3. Theory 
The theoretical basis for our study of community radio will be examined in this chapter. The outset of the 
chapter is an overview of development communication models in section 3.1. The participatory 
communication models, which we focus on, build on the empowerment thinking, as a result section 3.2 
examines the concept of empowerment and in line with this the theory behind the broad health concept. 
Section 3.3 consists of a description of different radio types in Africa, in which we focus on theory on 
community radio. More specifically, in section 3.3.3 and 3.3.4 we examine both the critics and challenges 
related to community radio, as well as the possible potentials. The final section 3.3.5 is practical-oriented 
and accounts for different participatory radio activities. 
 
 
3.1. Diffusion versus Participatory Communication Approaches 
The communication professors Oscar Hemer and Thomas Tufte (2005) describe how communication 
theories was previously based on a development paradigm, in which communication was understood as 
linear transfer of information. However, through the 1980s a paradigm shift within the way of thinking 
communication strategies in developing countries took place (ibid.). Significant differences between 
earliest understandings of communication strategies and recent ones can be outlined. Roughly assessed, 
one can distinguish between two communication models: the so-called modernist top-down model in 
opposition to a more participatory model. The modernist model or ‘diffusion model’, as the professor in 
broadcasting and telecommunication Nancy Morris names it, can be quite problematic as a methodological 
development approach (Nancy Morris in Hemer & Tufte 2005). Based on a monologic communication 
approach, it contains persuasive messages targeted the passive audience (Yarde in Tufte et al. 2013). 
In the 1990’s development projects including radio programmes began to include information, education 
and communication activities (Yarde in Tufte et al. 2013). The communication models became more 
participatory oriented, with a higher focus on target group involvement. This empowerment-oriented 
approach gained popularity in African development projects and is present a widely used strategy 
especially amongst NGO’s (Jallov 2012, Hemer & Tufte 2005).  
Simultaneously, in the mid 1990’s a development practitioner by the name Robert Chambers (1994) 
introduced a famous methodology termed ‘Participatory Rural Appraisal’ (PRA), as a response to the 
reductionist diffusion model. PRA builds on the traditions and methods of participatory research and 
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dissociate from the extractive survey questionnaires that are carried out by outsiders. Local involvement is 
essential and therefore information flow and control elicited by outsiders are ideally avoided. One of the 
basic elements in the PRA approach is the sharing of knowledge in which he distinguishes between sharing 
knowledge and sharing experience among locals and outsiders (ibid: 510). The basic assumption is that 
poor, rural people are capable of examining their own situation in order to plan and act. In other words, the 
PRA methodology makes people express their own knowledge and conduct their own analysis, assessment, 
and action planning (Chambers in Tufte & Mefalupulos 2009). Chambers’ empowerment-oriented way of 
thinking is very much inspired by the Freirian philosophy, in which we will elaborate on in the following 
chapter. 
 
 
3.2. The Empowerment Aspect of Community Radio  
In the following section, the thinking of empowerment is further elaborated by means of Paulo Freire’s 
liberating pedagogy. The importance of the dialogical communication form is further underlined in 
connection to Steen Wackerhausen’s theory on ‘the open health concept’.  
In 1968 Paulo Freire published his educational philosophy and planted the roots of the empowerment 
thinking and there through introduced a technique that could bring about ‘reversal learning’ (Freire 1970). 
Freire critically termed the one-way oriented diffusion model the ‘banking’ approach, symbolizing that the 
approach reduces the target group into empty, passive accounts only filled by the outsider - or teachers as 
he name them; “ (...) it transforms students into receiving objects. It attempts to control thinking and 
action, leads men and women to adjust to the world, and inhibits their creative power” (Freire 1970: 77).  
Freire’s liberating pedagogy is commonly used as a theoretical foundation by radio practitioners in Africa 
(Yarde in Tufte et al. 2013, Hemer & Tufte 2005, Jallov 2012). Following is a brief review of the most 
important aspects of Freire’s philosophy. The importance of ‘dialogue’ or what he also terms 
‘communication between equals’ refers to the necessity of equality between the catalyst and the involved 
participants. Opposed to the banking model, the dialogical approach is focused on and acknowledges the 
community's and the individuals’ experience and knowledge through a ‘problem-posing approach’ (Freire 
1970). Freire emphasises the need to build on the lived experiences of the participants as this makes 
learning possible. An on-going cycle of action and reflection is essential to create ‘conscientialisation’, 
which is a process where individuals develop a critical awareness of one’s social reality (1970). In other 
words, Freire argues for creating a dialogical and reflective platform for those who are oppressed, in order 
for them to develop a consciousness to have the power to transform reality.  
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As mentioned in a previous section, there are certain power dilemmas linked to development projects, 
which are initiated by external actors. Freire emphasises strongly the necessity to acquaint oneself with the 
individuals’ context and life situation (1970). The philosopher and health promoter Steen Wackerhausen 
shares the same conception in which people are not fixated, but historical individuals constructed in their 
surrounding contexts. Wackerhausen has developed an open health concept in which he points out factors 
that influence the individual’s contextual capacity of acting (Wackerhausen 2005). The individual’s capacity 
to act is an expression of the relation between the individual’s goals (values), its living conditions, and its 
bodily tied psychical and physical capabilities of acting. Central here is the individual’s goals and values as 
they are tightly linked to the given conditions of life. In other words, the individual’s framework of 
understanding is dependent on the given context.  
Goals can broadly be defined as explicit and implicit needs which are common for a group of subjects, as 
well as more individual- and culture specific wishes and desires. Wackerhausen makes a clear distinction 
between genuine goals and fake goals (Wackerhausen 2005). A prerequisite for genuine goals is self-
conscious reflections to choose freely and autonomous one’s set of values. In line with the Freirian 
thinking, goals have to emanate from the subject as a result from its rational and critical self-reflection. 
Wackerhausen elaborate how genuine goals for instance can emanate out of inspiration of others, but a 
key point is that others do not enforce the ‘goal handing-over process’. Thus, fake goals, which are 
enforced from the outside, are not building on the person’s actual self-determination. In our case, it is 
essential that MWW’s future radio programme will be based on the core values of the locals in West 
Wollega.  
Empowerment elements are often integrated in community radio theories, as mentioned above. The next 
part of the theory chapter deals more specifically with theories on community radio and its potentials and 
challenges. 
 
 
3.3 Theory of Community Radio 
 
3.3.1 Different types of Radio in Africa 
Looking at the developing world, the idealistic form of community radio, as defined above, is often not 
quite the case in the African reality. For instance, it may not be possible for a community association to 
own a radio station, or it might only be possible to broadcast pre-recorded, edited audience contributions. 
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However, as the radio practitioner and consultant Birgitte Jallov mentions, it is a lot better having a small, 
local radio with some limitations, than not having one at all (Jallov 2012). For that reason, people, 
organizations and state get together in creating and producing community radio stations – the operators 
using radio as means to communication are multiple and can be divided roughly into different categories: 
state-controlled public radio, privately owned commercial radio, international radio and community radio 
(Myers 2008). There is often an overlap, which makes it a bit difficult to distinguish between different types 
of radio.  
The state-controlled radio in generally is lead by the government, nevertheless they can still be based in 
communities (Jallov 2012). Still, state-controlled radio can be characterised as a relatively dominant radio 
type in African countries. They consist of bigger International radios, for example BBC Media Action, which 
is often English spoken, and then the commercial radio, which has often bigger audiences than government 
radios. The degree of audience involvement in these radio types is of very much variable. Still quite a lot 
media-borne communication is not participatory in particularly. As also pointed out by Mary Myers, it 
depends on the context which communicative methods and strategies are best suited for reaching and 
empowering the rural audiences (Myers 2008). 
The use of radio as a platform for community debate and dialogue is grounded in a wish to bring out the 
voices of the local community, and their experiences and local knowledge. This is to strenghten social 
change, dreams and development visions of their community (Jallov 2012). We find community radio as a 
useful radio type with health promoting potentials.  
 
3.3.2 The Conceptual Framework 
During the 1940’s and 1950’s Africa, state and public broadcasters began generating agricultural 
programming intended for disseminate technical agricultural knowledge and practices to farming 
communities.11  Radio researcher Dr. Linje Manyozo (2010) refers to rural and community radio as 
networks of small stations broadcasting to large, specific audiences – guided by an ideology of involvement 
of audiences in the use of program and station to promote human development (ibid.). In addition, Birgitte 
Jallov (2012) provides a useful definition of community radio: 
 
“Community radio can only play its role as a development tool, and take up its special place and 
function in the overall media landscape, when its organisation is based on principles of community 
ownership and community participation. Only then, through the own community development 
                                                     
11
 These practices known as ‘farm broadcasting’ or ‘farmcasting’, is focused on development needs within the domestic and local 
knowledge frames and processes and is located in the rural region, whereas community radio and broadcasting is focused on 
strengthening/promoting social and economic conditions (Manyozo 2010). 
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processes, is empowerment generated individuals and in the community” (Jallov 2012: 19). 
 
An overall fundamental characteristic of community radio can be outlined: It empowers the communities 
by the involvement and participation of the communities. It is closely linked to the ownership presupposed 
by community management and leadership – as well as the ownership of listeners presupposed by the 
understanding of radio to be theirs. Community radio can be defined as distinct from other kinds of 
broadcasting by its non-profit orientation and independence; it is owned and managed by the community 
while its activity relies mainly in the resources of the community. Ideally, community radio is authorized to 
intervene in the ‘self-development initiatives’ of the community, and remains politically neutral and non-
profit oriented. Its activities are based on community members’ access and participation to meet their 
interests and needs (Manyozo 2010, Jallov 2012, Fraser and Restrepo-Estrada (2002) in Costa 2010). This is 
the ideal form of community radio. Today, however, community radios are often lead by an international 
NGO, a religious community or a local businessman and is not necessarily owned or controlled by a board 
of community members (Appendix, Myers 2008).  
 
 
3.3.3 Challenges and Constraints 
Community radio has as mentioned the potential to be a developing tool if it is based on participatory 
strategies which are meant to engage citizens towards empowerment and achieving social change 
(Manyozo 2010). The empowerment process is filled with barriers and this chapter focuses on the 
challenges when using community radio as an instrument of mobilizing and enabling African communities 
to create development and democracy from below.  
 
Radio scientist Linje Manyozo discusses in his article Mobilizing Rural and Community Radio in Africa (2010) 
the challenges of using community radio as an instrument for facilitating deliberative dialogues and the 
strengthening of decision-making processes within marginalized communities in Africa. With reference to 
CIERRO12 Manyozo refers to two central elements; local ownership and participation in management and 
programming community radio, which are faced by financial challenges. Advertising revenues are too low 
to generate any substantial fees in African communities and for this reason most community radio 
initiatives are largely donor funded which Manyozo characterizes as ‘NGO-ification’13 of development 
                                                     
12
 To build management and programming capacity for rural stations, a rural radio research and training institution was established 
in Burkina Faso, known as the Inter-Africain d’Etudes en Radio Rurale of Ouagadougou (CIERRO), or the Inter-African Centre for 
Rural Broadcasting Studies of Ouagadougou (Ilboudo, 2000). 
13
 David Kerr’s concept – evt. Uddybes hvem han er!? 
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communication. NGO-ification implicates participatory broadcasting ethos because if communities have 
access to the technological and material aspects of radio broadcasting, but their ability to engage in 
participatory broadcasting is only mediated and negotiated through donor funding, it cannot be 
characterized as ideal participatory broadcasting (Manyozo 2010).  
 
This donor dependency increases the participatory element and local grounding of the radio project. As a 
result, Manyozo argues: “communities think that development is brought from outside, and, often, people 
want to be paid for their own development initiatives” (Manyozo 2010: 10). Peter da Costa support this 
statement with his argument regarding external financial ownership of a community radio station 
reinforces a “we are poor” mentality (Costa 2010). The point is that external financing fosters a dependency 
relationship between, in our case, the Ethiopians and MWW. The external funder will to a certain extent 
have the managing responsibility in organizing the radio.  Hereby the concept of empowerment is 
“threatened” since the social chance is not triggered by local initiatives and the sustainability of the radio 
project is therefore doubtful. This point is substantiated by development experts Degnbol Martinussen and 
Poul Engberg Pedersen who stress the issue regarding sustainability by referring to a critical study about 
Danish NGOs: 
 
“The study further criticized Danish organizations for doing to little to ensure sustainability, but it also 
stressed that in NGO work with such poor people in such poor societies, it is difficult to imagine how 
they could manage without financial assistance from outside” (Martinussen et al. 2010). 
 
Another issue Manyozo raises related to an external funded community radio is inadequate training 
opportunities for local practitioners which need to offer opportunity to understand both development and 
communication discourses. Besides being able to facilitate radio and communication tools the local 
Ethiopian field officers are also required to deal with tools to manage the multidisciplinary nature of social 
change discourses. The problem is the absence of training in development communication and much 
training is top-down, standardized workshops, which are not based on the local learning needs or the 
contextual situation (Manyozo 2010). This indicates that a community radio require great human capacity 
of the Ethiopian field officers in order to be able to facilitate a health promoting radio.  
 
Unequal empowerment  
Besides the facilitators being ascribed great responsibility, participatory methods put community members 
in the driver-seat (to some extent), but do they have the capacity to meet these expectations and engage 
and initiate their own development? Vulnerable groups are the ones in focus in the empowerment process 
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since they are often excluded from decision-making processes (Holland and Campbell 2008). But, according 
to Martinussen and Pedersen, there are premises that need to be taken into account. These vulnerable 
people need some degree of capacity and access to resources, before they are able to participate in social 
community activities: 
“They must ensure they have physical space, free time to act in relation to society, relevant 
knowledge, skills and other human resources. Only then will they be able to involve themselves in the 
social networks and social organizations that are the prerequisites for political influence.” 
(Martinussen et al., 2003) 
 
The health promotion professors Glenn Laverack and Ronald Labonte underline the importance of including 
marginalized people from the beginning of the process. Those that are not able to meet their own basic 
needs with limited access to resources are less likely to participate in community development. Unless they 
are actively involved under the design and implementation process and supported, through the whole 
process (Laverack & Labonte 2000). They emphasize the paradox regarding empowerment approaches, as 
the most vulnerable groups are often unable to articulate their needs and interests and end up being 
excluded from the programmes. Therefore it is essential, that these empowerment approaches and 
development policies in general are inclusive and take into account the needs of the entire population 
giving specific attention to the vulnerable people. 
 
The health professor Robert Chambers argues that the challenge with participatory approaches is to 
identify and include the weaker ones in the empowerment process. He continues, by underlining that 
empowerment strategies can have excluding consequences all depending on who is empowered:  
 
 “If those who participate and gain are only a local male elite, the poor and disadvantaged may end 
up worse off. The “natural” tendency is for those who are empowered to be men rather than women, 
the better off rather than the worse off, and those of higher status groups rather than those of lower 
status.” (Chambers, 1994: 10) 
 
There is an inherent danger for future community development if the community members are unequally 
empowered. It is important to realise who participates, who gains, and who is left out. 
 
From theory to praxis  
The concerns regarding participatory methods are multiple, but the overall challenge is the tension 
between the empowerment discourse and practice, which includes the above concerns; the risk of unequal 
empowerment and the practice of external power issues. Laverack and Labonte argue that since the 
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empowering discourse of health promotion was legitimized by the Ottawa Charter for health in 1986 there 
has been one major tension between bottom-up’ and ‘top-down’ programming: 
 “Many health promoters continue to exert power over the community through ‘top-down’ 
programmes whilst at the same time using the emancipatory discourse of the Ottawa 
Charter” (Laverack & Labonte 2000: 256).  
 
The reason why, according to Laverick and Labonte, is little clarification on how to make the concept of 
empowerment operational in the more conventional top-down programme context within which many 
health promoters still work (Laverack & Labonte 2000). Chambers agrees with this concern and emphasizes 
that the spread of participatory approaches has brought “dangers” expressed by practitioners. Due to over-
rapid adaption the dangers occur and challenge the quality of participatory methods. The external 
practitioners “…urge to standardize and codify in the name of quality and comparable results instead of 
learning in and from the field through experiences and have flexible program manuals.” (Chambers 1994: 
6). The risk is that practitioners slip into unvarying standard practices when following the central need for 
commensurability, which can conflict with local diversity. The point is that participatory methods require 
patience by having the time to learn from the ones who need to be empowered. With this comes the 
challenge of accepting that outsiders become not only facilitators but also learners and trainees. Chambers 
argues that the danger of external practitioners is the failure to recognize that most competent 
practitioners are from the South and not in or from the North (Chambers 1994). This brings us back to the 
power issues of external funded radio projects. According to both Chambers and Laverick and Labonte the 
challenge of operationalizing the concept of empowerment is addressed through planning on each step of 
the programme cycle; defining objectives, strategies, management and evaluation.  “The act of planning on 
each of these steps is determinant activities that lead to a certain end” (Laverick & Labonte 2000: 257). 
Thus, to comply with the concept of empowerment, a careful planning at all stages of such a development 
process is required. 
 
3.3.4 Unfolding the potential of community radio  
In our comprehension of community radio we have in the above outlined challenges of implementing it as 
developing tool and the engagement of citizens towards achieving social change. However, based on 
practical experience of current radio practitioners and theorists, this section accounts for the potential of 
community radio. In order to comprehend this potential, we draw attention to radio practitioners and 
researchers Birgitte Jallov (2012) and Peter da Costa (2010) and health professor Robert Chambers (2008) 
and their theories and conceptions of community radio, which is further elaborated below. 
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Over time the potential and power of community radio has been acknowledged and today communities are 
being assisted to establish radio stations of their own (Jallov 2012). This as means to empower the 
communities. As already described, empowerment is a key ideology of the use of radio for development, 
and the concept of empowerment is thus reflected in the theory of community radio. 
Community radio as a development method has a valuable aim in being a platform from which the rights of 
the communities can be advocated for and claimed. One of the important potentials of community radio is 
its direct involvement of the community and society. The above section describes the challenges in 
reaching and including the weaker ones in the empowerment process. Still, Jallov argues that it is possible 
to make community radio, if well constituted, to become the voice of everyone – as well as those living in 
poverty, which in many rural contexts counts everyone in the community (Jallov 2012). 
 
As noted, Laverack and Labonte underline the importance of involving the most vulnerable people under 
the design and implementation process (Laverack & Labonte 2000). It is essential to this case, that the 
implementation of a community radio takes into account the needs of the entire population. One specific 
way of accommodate this is by emphasizing community ownership, to which there is attached great 
importance in the implementation and practice of community radio. Therefore it is strived, as in our case 
where the programme is donor funded by the MWW, to engage community members in the 
implementation of the radio programme. This is to minimize or at best, to avoid the NGO-ification and 
strengthen the participatory aspect. An absolute handover of the implementation process is to ensure 
engagement, ownership and hereby, strong roots in the community. Birgitte Jallov emphasizes some 
important sources to promote ownership: 
 
“Empowerment grows from being in charge of the programme production process, when 
editorial groups are made up of community members and when the expertise of ordinary 
community members is brought up forward and its value experienced by all” (Jallov 2012: 
19). 
 
This quotation treats different components of the implementation process: the actual production of 
programme, the emphasis of programme material and the embrace of experience of the local community. 
A bearing approach to these aspects is the dialogue. The dialogical approach in community radio, 
acknowledge the community's and the individuals’ culture, experience, knowledge and need, which is 
pivotal for the communal ownership and the perception of the radio as ‘our radio’.  This is to a great extent 
also founded on the attention to the lived experiences of the participants, but also a distinction between 
the social groups is necessary, this to differentiate by and accommodate the needs of the different groups. 
Chambers points out how different social groups in several African countries have shown significant 
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differences between ethnic groups, age, gender and their economic status (Chambers 1994). Participatory 
activities, for instance focus group discussions, can then be convenient to enable different groups, 
especially, the disadvantaged to identify their priorities and interests. Differentiating by social groups can 
empower the most vulnerable, Chambers argue, and give them collective awareness and confidence to 
confront others and argue for their rights (Chambers 1994). This enables the communities’ reflection about 
the needs and values of others and the needs and values their own and helps them to develop a 
consciousness and strength to manage the social reality. 
Development organizations and international NGOs see community radio as a qualified developing tool and 
as effective means for mediation and dissemination in order to educate in life skills, support behaviour 
change, empowering the grassroots and helping eliminate poverty (Costa 2010).  
 
 
3.3.5. Participatory Activities 
The section below intends to provide insight into the practical activities usable in a participatory radio 
programme. A thorough elaboration of these activities is emphasised in the radio-guideline to MWW. This 
section hence presents a segment of the participatory activities meant for the radio programme. 
 
Activities, relevant to our case, will be outlined with point of departure in Thomas Tufte’s use of 
Entertainment Education and Story Telling as radio activities in his article, Entertainment-education in 
development communication - Between marketing behaviours and empowering people (2005) and 
anthropologist Michael Jackson (2002). 
Entertainment Education (EE) is a well-used communication strategy within participatory radio (Tufte in 
Hemer & Tufte 2005). Entertainment Education was disseminated during the 1960s and 1970s and has as 
aim to inform and entertain – consisting of for instance telenovas14, radio, theatre, music and other similar 
activities. Over time, EE-approaches to development work have taken many forms (Tufte in Hemer & Tufte 
2005). We focus on the third generation within the EE with a comprehension of learning inspired by Paulo 
Freire and his liberating pedagogy. About the underlying philosophy of this generation, Tufte notes, that it 
focuses on how to enable the local, both individually and collectively, to identify problems and to respond 
to sequential power relations. This approach within EE courts for the involvement of audience, to make 
them more than just listeners, to make them co-organisers of the different radio activities. Another 
potential of EE in development projects, Tufte argues, is the direct link between themes and narratives in 
                                                     
14
 Tele- og radionovas is entertainment education through television, broadcasting series, often consisting of 100 episodes or more, 
with a narrative in a dramatic or romantic genre. 
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the program and the everyday experiences and challenges of, not only the participating, but also those 
listening in otherwise the hard to reach areas (Tufte in Hemer & Tufte 2005). 
 
Storytelling, which are central within EE, is beneficial within projects dealing with taboos. Tufte argues the 
need for strategies to break the culture of silence, where status quo is implicitly accepted (Tufte in Hemer 
& Tufte 2005). Today there are an increasing number of minority and marginalized voices that gain access 
and are making their experiences visible and voices heard through the media. Fiction and storytelling has a 
potential in making the private experience public. There is a great force in reconstructing the problems of 
the society in fictive images. Social and cultural problems and themes become recognisable for the 
audience. The process, that creates identification and recognition with experiences, problems and persons, 
makes the stories familiar, and it helps creating a perception of a societal, municipally and nationally sense 
of belonging (Tufte in Hemer & Tufte 2005). One gets to share their experiences and articulate difficult 
topics - as important means to illuminate, that problems and taboos are not individual. As the individual 
takes an active part in recounting and reflecting on knowledge and own experiences, it becomes able to 
reconstruct and change it’s own perception of reality (Jackson 2002). 
 
The EE-genre connects well with the everyday lives of many people - why the format is very appropriate in 
order to reach large audiences. The sharing of actual experiences (often related to stigmatisation) in fictive 
stories via for instance radio makes the experiences public, which 1) unify the local society because it starts 
discussing what was earlier not open to discussion, and 2) appeal to society and government and their 
participation and co-responsibility. 
Activities included in story telling are ‘Community cultural events’, which consist in celebrations with 
drama, music and dance, poetry takes community conversation one step further, adding humour and 
identification brought by these broadcasting forms. Jackson emphasizes, that stories acted out through 
notably music and dance is very life affirming and encouraging (Jackson 2002). As parts of an African 
culture, these activities are excellent means of expressing oneself  - especially because of low literacy 
levels. Listening to the radio programmes in ‘Listening- and discussing clubs’ (LCs), gives a very different 
effect as compared to listening alone. An additionally discussion of the broadcast enables an increased 
concentration and purposefulness. Moreover, ‘Peer-to-Peer communication’ enables the listening club 
members to pass in the learning to their surroundings (Jallov 2013). These activities are further elaborated 
in the analysis’ chapter 4 and 5. 
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A well-used media in community radio is the mobile phone, from which listeners can send in text messages. 
Mobile phones are common possessions in Africa, as well in West Wollega in Ethiopia. The possibility to 
send in and receive text messages, and getting them read out, is a successful way getting listeners involved 
in the radio programme (Jallov 2013). In Tufte and Mefalopulos publication (2009) they exemplify the use 
of letters as a way to connect and involve the broader listener segment. For instance the case of a 
participatory radio programme in Minga in Peru, which had a strong community-based approach. The 
programme encouraged the community radio listeners to send in letters to the station which resulted in 
more than 6000 letters in the period 1998-2007 (Tufte & Mefalopulos 2009). The letters had a direct impact 
on the content of the programme and in that way was able to engage community members from afar.  
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4. Order of Discourse 
 
 
 
Meeting in a Micro finance group facilitated by MWW’s Ethiopian field officer and a representative 
of the local authority of Women Social Affair.   
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4. Order of discourse  
Following chapter intend to define two orders of discourse, the Ethiopian and the one of MWW. As 
foundation for this we have analyzed one of the international NGO ADRA’s present radio programmes 
located in Burundi and Congo. We account for ADRA’s overall strategy, their approach, best practice and 
lessons learned to use this as substantial inspiration for our practical considerations and in order to make a 
further analysis on how they trough participatory activities address dominating discourses in the two 
African countries. ADRA’s radio programme and approach are included as inspiration for our definition of 
the orders of discourse, respectively the Ethiopian at first and then MWW’s. We define these orders of 
discourse in order to be able to illustrate, how the two orders of discourse intermingle and interact – in 
preparation for examining by what means and activities MWW seeks to influence the dominating 
discourses and cultural structures in West Wollega, Ethiopia. As explained in 2.4 “Analysis” we present the 
contextual situations in Ethiopia and the background for IMHP in order to identify the existing discourses.   
Therefore this chapter has character of being descriptive when analyzing the discourses in Ethiopia and 
MWW. 
 
4.1 Analysis of ADRA’s Radio programme    
The Danish department of an international NGO ADRA’s present radio programme ‘ Advocating for Change: 
Women and Men co-operate against Gender Based Violence’ (Called ONGEA) is an innovative project using 
– and testing – a combination of participatory communication tools to ensure a reduction in Gender Based 
Violence (GBV) in Burundi and the Eastern part of the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) (ADRA MTR 
2012). Burundi and Congo represent the order of discourse that ADRA as an international and external 
actor is interfering with, like MWW is interacting with the Ethiopian order of discourse described in 4.2 and 
4.3. Focus for this analysis is to examine which strategies and methods ADRA uses to interfere with the 
Burundian/DRC order of discourses and furthermore what are best practices and lessons learned in using 
their participatory tools. Generally the ONGEA program is inspired by best practice and lessons learned 
from two previous similar radio projects in the same area. Therefore our analysis is grounded on lessons 
learned from ADRAs two previous projects, the present projects strategy and Midterm Review (MTR) from 
July 2012 composed by one of our theorists, Birgitte Jallov.  
 
We briefly present the situation in Burundi/DRC. Because of a long history of civil wars in both countries 
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violence has dominated the reality for the population. Especially women suffer in this situation. Women’s 
social status is low because of a discourse of women having no worthiness and rights to schooling and 
education for instance. Rape and violence against women dominate the social practices in Burundi and 
DRC. Through ADRA’s ONGEA project they seek to empower women to improve their live situation. This 
objective is quite similar to one of MWW. Even though they have a different focus their aim is also to 
empower women, and for this reason it is relevant to be inspired by ADRA’s methods to enable women to 
manage their life situation.  We are able to analyze how ADRA with participatory methods interacts with 
the discourses in Burundi/DRC, which is used for inspiration for our analytical discussion on how MWW 
with participatory community radio can interact with the discourses in Ethiopia.  
4.1.1 How ADRA interact with the order of discourse in Burundi/DRC  
The first to be outlined is ADRA’s strategy to interact with the discourses in Burundi/DRC. As mentioned 
earlier the ONGEA project is inspired by two previous projects that was highly successful in terms of 
empowering and giving especially women a voice through their involvement in ‘Listening committees’ (LC), 
radio programmes and dramas and by reaching out to a wide audience through popular radio programmes. 
The fact that the ONGEA to a great degree is based on two previous projects can limit the openness of 
problem identification and strategy.15 However, in this case the lessons learned from the previous projects 
are in the favor of and essential in accomplishing the objectives in the ONGEA. Both women, project staff 
and other stakeholders are very aware of the fact that empowerment by itself does not change the context 
in which women live. 
 
Especially the recognizing of relevant stakeholders16 needed to be involved to create supportive 
environments for women is relevant to be able to empower women. The main groups of stakeholders are 
men who play a determinant role in reducing GBV and inequality between men and women. For this reason 
the ONGEA project were implemented in close cooperation with important stakeholders; including male 
members in the LCs from the very beginning, groups consistent of men who has the power to influence 
other men in their communities (police men, military leaders, traditional leaders, church leaders), local 
authorities, relevant ministries and law making institutions and other NGOs working with media and gender 
                                                     
15
 Lessons learned from the previous radio programmes was taken into account for the this (ONGEA) programme. During the 
review of the previous projects an external consultant, the project staff, the national ADRA offices, ADRA Denmark discussed 
possibilities of how to use and further develop the experiences and lessons learned in the previous project. The new project is 
partly based on the achievements, lessons learned and the LC already in place while at the same time being a new project in its 
own right with its focus on including men as an important actors for improving the situation for women (ADRA project document 
2009). 
16
 It is important to define the group of stakeholders and mainly consist of people and organizaitions that contribute to the 
achievement of project objectives in a positive and manageable manner (ADRA project document 2009) 
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(ADRA project 2009). Another group of important stakeholders are the radio stations and the local 
journalist who will be directly involved in the LC and the training of ‘citizen journalist’ which to be explained 
later.  
 
ADRA’s overall aim is to empower women from poor communities, where the gender based violence and 
inequality has the dominating force in their lives. To address these issues ADRA indentifies men and women 
from these communities as the primary target group – more specific, women and men among LCs, local 
journalists and radio listeners. Apart from the primary target group the project reaches out to a much wider 
audience through radio programmes that has a wide coverage (ADRA project 2009).    
 
An important part of ADRA’s strategy is the way they relate to ownership of the radio project by stating 
that ADRA Denmark provides project coordination and technical assistance, the local ADRA partner 
implements the project: “…but the real owners are the LCs and the communities and to some extend the 
journalists and media who are vital for producing and carrying on the radio programmes and other media 
activities” (ADRA MTR 2012: 44). 
 
This statement by ADRA indicates their reflection regarding their role as the external intervening actor and 
they strive not to govern the radio programme by disclaiming ownership of the project. The principles of 
empowerment theory is based on local ownership and the point is that social development processes 
needs to be locally grounded, otherwise this process does not reflect local initiatives for change and is 
unlikely to be sustainable. Another indicator for this “empowerment consciousness” in ADRA’s approach is 
their partnership with local radio stations. ADRA do avoid as far as possible to pay transmission fees, 
instead they identify initiatives which can meet the radio stations and their staff’s expectation in capacity 
building for journalist and editors related to gender-based and conflict related violence. The actual format 
and concept will be developed as a joint fellow and adapted to the specific conditions and interest of each 
location. Local journalists are trained in managing specific radio formats such as debate-oriented 
programmes, live-broadcast and the use of ‘citizen journalists’ (ADRA project 2009). Latest mentioned is to 
be elaborated in the following “participatory activities”. Even though it is not possible for ADRA as an 
external funder to avoid any degree of governing the project, they are aware of this power issue and try to 
address it by leaving the management to local radio stations.   
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4.1.2 Participatory activities   
So far we have analyzed for the overall strategy ADRA uses to implement a participatory and empowering 
radio programme. We continue outlining which specific participatory activities they uses to interact with 
the order of discourses in Burundi/Congo.   
 
One of ADRA’s main activities related to the radio programme is ‘Listening committees’ (LCs) which consist 
of a group of women and men who immediately after the radio programmes discuss it. In the MTR it is 
argued when members of the LCs are not only listening, but also actually treat the issues presented in the 
radio programme, it provides an added impact and internalization of the content. Furthermore linking it to 
own experiences increases the understanding and relation to the programme very much (ADRA MTR 2012). 
The LCs provide a forum where listening and debating a similar set of issues in the same group week in and 
week out develop a special bond, especially in relation to sensitive issues, that can be hard to talk about. 
The discussions in such a forum can become even more open and frank and thus nurture the culture of 
openness and breaking of taboos (ADRA MTR 2012). Additionally one or two members in the LCs take 
actively part in producing news by being responsible for delivering news and information from their 
community to the radio stations. These persons are referred to as ‘citizen journalists’ and through 
discussion with radio stations they also contribute in developing radio formats and programmes. Over time 
citizen journalists will be managed directly though the radio station (ADRA project 2009).  
 
The next step ADRA encourage for in the process is ‘peer to peer’, where the LC-members take their 
learning and information to their friends, family, colleagues and peers in the community to articulate 
dialogue about issues related to violence (ADRA MTR 2012). To broadening the scope from peer-to-peer 
the dialogue is moved to open community group settings referred to as ‘community conversations’. The 
point is for groups to identify issues to be debated and uncover new ideas for building a healthier 
environment (ADRA MTR 2012). The potential of this process is to move the understanding of the issue 
from the primary target audience to a broader base.   
 
Besides the weekly and monthly radio programmes of information, testimonies and opinions from local 
men and women and response provided by authorities and experts, ADRA makes use of other types of 
communication channels. Especially the use of mobile phones has increased in the countries and therefore 
mobiles are used to SMS chains related to radio programmes and as an internal alert system between the 
LCs and other relevant stakeholders to inform and ask for help in cases of violence. Cultural events in the 
communities such as “theatre for development” or more concretely dramas on the issues are also a success 
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since they are effective and entertaining means of mobilizing people and building awareness in the 
community (ADRA MRT 2012).  
 
For a long-term perspective one main activity ADRA focuses on is building the LCs to become independent 
civil society organizations and establish a more formal network into an organization, which can carry out 
advocacy activities since civil society organizations are important in social change (ADRA document 2009).  
 
The way ADRA interacts and seeks to create supportive environments for women in a post-conflict situation 
is through an innovative approach by enabling local’s capacity to actively participate in addressing the issue 
of violence. Altogether radio programmes, LCs and dramas, which involve a larger audience, are a great 
success according to the findings in the Midterm report. This analysis of ADRA’s approach and participatory 
activities to empower women is an inspiration for our analysis of which health promoting potential 
community radio offer MWW’s existing health project.   
 
4.2 The Ethiopian Order of Discourse  
The following section examines the dominating reproductive health discourses in Ethiopia based on 
statistical data from WHO, Ethiopian health documents and references to our mail correspondence with 
the Ethiopian project officer.    
 
With a population of 84,73 million people Ethiopia is Africa’s second-most populous country. Ethiopia has a 
large, predominantly rural, and impoverished population with poor access to safe water, housing, 
sanitation, food, and health services (WEB-World Bank 2013, WEB-WHO Ethiopia 2013). In 2010-2011 only 
17 % of the Ethiopian population lived in urban areas (ibid.). These factors result in a high incidence of 
communicable diseases including TB, malaria, respiratory infections, diarrheal diseases, and nutritional 
deficiencies. The HIV prevalence is highest in urban and transport-corridor settings, being largely driven by 
lack of awareness, mobility, and high-risk behaviour in most-at-risk populations (EDHS 2012). This gives a 
picture of the general health situation in Ethiopia, burdened with a high degree of multiple diseases, which 
is influenced by the above mentioned various determinants. Furthermore as mentioned in the Introduction, 
the reproductive health situation in Ethiopia meets great challenges in consideration of a high fertility rate 
and a low contraceptive prevalence that cause that one of the world’s highest rates of maternal deaths 
happens in Ethiopia. MWW’s integration of community radio seeks to interact with this current 
reproductive health situation. The IMHP is implemented in the Oromia region in West Wollega Zone, where 
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the fertility rate is among the highest in Ethiopia and access to health facilities is quite limited17. Related to 
this it is relevant to examine which discourses dominate the reproductive health situation?    
 
One of the main problems is that only 10 % of Ethiopian women give birth by skilled birth attendance (EHDS 
2012). A very small percentage compared to the neighbouring countries like Burundi where more than half 
of women give birth with a skilled birth attendance (60,3 %) and in Kenya it is 43,8 % of the women (2011), 
(WEB-WHO 2013). Over 90 % of women in need of a caesarean section are unable to access this service. 
19,000 women die from pregnancy and childbirth-related causes every year and it is estimated that over 
50,000 women currently suffer from obstetric fistula (EDHS 2012). Maternal mortality causes include post-
partum hemorrhage, infection, eclampsia and obstructed labour18. Neonatal mortality causes include 
asphyxia, sepsis, and prematurity.19 Neonatal deaths account for 30 % of under-five mortality, followed by 
respiratory infections, diarrheal diseases, and malaria (WHO 2006). These obstacles could have been 
prevented to a certain extent by antenatal core coverage. However in Ethiopia only 19 % of pregnant 
women have four antenatal care visits and a third (33.9 %) of pregnant women have one antenatal care 
visit (WEB-WHO 2013). This leaves 48 % of pregnant women receiving no antenatal care during pregnancy 
and this fact is among the determinants affecting maternal deaths. This culture of not using health facilities 
is interesting to questioning – why do almost half of the Ethiopian women not use the health facilities?   
 
According to the Ethiopian Ministry of Health there are specific determinants on the major supply side 
affecting the maternal health. Identified determinants are weak referral system at health centre levels, lack 
of inadequate availability of labour equipment, and under-financing of the service (Ministry of health 
2010).  
 
Besides the fact that the health systems are not efficiently enough to manage reproductive health related 
circumstances there are other reasons why women do not use the health facilities. 
On the demand side, cultural and societal norms, distances to functioning health centres and financial 
barriers are the major constraints (Ministry of health 2010). The point is that besides lack of competent 
health professionals and health facilities, many underlying socio-economic determinants, such as poverty 
and education, affect the high number of maternal death in Ethiopia. Among the influential determinants is 
                                                     
17
 Maternity Worldwide programme document   
18
 post-partum hemorrhage is excessive bleeding (a loss of more than 500 mL of blood) after childbirth; eclampsia is Coma and 
convulsions before, during, or shortly after childbirth, and obstructed labour refers to blocked or difficult labour (http://medical-
dictionary.thefreedictionary.com) 
19
 Asphyxia is  respiratory failure in the newborn; sepsis is Sepsis refers to a bacterial infection in the bloodstream or body tissues;  
prematurity refer to Infants born before 37 weeks gestation are considered premature and may be at risk for complications. 
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poverty, which is highly related to education. Strong evidence of the benefits of investing in sexual and 
reproductive health20 shows that having fewer children and healthier mothers and children enables families 
to invest more in each child’s education (UNFPA, WHO 2009). Numerous studies have shown that 
investments in education, particularly for women, lead to better child health, lower fertility and reduced 
maternal mortality (Ministry of Health 2006b). This is notable since only 39,6 % of men and even less of 
women (18,5 %) are literate (Ministry of Health 2006b). There is an overall lack of supportive environment 
for educational achievements for girls. Besides illiteracy other basic indications such as women are 30 % 
less likely to be employed, and marry on average seven years earlier than men, contribute to the low social 
and economic status of women in Ethiopia. Therefore most Ethiopian women lack the reproductive and 
social self-determination needed to manage their reproductive rights.  
From the government perspective they have adopted numerous laws and policies that advance women’s 
social and reproductive rights21, and are obliged to international institutions guaranteeing such rights. But 
the implementation of these protections is constrained by low implementation capacity, low awareness 
among the general public and especially among women (Ministry of Health 2006b). 
The Ethiopian field officer emphasized in our mail correspondence that the low awareness about 
reproductive health is the reality in Ethiopia:  
 “… many people are interested to know this topic [maternal and newborn health], almost all 
of the community and even part of the health workers don't understand this subject, many 
pregnant women are still dying because of lack knowledge, more than half 52 % of Ethiopian 
population is women and most of these women are in reproductive age” (appendix 4, WEB-
demografic profile 2013).  
 
The point is that there exist a great lack of knowledge and understanding of reproductive health issues and 
together with all the above-described determinants it dominates the maternal mortality in Ethiopia.   
To summarize the dominating discourses of the reproductive health situation in Ethiopia, the first to 
mention is the low use of health facilities during pregnancy and childbirth. The reason why this is a 
dominating discourse is to be understood in the context of other discourses an cultural structures, for once 
the health facilities do not provide optimal obstetric care. Furthermore the discourses of a cultural, socio-
economic character are the low social and economic status of women that is dialectical connected to 
poverty and education. The last mentioned causes a high level of illiteracy especially among women, which 
                                                     
20
 Definition of investment of reproductive health: investment in Family planning methods (contraceptive methods, abortion) and 
health facilities and professionals 
21
 Laws and policies: Harmful traditional practices (HTP) are discouraged; Acts that bring about marriage before the age of 18 
warrant criminal prosecutions against the perpetrators; detailed provisions have been included on crimes related to female genital 
cutting (FGC), perinatal harmful practices and domestic violence 
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further influences the lack of understanding reproductive health complications. Altogether, this results in a 
dominating discourse of a general high accept of maternal mortality.   
 
4.3 Maternity Worldwide – how they interfere and interact 
In order to describe the overall order of discourse represented by Maternity Worldwide, this section 
introduces and briefly explains the organisation and the aim of their project IMHP. The pre-understanding 
of MWW is important to emphasize when wanting to map out the order of discourse that is reflected in 
their project IMHP. How are these objectives transformed into interaction with the Ethiopian 
understanding of reproductive health? As a respond we describe MWW’s discourse of reproductive health 
and how this interacts with the discourses in West Wollega, Ethiopia. 
 
The Danish secretary of Maternity Worldwide consists of a director and two programme managers, while 
an Ethiopian country manager and six Ethiopian programme officers manage the Ethiopian secretary. 
MWW’s staff in Ethiopia are all from the local area and therefore have a valuable local grounding. The 
Ethiopian staff manages the daily decisions and project procedure, whereas the Danish secretary runs the 
overall project process. The MWW board of directors consists of seven Danish board members, who attend 
to strategic decisions and approval of budget and plan of actions. Important to notice is the history of 
MWW. It began by providing mainly services to the West Wollega zone by expatriating midwifes and 
doctors to work in hospitals and health clinic. Later it evolved to be an developing organization focussing on 
empowering/participatory activities such as micro finance groups. Today Danish midwifes are still 
expatriated, but to facilitate training of midwifes and other health personal in basic obstetric care and 
hygiene. The organization’s aim is to reduce maternal mortality in developing countries, such as West 
Wollega in Ethiopia. This aim is related to UN’s Millennium Development Goals (MDG), in particularly goal 
five’s two objectives; Reduce by three quarters the 
maternal mortality ratio and Achieve universal access to 
reproductive health (WEB-UN MDG 2013). In respond 
MWW implemented an Integrated Maternal Health 
Project (IMPH) in Ethiopia, in the Oromia region in West 
Wollega Zone, with 1,5 million citizen. To address the 
above-mentioned objectives, including biomedical, 
reproductive, health-related, socio-economic and 
cultural structures, MWW works on the basis of 
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Thaddeus and Maine’s acknowledged ‘Three Delay Model’ (1994)22. The model conceptualizes complex 
hindrances in the reduction of maternal mortality and identifies delays as individual decision-making, 
access to services and health professional attending as key factors that can delay the access to life-saving 
interventions. 
1. Phase of delay: the decision to seek care (house hold/family level). Delay can be caused by: 
a. Poor understanding of complications and risk factors in pregnancy and of when medical 
interventions are needed  
b. Acceptance of maternal death  
c. Low status of women  
d. Socio-cultural barriers for turn to professional assistance (for example women’s mobility, 
possibility to control resources, to make decisions, local beliefs and practises of health and 
maternal care, labour and nutrition) 
2. Phase of delay: reaching care (referral level). Delay can be caused by: 
a. Distance to health centres and hospitals 
b. Geography (mountainous terrain, rivers)  
c. Availability of and cost of transportation and poor roads 
3. Phase of delay: receiving adequate health care (health facility level). Delay can be caused by: 
a. Poor facilities and lack of medical supplies  
b. Inadequately trained and poorly motivated medical staff 
c. Lack of resources/finance 
 
The work at community level aims to strengthen women's social and economic position, as well as getting 
the local society to use health facilities. At referral level MWW implemented e-rangers which is motor cycle 
ambulances to transfer women from country district to health clinics. Furthermore MWW rents waiting 
houses near the hospital for housing women from country district.23 At the clinical level MWW strives to 
strengthen health systems to provide the essential reproductive health services. MWW works in 
collaboration with the Ethiopian government - in the sense that they strengthen the existing health care 
system and the Ethiopian health educations. Community activities take place in cooperation with local 
authorities such as Women’s Social Affair. These aims are constituent elements of MWW’s overall 
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 Social Science and Medicine, 1994: http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/0277953694902267: Thaddeus S, Maine D. 
Too far to walk: maternal mortality in context. The three delay model is a tool to prevent maternal mortality. The model is based on 
a cooperation between the  Columbia University Center for Population and Family Health and cross disciplinary scientists from 
Ghana, Nigeria and Sierra Leone. The research focus was on which determinants influences the delay of optimal health assistance.  
23
 Because of the mountainous terrain and warm temperatures it is not save for a pregnant women to walk the distance to the 
hospitals just before labor. Therefore the waiting houses provides housing for these women to be able to get to the hospitals in 
time.  
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objective: the enabling of Ethiopian women in managing their own reproductive health. This objective is 
thereby also to be understood as a dominating discourse of Maternity Worldwide. 
 
 
Addressing/influencing ‘the decision to seek care’ 
The first phase of delay originate in rooted social and cultural structures and norms, which make the delays 
hard to challenge. The Ethiopian MWW staff has identified a need for strengthening the activities within 
the first phase of delay. Clausen, S attended the activity planning for the year 2013 during her field trip and 
the field officers specific suggested to add radio to the IMHP activities  (appendix 7). This need has led us to 
focus on these activities, while it has also given rise to our delimitation from the second and the third 
phases of delay. The activities within first phase of delay concern the discourses of reproductive health that 
can possible be addressed through community activities and involvement. It is by this means that MWW 
seek to address the underlying cultural determents. Thus, this section defines the MWW order of discourse 
through the first phases of delay. 
To address the first phases of delay MWW focuses on two main areas: ‘Livelihood activities’ and 
‘Community capacity building’ (IMHP project 2006).  
Through Livelihood activities MWW strives to reach out to women with a variety of socio-economic status 
in so-called ‘micro finance groups’, so to improve their economic situation. These micro finance groups are 
divided into tree levels, according to the women’s economic capital24. This division is meant to include the 
women with the lowest socioeconomic status (appendix 7). The improvement of women's social and 
economic situation is an important element of MWW's work to reduce maternal mortality, as it has a 
significant impact on women's autonomy in the household. There through these activities are also intended 
to change women's decision to seek assistance during pregnancy and childbirth. Micro finance groups are 
one of MWW's efforts in the process to enable women in managing and controlling their own reproductive 
health. 
Community capacity building is configured in varied activities that seek to raise conscience among both 
women and men about reproductive health, which include family planning, knowledge about safe and 
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 The first group includes women with the lowest socioeconomic status, they have the opportunity to take a loan in “crop” or 
“poultry”.  MWW provides these women with crop or poultry and the ministry of Agricultural affair provides training in farming 
corn or poultry. The point is for the women to start an income generating business and then pay back MWW the loan. The second 
group includes women with some degree of capital – the women is organized in loan-and-savings groups of 20 members. The point 
is for the women to experience the possibility of saving and being able to loan money for an income generation activity  (crops, 
poultry etc) and being able to pay back the loan with interests. The third group includes women with quite higher capital – they are 
organized in groups of five and save money together in the bank and have the possibility to take a bigger loan than the members of 
group one and two. They have the opportunity to invest in greater income generating activities some kind of business cooperation 
(a grocery shop for instance). The overall objective is to enable these women’s availability to enter into formal financial institutions 
and to strengthening their household income and being able to invest more in their children’s education for instance (appendix 7).     
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healthy pregnancy and taking care of infants. The activities build on training of local Health Promoters, 
whose job it is to train more local Health Promoters. The job of the health promoter is to promote and 
generate consciousness about reproductive health in the local areas and encourage women to use health 
facilities for both pregnancy tests and birth. Furthermore, MWW has established ‘social clubs’ for school 
children, especially teenagers that through theatre are intended for spreading the word about family 
planning and the use of contraceptives. The purpose of these activities is that health education and 
information offer the local society the opportunity to take an informed choice about how they can take 
care of their reproductive health (IMHP project 2006). A great potential of these activities is, that they point 
at both women and men in order to raise a general acceptance of the use of health facilities during 
pregnancy and childbirth. 
MWW’s livelihood and community capacity building activities seek to meet and interact with the dominant 
structures and norms - to change these determinants. Among others, it is the dominant gender norms 
MWW's project articulates and challenges.  
 
MWW’s aim is to influence the discourses dominating the maternal mortality in Ethiopia. The Ethiopian 
discourses of reproductive health, illustrated in the above section, all represent an overall discourse of 
general acceptance of maternal mortality. To influence these discourses MWW strives to intermingle and 
interact with them by their own discourses of reproductive health.  
 
Among the dominating discourses of reproductive health at MWW is that West Wollegian women ought to 
be enabled in managing their reproductive health. By this discourse MWW strives to intermingle with the 
Ethiopian discourse of low use of health facilities during pregnancy and childbirth. They do this by 
communicating and educating in the use of health facilities during pregnancy and childbirth, so to improve 
a better knowledge and understanding of reproductive health complications. A high level of illiteracy 
among women is caused by a discourse of women’s low social and economic status. This discourse MWW 
seeks to challenge by their discourse regarding women’s social and economic position is to be strengthened 
and in this Livelihood activities and Community capacity building is important means of empowering 
women in the local society and ‘conscientialisation’ of women’s worth – both for women and men. These 
activities are also constructed from a discourse of enabling women to challenge oppressive structures. Yet 
another discourse at MWW is improvement of the health facilities and the obstetric care, which MWW 
addresses by strengthening the health professional’s skills. 
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To summarize, the three delay model consists of following phases: First phase of delay: the decision to seek 
care, Second phase of delay: referral level, Third phase of delay: receiving adequate health care. The 
connected activities aim to strengthen women's social and economic position, getting the local society to 
use health facilities and furthermore, to strengthen the Ethiopian health systems and the health educations 
to provide good hygienic practise and essential health services. Especially, MWW addresses hygiene in the 
maternity clinics, which is a big problem. In this respect MWW have facilitated some good changes; since 
the project’s beginning in 2005, there has been a positive development regarding hygiene in the maternity 
clinics. An indicator of this is that the number of birth deliveries at MWW’s collaborating hospitals and 
Health Centres rose from 2230 birth deliveries in the year 2010 to 3129 in 2011 (IMHP report 2011). This 
indicates a great improvement of quality assurance of health facilities. 
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5.  Analysis 
 
A picture of an Ethiopian women from one of the micro finance groups.  
She is part of one the groups with the lowest socio-economic status.  
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5. Analysis 
Firstly is a sum up of the conclusions from chapter 4 in order to examine how MWW by means of 
community radio as a dialogical approach can challenge the Ethiopian discourses on reproductive health. In 
section 5.2 we discuss the challenges in operating the theory in practise, thus we are facing some 
challenges implementing a radio programme as an empowerment method in the Ethiopian context. Section 
5.3 examines the practical implementation of participatory radio activities, which is constituted by different 
practical considerations: How to engage important stakeholders and the current established groups in the 
MWW IMHP-project. Lastly we look in a bigger perspective on how community radio can contribute to 
sustainable health promotion in Ethiopia. 
 
Based on MWW’s current activities we have gained insight into how MWW interact with the Ethiopian 
discourses of health. This first part of the analysis aims to make a transition from the conclusions of chapter 
four’s order of discourse. We have reviewed MWW’s strategies in the IMHP to be able to describe the 
potential of the MWW activities in challenging underlying cultural and socio-economic aspects on 
reproductive health. Focus is related to the first research question, presented in the introduction: How can 
a community radio facilitate a dialogic platform where underlying cultural and socio-economic aspects on 
reproductive health discourses are challenged?  
 
MWW has a focus on health information dissemination, which is natural for an organization funded by a 
doctor. Additionally, MWW have started working with empowerment-based approaches that in particular 
focus on how the activities of micro finance and reproductive health promotion can be combined. 
However, we can conclude that there are aspects in relation to reproductive health that need a broader 
focus – aspects that profitably could support the current activities. Based on the theory on ‘the open health 
concept’ (Wackerhausen 2005) we emphasize, that MWW could benefit by broaden their focus on social 
determinants connected to reproductive health.  
 
The South African health promoter David Sanders (2008) argues that the health focus in the sub-Saharan 
African countries is poor. This reflects a lack of awareness of the relationship between social determinants 
and he0alth. By a broader health focus, Sanders thus also refers to the necessity in including all aspects of a 
person’s life to understand health (Sanders 2008). Thereby we are able to clarify some of the challenges 
MWW faces in especially first phase of delay – the addressing of social and cultural determinants. It is a 
great challenge to address women’s low socio-economic status, since it is a social structure constructed by 
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dominating discourses. Subsequently, we argue that the activities within the first phases of delay are not 
comprehensive in addressing these structures. They need to be articulated, discussed and demonstrated 
out in the open (Tufte in Hemer & Tufte 2005, appendix 5). 
 
5.1. The potential of dialogue and story telling 
The IMHP will benefit from using a dialogical approach in addressing the social and cultural structures. One 
important potential of community radio is that it facilitates a dialogical and reflective platform for those 
who are oppressed, which in this case are the Ethiopian women. Besides, it has the great potential in 
involving of others stakeholders, especially men, which are poorly involved in matters of reproductive 
health. However, their involvement and participation is vital when wanting to address gender structures 
and thereby empower women in building control of and capacity to act upon their own reproductive health 
(Wackerhausen 2005). In this matter we strive to prepare a ground for a participatory development process 
that can improve the individual’s contextual capacity of acting by designing a radio guideline on the basis of 
our knowledge gained during this project. This guideline is not to be understood as a product 'cut out in 
stones', as the Danish programme stressed, nor as something to be top-down driven. It is designed in 
corporation with the Ethiopia MWW team and can be understood as an inspiration material for the radio 
activities to be rooted in, that you can apply and develop – not least with regard to the local users 
(appendix 6) 
 
The radio guideline serves as an initiation for dialogue and contains a design to be continually adjusted to 
the values and needs of the local community. Primarily, the guideline is to contain tools, easy to adjust and 
change in relation to the local needs. There is an additional flexibility in the method, due to its 
implementation as a supplement in MWW's current activities.  
According to Tufte the dialogue, and especially storytelling, assists the articulation of sensitive issues 
(appendix 5). In Ethiopia issues in reproductive health and family planning; contraception, abortion, etc. is a 
private matter in West Wollega. By using dialogue and storytelling you can address these discourses, which 
can enable women to develop a consciousness. This conscientialisation  is an essential process for the 
Ethiopian women to develop a critical awareness of their social reality (Freire 1970, Chambers 1994), so to 
enable them in managing their own reproductive health. 
 
From our social constructionist position we question, if dialogue and there though conscientialisation are 
the solution to the issues related to reproductive health? According to Freire and Wackerhausen, the 
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change needs to emanate from the locals themselves. Therefore it is essential that MWW’s radio 
programme is based on the values and needs of the locals in West Wollega. There is a delicate balance in 
this dialogical approach, since it is difficult to tell who actually start this social change process. How can 
MWW ensure that the change emanates from the West Wollegians themselves?  
 
5.2 Challenges Faced by a Community Radio 
The community radio facilitate a dialogical platform, however, it inherent a paradox. The dialogue is 
intended to be an open, health promoting forum based on the local Ethiopians world view, contemporary 
with the fact that MWW have already defined the objectives for the radio programme. These power 
dilemmas are the basis for the following sections wherein we discuss how MWW relate to these power 
structures in comparison to ADRA’s radio programme. Doing this, we pursue to answer research question 
two: What challenges occur in the design of the radio program and furthermore how can MWW best 
possible manage these throughout the radio process? 
Financial dependency on donors is one of the major challenges faced by community radios in Africa, 
according to Manyozo. To illustrate the magnitude of the external funding flow, a WHO statistic from 2011 
shows that 44,3 % of the Ethiopians total expenditures on health comes from external resources (WEB-
WHO Ethiopia 2013). The IMHP including the future radio initiative are both funded by Danish donors, due 
to lack of resources in West Wollega, a typical example of what Manyozo terms the ‘NGO-ification’. The 
external funding causes a participatory dilemma, because the community members’ ability to engage in the 
radio programme has to be mediated and negotiated through MWW.  
The questions is how big a problem this donor dependency relationship is in the case of MWW, and how 
we can best possible manage these power dynamics in the integration of the radio programme? Here, it is 
useful to compare ADRA’s radio strategies in their programme ‘Advocating for Change: Women and Men 
co-operate against Gender Based Violence’ with MWW’s future radio programme. We can conclude from 
chapter 4 that ADRA’s radio approach is to a large extent the ideal answer to an empowerment method in 
an African context. Their focus on local ownership through for instance problem identification and radio 
planning, and furthermore how training of community journalists and ‘peer to peer’ communication makes 
the locals the catalysts for change. ADRA’s participatory strategies are quite comprehensive and it requires 
a lot of resources, both time and money wise and in human capital for MWW to be able to organize such a 
Freirean oriented community radio. As an illustration, the financial amount for ADRA’s 3 year radio 
programme is 8,6 million DKK compared to MWW’s radio budget which is less than 10.000 DKK for the 
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autumn 2013.25 Of course, the two radio programmes are not alike, as MWW’s radio “only” functions as a 
supplement to the IMHP. However, the different budgets make it clear that ADRA have significant more 
resources to secure a participatory process.  
 
A second challenge is emphasised by Thomas Tufte who years back evaluated another radio programme by 
ADRA. He experienced that one of the programmes challenges was to motivate and engage the locals due 
to the fact that focus had shifted from including service provisions to a focus on advocacy and capacity 
building (appendix 5).26 There is a chance that MWW will experience the same kind of challenge, because 
the radio initiative does not provide concrete services. MWW’s existing activities all have a degree of 
service provision, whether it is through health services or micro finance services.27 The effects of these 
activities are tangible compared to radio activities focus on dialogue as the service. The challenge can be to 
motivate and engage the locals in West Wollega if they do not see the benefits of “talking”. The social 
structures that MWW’s radio strives to change through dialogue, can seem “fluffy” with long-term 
perspectives, which can de difficult for the locals to relate to. As Hemer and Tufte put it ‘you can not eat 
communication’, then what is the purpose (Hemer & Tufte 2005)? 
Laverack and Labonte argue that it is difficult for people with few resources to engage and participate in 
community development. Hemer & Tufte even state that it is a prerequisite that ones basic needs are 
covered to be able to engage in the development of ones community. With more than half of the Ethiopian 
population living below the poverty line it is understandable if the locals prioritize to farm on the field 
instead of joining discussion clubs. Laverack and Labonte have an essential point in their argument about 
the paradox between MWW wanting the weaker groups to be the starting point for development while at 
the same time they are probably the ones with less abilities and resources to begin this dialogic 
empowerment process (Laverack and Labonte 2000).  
In connection to this, we and MWW need to be much aware of the power dynamics we interfere with 
through the radio and  try to avoid what Robert Chambers calls ‘unequal empowerment’. Who participates, 
who gains, and who is left out – these are important questions. If the radio activities only involve the socio-
economic advantaged groups it distorts the power structures even more. Presently, MWW provide 
concrete health services and their activities strives to include the most vulnerable groups. We argue that 
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 Important to note that ADRA’s radio budget reflects the whole project period including administration and salaries etc. whereas 
we only have MWW’s radio budget for the first half a year.  
26
 The Danish Civil Society Strategy from 2008 made a shift in the focus of development activities to secure more sustainability. 
Instead of focusing on service provision, community capacity building and advocacy became first priority to held governments and 
other public institutions accountable instead of NGOs.  
27
 From 2005 and the following years the IMHP consisted mainly of service deliveries through expatriated Danish midwifes 
spending a half year at health clinics in West Wollega. However, today MWW’s health services and micro finance services are not to 
be understood as pure service deliveries. Their present focus is mainly; capacity building through quality assuring, health training 
and micro finance training.  
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the integration of a community radio has several potentials as a health promoting and sustainable activity 
because it is used in combination with IMHP’s already established activities. In 5.3, we discuss appropriate 
and inclusive radio activities which take these challenges into consideration. 
 
 
5.2.1 Who’s Gonna be the Change Agent? 
The purpose of the radio programme is to start a community dialogue on issues connected to reproductive 
health and in that way, in a long-term perspective, challenge some of the dominating discourses that 
determine the reproductive health situation in West Wollega. An important aspect is who is going to trigger 
this process and be the ‘change agent’ as Tufte names it? The following section is a discussion about who is 
the most appropriate change agent in the process, in which we will underline the role of the MWW’s 
Ethiopian staff. 
As mentioned above, the IMHP’s donor dependency causes some challenges in the effort to make a 
participatory and local driven radio. As a result, it is important that MWW reflect upon who is going to be 
the facilitator of the dialogue. Development communication consultant Rosalind Yarde has worked with a 
project on empowering Tanzanian youth trough participatory radio (Yarde in Tufte et al. 2013). In close 
relationship with the Tanzanian youth she organized and planned community radio programmes, and Yarde 
experienced how difficult it is to create equal communication between what she terms the change agent 
and the participants:  
 
“However, it became clear during the process that achieving such equality was not 
necessarily going to be straightforward (...) further reflection was needed on the position of 
the researcher in relation to the participants because of the influence of established cultural 
and social hierarchies, generational differences and the types of life experiences on both 
sides. Being told that this was their programme was not enough initially to break down the 
barriers.” (Yarde in Tufte et al. 2013: 293) 
 
This example, illustrates the challenge of outsiders as facilitators in the process. Paulo Freire emphasises 
the importance of ‘communication between equals’ which means in practice, that MWW need to use 
change agents that share the same world view as the locals in West Wollega. Therefore, we argue that 
MWW’s board members and the secretary department in Denmark are not to be the primary facilitators in 
this social change process, instead it should be the Ethiopian staff. They are from the local area, and have 
insider knowledge on the social practices in West Wollega and therefore are the most appropriate for 
facilitating a dialogue. Equally important, the Ethiopian staffs have an insight into MWW’s Danish team’s 
realm of understanding. In that way they are able to bridge the two discourses of respectively the Danish 
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discourse in MWW and the discourse in West Wollega. The Ethiopian team has a valuable position which 
can establish a mutual understanding between the two parties, and moreover create equal communication 
which is essential to secure local ownership and sustainable changes.  
 
MWW is a relatively new organisation and it is only a few years back that MWW had no Ethiopian staff and 
consisted only of the Danish team. Today, the six Ethiopian team members play an essential role in IMHP 
spending the majority of the weekdays with the community members and health promoters in West 
Wollega. The recruitment of the local staff can be seen as a positive and an empowerment oriented 
initiative by MWW. As mentioned, in the beginning of the planning process we had a request that the 
Ethiopian staff including stakeholders conducted a participatory workshop on the scope of the radio and 
possible target groups and themes. However, the Danish project manager turned down the idea and 
recommended that we made the first draft, since the Ethiopian staff is occupied by implementing new 
initiatives in the spring. Due to our health promoting schooling we were afraid that if we, from the outside, 
had to set the frame of the radio it would not capture the voices of the community members. The project 
manager replied: 
 
“ (…) det synes jeg ikke at I skal være så bange for. Processen er jo participatorisk – I 
inddrager os [Danish MWW], I inddrager teamet [Ethiopian team]  og som sagt så er det 
godt som du siger, at komme med et forslag, fordi de har rigtig travlt.” (appendix 6:12) 
 
The quote illustrates the project manager’s understanding of participation, and it becomes clear that it is 
not in line with the ideal Freirean thinking of participation and empowerment. This causes the participatory 
dilemma where the locals or at least the Ethiopian team are not to identify the focus areas, but instead it 
will be externally debated. The project manager points out that the resources are few and the Ethiopian 
staffs are busy, which becomes one of the arguments for reducing the degree of local/Ethiopian 
participation in the planning process. This example indicates how challenging it can be to move from 
theoretical ideals to practice and actually implementing empowerment methods in a developing context. 
The health promotion professors Laverack and Labonte also points out how there is a lack of clarification on 
how to make the concept of empowerment operational when the programme is not solely driven by the 
locals. Constraints like donor dependency and lack of resources complicates the process in practice and we 
have to be realistic in the planning process and sometimes do compromises. One of our hopes for the 
future is for MWW to continue in a more participatory-oriented direction. Compared to the diffusion 
approach, we are aware that participatory activities require much more organization and facilitation which 
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Tufte emphasises (appendix 5). This would probably require more resources, as for instance more local 
staff in Ethiopian, however, it also secures the most appropriate and sustainable social change.  
 
 
5.3 Community Radio in Practice       
This analytical part is practical oriented and examines concrete activities that would be useful in MWW’s 
radio programme. Focus is related to the third research question, presented in the introduction; which 
concrete radio activities are applicable to secure more local involvement and initiate a health promoting 
process for social change? In other words we discuss which activities can be added to the IMHP to address 
the underlying cultural and socio-economic determinants for reproductive health in West Wollega. 
Furthermore we elaborate the potentials of these activities and how to engage Ethiopians who are not 
actively participating in the IMHP.  
 
5.3.1 Stakeholders   
It is important to make it clear from the beginning what primary and secondary target groups the radio 
aims at.28 In our stakeholder analysis we are inspired by our analysis of ADRA’s radio programme and their 
stakeholder analysis, refer to section 4.1. ADRA have much experience on how radio has the ability to 
empower women and which stakeholders to involve. We define the primary target group for the radio 
programme as women in the reproductive age, 15-45, (IMHP project document 2010) who are to be 
actively involved in the IMHP activities. The secondary group also includes women in the reproductive age, 
but moves beyond the project involved, to the radio listener at home. We emphasize the fact that 
empowerment of women, by itself, does not change the context in which women live. Relevant 
stakeholders need to be involved to create supportive environments for women, as noted in chapter 4, 
therefore they are also a part of the secondary target group. Tufte stresses the importance of stakeholders 
by arguing that radio planners have to look at the structures in the community – who has the decision-
making roles (appendix 5). Based on our empirical data, we define the relevant stakeholders to be the 
youth, the elderly, local authorities such as traditional and religious leaders, radio stations, teachers, local 
journalists and especially men. 
So far, MWW does not have a specific focus on male involvement. They are included in ‘community 
capacity building’-activities and the health promoters do provide health information to both men and 
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 We are aware that using the term ’target group’ could position the local community members as passive. However, it is 
commonly used term in NGO projects, like ADRA and MWW’s, and do not indicate the degree of participation.  
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women. However, the involvement of men in the IMHP activities is in general low (appendix 6 & appendix 
7). Within the secondary target group we pay especially attention to male involvement. The point is that it 
is not useful creating a dialogue for women about reproductive health, when men, who have a determinant 
role in reproductive health matter, are not involved.  
52 % of the Ethiopian populations are women – and the Ethiopian field officer underlines that most of 
these are in the reproductive age (appendix 4). Selecting the target groups it is important to secure 
inclusion of the most vulnerable women. Health promotion professors Laverack and Labonte underline the 
fact that the marginalized people and most vulnerable groups need to be involved in order to empower 
them, as also discussed in the above section 5.2. Already, MWW has established three kinds of women-
microfinance groups, in which one of them focus on women with low socio-economic status.  
 
Planning a participatory radio, we distinguish between different levels of participation. We found 
inspiration in Tufte & Mefalopulos (2009) four perceptions of participation. They indentify the following 
perceptions: 1) ‘passive participation’ is the ‘banking’ oriented approach with minimum degree of 
participation, 2) ‘participation by consultation’ where decision-making is in the hand of external 
professionals, 3) ‘participation by collaboration’ incorporates a component of horizontal communication 
and capacity building with a potential to evolve into an independent form of participation, 4) 
‘empowerment participation’ is a joint decision making between equal partners in which ownership and 
control rest in the hands of the local primary stakeholders.29 In MWW’s radio programme, we are aware 
that there will be different levels of participation. Some elements are more diffusion oriented, like point 1 
and 2, due to donor dependency and information distributions. This is elaborated later on in the analysis. 
However our aim is that the majority of the radio programmes’s strategies are in line with point 3 and 4, in 
which the West Wollegian community members participate actively and take part in decision making 
processes. As mentioned, the primary target group is women in the reproductive age; therefore the focus is 
on active involvement of them in the radio activities. However, we argue that even though the secondary 
target group often “only” listens to the broadcastings they can play an active part as well. The listening 
process can just as well trigger a conscientialisation process that generates the activity happening in their 
mind. Features like call-in shows or SMS-messages can therefore engage a broader segment of the 
community. 
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 For at further elaboration on the typologies of participation, refer to Tufte and Mefalopulos publication from 2009 Partcipatory 
Communitcation – a Practical Guide on page 6-7. 
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5.3.2 How do we engage Stakeholders in Radio Activities?  
Planning the radio programme we look at two levels; 1) the specific content of the radio programme 2) the 
activities related to the radio programme. At the second level, we analyze what kind of new activities could 
be linked to the radio and how they can function as both a supplement to the existing activities and 
furthermore reach beyond to a broader segment of listeners. Moreover, it is important to underline that 
the two levels are tightly connected as the activities, like for instance a song from the social clubs, which is 
played in the radio programme. 
  
Radio programmes 
Our role as radio planners are colored by our position as Danish student. Planning the radio programme we 
have to be realistic and remember that our sometimes idealistic and theoretical schooling is probably not 
expedient in practice in an Ethiopian context. Tufte underlines this in an interview:  
 
“I skal også prøve at lave noget, som I kan håbe på bliver implementeret, ik’. Det vil også 
være en stor tilfredshed for jer. Men derfor, lad dem [Ethiopian team] bestemme temaer, og 
byg på deres eksisterende strukturer [MWW’s established activities]” (appendix 5: 47:16).  
 
Tufte argues it should be “them”, who decide the themes – with them he refers to the Ethiopian staff. 
However, if the local staffs identify the themes and content of the radio programme it is not in line with the 
Freirean empowerment thinking. Radio practitioner Birgitte Jallov defines how community radio 
idealistically has to be owned and managed by the community. This will probably not be the scenario for 
the IMHP’s radio, at least not in the beginning. However, as discussed in part 5.2 the Ethiopian team is of 
great value since they have insider knowledge on the social practices in West Wollega. In the longer term, 
the optimal solution would be to involve the locals in the planning and organising of the programme. A 
suggestion could be to facilitate workshops within the social clubs and micro finance groups to discuss what 
they find important to talk about in relation to maternity and then use it as a basis for a radio programme. 
  
We have asked the field officer during our email correspondence which theme he finds the most relevant 
and he responded back that: “Regarding the theme, I suggest ‘Maternal and New born Health’… Generally 
this topic is special but high risk pregnancy is so special in this topic as I've observed in my health education 
experience” (appendix 4). As explained in the Ethiopian discourse of order, the relevance of this theme is 
related to lack of knowledge on the issues, and secondly how cultural and socio-economic determinants 
affect the reproductive health situation. How does MWW avoid making a one-way communication – or in 
Freire’s terms avoid the ‘banking’ concept? Radio plays as an appropriate radio activity, is proposed by both 
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Tufte and MWW’s Danish programme manager (appendix 5 & appendix 6). Another term for radio plays is 
‘storytelling’, which was argued in 5.1 to have the potential of initiating a process wherein Ethiopian 
women becomes conscious about their social reality. This aspect is further analysed in the following.  
 
Story telling is related to the ‘Entertainment Education’ approach and characteristic for this type of 
entertainment is according to Tufte:   
 
”…en måde, hvor man flytter sig lidt væk fra virkeligheden, fordi man bruger en fiktion, man 
bruger en opfundet historie, en fiktiv historie. Og dermed skaber man lidt distance, men man 
bruger stadig de samme virkemidler, der handler om identifikation og genkendelse, men det 
bliver ikke min historie, det bliver en opfundet historie, men den ligner min ret meget. Så jeg 
tror, hvis man kunne kombinere den ting – tænke det ind i nogle radioprogramformer, der 
ikke er, ja der netop har fat i lokalsamfundets problemstillinger, men iklæder dem en fiktiv 
dragt” (appendix 5: 30:16).    
 
The fact that radio plays are based on local issues makes it possible for the community members to identify 
with themes and problems in the plays. Tufte terms it ‘making the private public’ and continues explaining 
that realistic storytelling has the ability to de-privatize and de-individualize difficult experiences (appendix 
5). The direct link between themes and narratives in the program and the everyday experiences and 
challenges helps creating a perception of a societal, municipally and nationally sense of belonging (Hemer & 
Tufte 2005). Often the experiences are not discussed in the public in fear of stigmatization. Therefore, radio 
is ideal to apply, because issues related to reproductive health are often a private matter in West Wollega 
(appendix 7). The Danish programme manager and Tufte both emphasize the potential related to the radios 
anonymous character. 
The process of experiencing a mutual cohesion of problems enables a dialogue about difficult experiences, 
which Tufte terms ‘coping strategy’ (appendix 5). Coping is caused by the articulation of the dominating 
reproductive health discourses, which initiates for reflection about ones social reality. To mention a 
scenario; a radio play tells a story about contraceptive methods and how it can be possible to “plan your 
family” and therefore be capable of feeding and securing education for your children – making a decent 
future possible. This story challenges one of the dominating social practices in Ethiopia; the low use of 
contraceptive methods, since it informs about the existence of the methods, and at the same time 
illustrates a way of controlling life. The radio provides a dialogical platform where it is possible to break the 
‘culture of silence’ and the implicit acceptance of status quo (Hemer & Tufte 2005). From a Freirean 
perspective, this experience with family planning develops awareness among Ethiopian women of how 
their social reality limits their capability of managing their reproductive health (Freire 1970). By taking 
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active part in recounting and reflecting on knowledge and own experiences it becomes possible to 
reconstruct and change one’s own perception of reality (Jackson 2002).  
In other words, this can be defined as ‘interdiscursivity’, since the use of contraceptives reflects MWW’s 
health discourse, which is intermingling with the Ethiopian discourse where contraceptives are not 
commonly used. Overall, the dialogical platform makes it possible to challenge the social structures related 
to the use of contraceptive methods. The dialogical radio has the potential to stimulate the individual and 
communal conscientialisation process. The next question is how the radio activities can be linked best 
possible to the established activities? 
 
Linking community radio activities to established groups 
As explained in chapter 4, women in the reproductive age in West Wollega are already organized in 
microfinance groups in three levels. Moreover, school students, especially teenagers are organized in social 
clubs. These groups have a so far unexploited potential as a platform to create a forum where women can 
discuss everyday issues. For instance, gender norms, which are tradition-bound and rooted in the Ethiopian 
discourse. Another important motivation for using the established divided groups in age, gender and 
economic status is Chambers’ argument that this division has shown great significance in Africa. 
Participatory activities, for instance focus group discussions, can be convenient to enable specific groups, 
especially, the disadvantaged women of reproductive age, to identify their priorities and interests. 
Therefore, as Tufte argued during our interview, the already established groups is something to take 
advantage of when considering which radio activities should be added: 
”…der kan gå mange ting galt, når man skal opbygge nye strukturer, eh udviklingsstrukturer, 
så der, hvor I kan bygge på eksisterende grupper, selvom de måske laver noget lidt andet, det 
man diskuterer i ’Micro financing’, de kan måske diskutere maternity, hvis de næsten alle 
sammen er kvinder eller… Det lyder som et realistisk scenarie” (Appendiks 5: 46.04). 
 
Firstly, Tufte points out that the process of organizing people is challenging and therefore it is ideal to add 
radio activities to the established groups. Another point to be taken into consideration is the fact the IMHP 
is implemented in West Wollega and therefore radio is a supplement to the existing different activities – all 
together these interact with the Ethiopian reproductive health discourses. The Danish programme manager 
underlines the potential of different kinds of activities, including radio to supplement each other: “Det 
handler om, hvordan de forskellige typer af aktiviteter bakker hinanden op” (appendix 6: 38). Therefore the 
continuing discussion focuses on, with inspiration from ADRA, how MWW can engage the established 
groups in radio activities.   
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Access to radio is the first thing to take into consideration. The Ethiopian field officer explains that due to 
limitation of power in the rural areas of Ethiopia, people listen to specific selected programmes like the 
news and continuous explaining:  
 
 “But also once in a week they listen to the radio line we are planning to use. There are some 
families who sit together in the evening and listen to some radio lines. However in our case, 
we could broadly tell our audience (target districts) to listen to the program…”  (appendix 4).  
 
Is it realistic to expect that the members in the microfinance groups and social clubs actually listen to the 
broadcast and are “prepared” when attending group meetings and activities? If this is not the case a 
solution could be to listen to the radio broadcasts together in the groups.  
ADRA’s concept ‘Listening committees’ would be ideal to “transfer” to MWW’s microfinance groups and 
social clubs. These groups have the potential of being a forum or as Tufte terms it a ‘discursive 
environment’, which provides space for discussing things that normally are not discussed among the locals 
in West Wollega (appendix 5). The fact that these groups meet regularly provides the opportunity for the 
members to discuss the same set of issues, which according to the findings in ADRA’s MTR develops a 
special bond between the members. When the members not only listen, but actually treat the issues 
presented in the radio programme and link it with their own experiences, the culture of taboos is 
challenged by openness and dialogue. To refer to Steen Wackerhausen, the dialogue initiates a reflection 
and enables the target groups to identify their genuine goals. The radio plays then represent an inspiration, 
as Wackerhausen terms it, to stimulate the identification process of genuine goals. Referring to the 
scenario in the previous part about radio programmes, a stimulus is the information about the use of 
contraceptive methods. This represents an inspiration for the target group to identify the possibilities of 
using contraceptive methods themselves. 
  
The conscientialisation process becomes more realistic when the target group actually participates in the 
process of creating awareness of their life situation. The programme manager argues:     
 
”… kunne man jo godt bruge det [social clubs] som et uddannende værktøj, hvor man sidder 
og snakker med dem bagefter om, hvad vi har lært ved det her program, og så kunne 
omsætte det i aktiviteterne” (appendix 6). 
 
The educational aspect is something to take into consideration and Tufte points out, that the radio plays 
and the following discussion in the social clubs could be a place for young people to be able to talk about 
rape, for instance, which is not at topic to talk openly about in the Ethiopian culture. The Danish 
programme manager suggests that a step in the reflection process is to convert “lessons learned” into 
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activities. “Theatre for development” as ADRA terms it, is a drama play, which could be obvious in 
connection to this. The social clubs could for instance make a drama play about a rape situation. The focal 
point could be how to help a person in need during a rape, or how to manage an unwished pregnancy 
because of a rape, by having an abortion. Actually the social clubs already make drama plays, but the field 
officer expressed that the children and teenagers do not feel comfortable by performing the dramas 
because the themes are taboos in the West Wollegian communities (appendix 7). This is a key example of 
the potential of the radio as it allows the participants anonymity.  
However, the anthropologist Michael Jackson points out how participating in activities like drama clubs 
creates a sense of unity among the participants. Although the participants do not want to perform in front 
of the community, the participation in the drama plays can still immense a learning process and a sense of 
belonging. The fact that being part of a group, a drama group for instance, where the members achieve or 
produce something together and develop a familiarity with each other has a significant affect (Jackson 
2002). This leaves a different perception of participation, which Tufte explains:  
 
“…the distinction of participation as a goal versus participation as a tool used in specific 
project stages, allows different perception of participation to be identified” (appendix 5:6).   
 
The point is that the participation of community members can be the goal in itself and not only the means. 
The dramas made by the social club have other potentials since the field officer during Clausen’s field trip 
also explained that the children and teenagers do not mind their drama plays being recorded and listened 
to (appendix 7). Furthermore, Tufte emphasizes the empowering potential of community radio:  
 
”Folk kan komme til orde. Det vil jeg nok sige, det er det væsentligste… Det med lige pludselig 
at høre sig selv og i det hele taget få en erfaring med at kunne deltage i en offentlig debat.  
En medieret offentlig debat. Det tror jeg nok, er det væsentligste plus, du kan få med den 
slags radioer ik, hvor hr. og fru. Menigmand kan komme til orde, hvad de ikke kan ellers i 
massemedier. Det giver også, tror jeg, dermed også en nærhed altså en empowering 
experience  og dermed også en øget motivation for den deltagelse til alt fra lokalsamfund, til 
en stemme i nationale valg og andre ting, til at handle i sit eget samfund” (appendix 5: 
21.08). 
 
The microfinance groups have the potential of participating even more in the radio production. With 
inspiration from ADRA’s concept of citizen journalists MWW could as well identify one or two members in 
the micro finance groups to be citizen journalists. A scenario could be for the groups to discuss relevant 
community news, themes and what kind of features for the radio programme would be relevant, for 
instance interviews with experts or debates with “SMS contributions” from the public. It would be the 
responsibility for the citizen journalist to provide news and ideas to the radio stations and in collaboration 
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with the radio producers to plan the radio programmes. To refer to the quotation by Tufte in the above, the 
fact that the members would hear news picked out by them from their specific communities and thereby 
the feeling of participating in producing radio programmes gives general people a voice and a visibility. The 
above participatory process reflects Wackerhausen’s point that the ‘goal handing-over process’ is not 
enforced from the outside. By leaving the micro finance members a great deal of the responsibility in 
producing the radio it represents the local identified themes, issues and strategies to address the 
reproductive health situation.   
 
Reaching people beyond the established groups 
 
The following section focuses on how to engage people who are not organized in groups – the community 
in general and especially men. This group of people is termed the secondary target group as described in 
chapter 5.3.1. The IMHP project has not managed to involve men in particular, and to some extend it can 
be argued that the empowerment of women is poor founded when men are not involved in the process. 
The Danish MWW programme manager expresses a need for the involvement of men: 
 
”Reproduktiv sundhed er jo et familieanliggende, og det er simpelthen så vigtigt at få male 
involvement, fordi det tit er manden, der tager beslutningen. Skal vi overhovedet til klinikken, 
har vi penge til det, han skal mobilisere transporten…” (appendix 6: 34.40). 
 
The programme manager explains that the male involvement is vital, because if men are not involved, you 
have no involvement at all. Men are therefore an important audience to reach. MWW do not get in contact 
with the men in the clinics, and this calls for a way to get to speak to them. They need to communicate to 
the men, and in this respect radio is a valuable tool. The programme manager further explains, that men 
are less likely to bother meeting up in facilitated social groups, but they do listen to radio.  
The advantage of the radio is that MWW is not dependent on an organisation of the men, since they can 
listen to the broadcast at home. The Ethiopian field officer substantiates that especially men listen to the 
radio (appendix 4). Due to this fact, the radio is an appropriate communication tool to reach out to men. It 
would be ideal to have features in the radio programme specific targeted to get men’s attention – radio 
plays or debates that capture their attention have the potential to trigger an reflection about their role in 
reproductive health matters. One way of getting men’s attention is the use of jingles which often is a half 
minute slogan or song that is repeated over a time period. The Danish programme manager suggest for 
instance the slogan: “...take your wife to the health Clinique” (appendix 6: 22). The slogan indicates both 
the importance of using health facilities to secure a healthy pregnancy and safe childbirth. More 
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importantly the slogan is directed to men by the words ‘take your wife’ and appeals to the men to take an 
active part and responsible role in these matters. 
 
The Danish programme manager underlines how the radio media can function as mass distribution – to 
give concrete messages for the population to assimilate (appendix 6). Therefore, elements of a diffusion 
model will be incorporated like health information distribution. Actually, many developing organizations 
use a combination of diffusion and participatory communication models, and mass distribution of 
information should not be underestimated according to Tufte (appendix 5). He points out how diffusion is 
suitable to reach a broader segment and emphasizes the importance of “accumulating” the distributed 
knowledge somewhere for further discussion (appendix 5). This is what the previous mentioned established 
groups represent; a place to discuss experiences and lessons learned in the radio.  
Jingles, as mentioned, can communicate broader messages and also catch the general communities’ 
attention, which has great value since the programme manger argues: 
 
”Det er jo ude i den brede befolkning, at vi gerne vil skabe viden og nogle praksisændringer. 
Så en målsætning kan også være at få dem involveret, således at de på en eller anden måde 
responderer” (appendix 6: 21.20). 
 
A solution could be the mobile phone. The use of mobile phones in Africa has significantly increased the 
last decade (WEB-Mobile Africa Report 2011). A report from 2011 estimates that more than half of the 
population in rural districts in Africa owns a mobile phone in the end of 2012. At the moment, MWW is 
applying a mobile technology called ‘mHealth’ with the aim to refresh the health professionals’ 
competencies through Smartphone applications. It consists of visual animation on different delivery 
complications, look at Clausen’s report in appendix 7 for a further elaboration. The potential of mobile 
phones in relation to the radio programme is interesting to investigate. A way of engaging the secondary 
target group could be by call-in shows or SMS-texting, which give listeners the opportunity to contribute 
with their own opinions and stories. This feature provides a more active role for the listeners in the broader 
segment.  
Furthermore, Tufte suggests a combination of radio and “prints” – some printed material to be handed out 
in the community, which relates to the radio programmes and contains relevant information about 
reproductive health. A supplement of prints to the radio is a way of securing some kind of sustainability in 
things heard and learned in the radio programme, since prints can be read again the week after and the 
week after again (appendix 5). This is another way of combining the dialogical communication offered by 
the radio and diffusion communication in the form of informative handouts. The point is that radio puts 
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issues on the agenda, but the challenge with radio is to keep the communities’ interest and awareness on 
the issues to trigger some kind of reflection. Things only to be heard disappear fast from the memory, but 
prints offer continuous availability to the information and stories broadcasted in the radio.  
Community cultural events such as celebrations with drama, music and  dance, poetry or as mentioned 
earlier “theatre for development” take community conversation about reproductive health one step 
further.  Adding plenty of humour and identification brought by these transmission forms, Jackson 
emphasizes, that stories acted out through notably music and dance are very life-affirming and encouraging 
(Jackson 2002). As parts of an African culture, these activities are excellent means of expressing oneself – 
especially because of low literacy levels. Referring to the EE strategy, cultural events are a success and 
effective and entertaining means of mobilizing people and building awareness in the community.  
 
To sum up, the radio activities have the potential to facilitate a public dialogue in West Wollega on 
reproductive health. Moreover the radio strategy reach beyond the primary target groups and makes it 
possible for the secondary target group to participate as well. The focus on men and their involvement is 
especially a step in a sustainable direction as they have a determinant role in reproductive health matters. 
Presently, MWW provides concrete health services and have activities that strive to include the most 
vulnerable groups. We argue that the integration of a community radio has several potentials because it is 
used in combination with IMHP’s already established activities. In the final section, we analyze the 
sustainable and health promoting prospect of IMHP’s activities combined.  
 
5.4 Health Promotion as a Sustainable Tool 
Based on findings from the other sections of the analysis this final part discuss, from a health promoting 
perspective, what potentials the community radio have. The main focus is on sustainability and ownership 
in relation to IMHP activities, including the future radio.   
We argue that the radio activity can secure a more holistic approach in the overall activities of IMHP. The 
broader health focus is in line with the health promoting thinking, as the radio will reach a wider range of 
areas and challenge some of the underlying social structures that determine the women’s reproductive 
health. By addressing social determinants the radio enables and increases the local women’s control over 
their own life situation, therefore, it is not only symptom management, but also sustainable health 
promotion. In relation to this, what are the prospects of the IMHP - what actually happens when the 
funding flow stops and MWW decides to withdraw from Ethiopia?  
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The health promoter David Sanders underlines the importance of multisectoral action and explains how it is 
a condition to secure sustainability (Sanders 2008). We argue that IMHP’s activities combined empower 
both at the individual- and community-level and simultaneously work vertically by cooperating with the 
Ethiopian government’s local authorities. This needs a further explanation. The empowerment at the 
individual- and community-level has been in the foreground of the analysis. We have discussed how the 
radio dialogue can trigger a conscientialisation process together with a general community awareness of 
the social reality. What is more is that IMHP’s activities empower on a higher level. In collaboration with 
the Ethiopian government MWW strengthen the existing health care system and health education in West 
Wollega. Moreover, the radio plays’ concept of ‘making the private public’, in which fictive, but realistic 
stories becomes public, moves the reproductive health issues to a political level. When these stories appear 
and become public in radio or television they also become ‘evident’. Thereby they become the 
responsibility of the general public and decision-makers (appendix 5). MWW’s Danish programme manager 
agrees with this potential of advocating on a political level, since she argues:     
 
”Man skal gerne skabe den der rettighedstankegang (...) your right is being violated – kom og 
kræv noget mere af din service provider” (appendix 6: 26:50).  
 
This quote illustrates, how the programme manager is focused on how IMHP can move beyond service 
deliveries and create awareness and advocate for the rights of the community members. In this respect 
MWW could benefit by looking at ADRA’s support to LCs. They strive to let the groups grow into 
independent civil society organizations to carry out advocacy activities. We argue, that this would be useful 
in the case of the IMHP s well and strengthens the sustainability of the IMHP in a long-term perspective. 
 
At the moment, MWW have not decided on the frequency of the radio programme and it is still unclear 
whether the radio is going to run once a week or once a quarter. This is not irrelevant, and in the guideline 
we strongly advice MWW to reflect upon what role they want the radio to play. If the radio is only on air 
four to six times a year it becomes difficult to create local ownership. No matter what, if the radio runs 
infrequent the sustainability becomes at risk, and furthermore, if it only includes the established groups, 
there is a risk of unequal empowerment. 
 
We found inspiration in Tufte and Mefalopulos understanding of participation (2009). They distinguish 
between participation as a tool to achieve a pre-defined goal established by external actors and, on the 
other hand, participation as a goal by itself. In other words, an empowerment-oriented approach is not 
only to be seen as a method, but also as a concrete goal. As analysed in part 5.3.2, the participating in 
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activities has the potential of creating a sense of unity among the participants. It has a significant effect of 
‘simply’ belonging in a group and achieving something in the community. According to Tufte & 
Mefalopulos, moving beyond the more tangible outputs, an empowerment process can result in firstly, 
psycho-social outcomes of increased feeling of ownership of a problem, as it happens in story telling when 
the individual comes to realise that it is not alone on a matter and then grows a commitment to do 
something about it. Secondly, improvement of competencies and capacities required to engage with the 
defined development problem, happens during discussion, reflection and identification of issues especially 
in the LCs. Thirdly, actual influence on institution and at a political level that can affect an individual or 
community, as explained above (Tufte & Mefapulos 2009) These aspects illustrates how participation 
produces outcomes on several levels and is able to capture areas of; ownership, commitment, 
competencies, capacities, and institutional influence.  
 
We are aware that MWW are dependent on financial funds and that they need to evaluate and report back 
to Danish donors on the specific outputs of the activities in the IMHP. We in the group advocate to MWW 
for a more empowerment-oriented approach, but at the same time acknowledge how difficult it is to 
measure the impact of a participatory radio. For instance, it is complicated to measure changes in the 
women’s social status due to the fact that it is not a tangible area and secondly since social change happens 
over a very long period of time.  
 
To sum up, we can conclude that MWW has already moved in a more health promoting and sustainable 
direction. From the perspective of a more ‘open health concept’ the supplement of a community radio as a 
method for on-going participatory development can be seen as a framework to a sustainable broader 
understanding of health (Wackerhausen 2005). To sum up the MWW’s organizational development; the 
move from pure service provisions in 2005 to an increasing focus on capacity building of both women and 
health professionals today and moreover, the hiring of local Ethiopian staff. Now also the radio initiative 
indicates a broader focus on the determinants connected to reproductive health and a more local and 
participatory oriented approach. However, we advocate for a shift in MWW’s mindset of participation, so 
that they benefit of the potential of the community involvement as a goal in itself. 
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6. Conclusion 
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6. Conclusion 
We have conducted a critical case study of community radio’s health promoting potentials in MWW’s 
reproductive health project in West Wollega, Ethiopia. Focus has been on empowerment as a planning 
model to understand the rational in designing and translating strategic theoretical concepts into practice. 
On the basis on our analysis it can be concluded which challenges and potentials occur when applying an 
empowerment oriented approach. With our social constructionist position we are aware of our impact on 
the production of our findings and conclusions.  
In the light of our analysis of the ‘orders of discourse’ it is concluded, that MWW that IMHP need a broader 
focus on health in order to challenge the reproductive health discourses in Ethiopia. We argue that MWW 
could benefit from applying a more holistic perspective to address the socio-economic structures. This 
perspective can be reached through a dialogical oriented approach focusing on participation in form of a 
community radio. Applying a broader health concept the IMHP combined with radio, also targets other 
stakeholders, such as men, as they are vital for the empowerment of women in the reproductive age. 
 
The radio provides a dialogical platform where it is possible to break the ‘culture of silence’ and the implicit 
acceptance of status quo. Given that the content of radio; Story tellings, radio plays, listening clubs and 
other social radio activities create a sense of belonging in which sensitive subjects are articulated and 
challenged. When the community not only listens, but also actually treats the issues presented in the radio 
programme and links own experiences, the culture of taboos is challenged. The radio activities are suitable 
as a supplement for the existing IMHP activities, as they can build on the established structures. Moreover, 
the radio has the potential of reaching beyond the established groups and engages a broader listener 
segment. MWW’s IMHP activities combined with community radio activities has the potential to empower 
the individual, the community and at a political level. We argue that the radio activities can secure a more 
holistic approach in the overall activities of IMHP.  
 
Meanwhile, we have found that community radio in its ideal concept is ambitious in an Ethiopian context. 
Constraints like donor dependency and lack of resources complicates the process in practice. External 
funding causes a participatory dilemma; community members’ ability to engage in the radio programme is 
mediated a negotiated through MWW. In this respect a realistic practise in planning comes to a 
compromises consisting of a mix of a participatory and diffusion model. The ideal ‘community radio’ 
requires great facilitation and organization, however this is complicated due to a lack of resources. The 
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Ethiopian team has a valuable position as they are able to bridge the two orders of discourse of respectively 
MWW and West Wollega. The integration of a radio has the ability to increase the participation level and 
furthermore broaden the approach to reproductive health.  We argue, that this increases the health 
promoting aspects and strengthens the sustainability of IMHP in a long-term perspective. 
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Appendix 1, Interview guide, Tufte 
 
 
Præsentation af os og projektet og præsentation af dig 
 
Problemformulering:  Hvordan kan der skabes handlekapacitet i gennem et participatorisk radioprogram, 
således at befolkningen bliver bedre i stand til at varetage egen reproduktiv sundhed. Projektet udarbejdes 
i samarbejde med den internationale NGO Maternity World Wide, der i efteråret skal implementere et 
radioprogram i Etiopien, i forbindelse med deres allerede etablerede reproduktive sundhedsprojekt. Vores 
opgave er at formulere et udkast til en praktisk guideline til implementeringen. Da denne opgave er meget 
praktisk- og løsningsorienteret udarbejder vi to rapporter; 1) et RUC-projekt, der er ret teoretisk funderet 
og knap så løsningsorienteret 2) en rapport til MWW der indeholder mindre teori og tilbyder en praktisk 
guideline til MWW’s kommende radioprogram i Etiopien. 
 
 
Tema  Spørgsmål Opfølgende spørgsmål  
AKADEMISK    
Radio for development  Kan du fortælle om tendenser og 
trends, der er sket inden for radio i 
en udviklingskontekst gennem de 
sidste årtier? 
 
 
 
 
Participatoriske 
kommunikationsstrategier – hvad er 
tænkningen bag, fremtrædende 
teoretikere? 
 
Vi ved du har arbejdet med 
Entertainment Education – kan du 
fortælle noget om konceptet?  
 
Du skelner mellem en diffusions 
og participatorisk tilgang – kan du 
forklare forskellen? 
 
Hvilken tilgang er mest udbredt i 
dag?  
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Magtperspektivet  Hvilke udfordringer oplever du i 
forbindelse med eksterne aktører 
implementerng af 
radioprogrammer/projekter i Afrika? 
(Har du et worse case eksempel?) 
  
 
 
 
 
 
Hvordan kan vi sikre at MWW er 
faciliterende og ikke er 
dikterende/styrende i processen 
med målgruppen? 
ALTSÅ - hvordan sikrer vi at 
radioprogrammerne bliver 
community-drevet? 
Hvordan mener du, at man bedst 
håndterer de udfordringer, der er 
forbundet med dette dilemma?  
 
Hvor sensitiv bør man være eks. I 
tematikker der omhandler 
prævention, abort og voldtægt? 
 
 
Har du nogle gode erfaringer ift. 
strategier der er 
deltagerorienterede? Aktiviteter 
du har god erfaring med – 
dramastykker, sang, 
ekspertinterviews, læserbreve, 
sms-kontakt 
 
Ejerskab (I forlængelse af 
magt-snakken) 
Præsentation af allerede involverede 
eksisterende grupper i MWW’s 
projekt (mikrofinansgrupper, social 
clubs, Health promoters) – hvordan 
skabes en lytterskare der rækker ud 
over de etablerede grupper?   
 
Bæredygtighed  Det er vigtigt at få udarbejdet en 
bæredygtig exit-strategi – har du 
nogle gode erfaringer/ideer til 
udformning af det?  
  
Hvordan kan vi sikre os at MWW’s 
radioprogram fortsætter uden deres 
tilstedeværelse?  
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PRAKTISK    
Implementering Under implementeringsfasen, er der 
da noget du mener man skal være 
særligt opmærksom på? 
 
Præsentere vores proces, hvori en 
åben brainstorm blandt stakeholders 
i Etiopien indgår – hvordan får vi 
mest ud af/ og forberede os bedst 
ift. tematikker og målgrupper? 
 
 
 
 
 
Skal der være en radiovært? 
Skal personen lønnes og 
optrænes?  
Udformning: hyppighed, 
tematikker og fornyelse og 
gentagelse 
Målgruppe 
Stakeholders – hvem bør 
involveres? (myndigheder, 
religiøse ledere) 
Skal det køre live eller præ-
optages? 
 
 
 
Evalueringsmetoder Hvordan måler man bedst effekten 
af radioprogrammer? – både 
løbende monitorering og evaluering 
og afsluttende? 
 
adfærdsændringer har ofte lange 
perspektiver, hvordan mener du 
bedst at man kan forholde sig til 
 
 
 
 
 
Hvordan kan man påvise nogle 
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effekten af projektet?  
 
 
konkrete projektmål, når det 
egentlige mål er at sætte en 
proces i gang, der ikke har noget 
slutmål? (Danida, donor, krav) 
Afsluttende facts  spørgsmål  
 
Links til statistikker der omhandler 
radio, gerne om Etiopien. (tekst 
Radio for Development) 
 
Har du ideer til et radioprogram vi 
kan reviewe? 
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Appendix 2, Interview guide, Danish programme manager  
 
 
UPDATE AF VORES PROCES/STATUS  
 Præsentation af vores projekt-disposition 
 Litteraturoverblik    
 Præsentation af Tufte interview  
o Magtdillemaet (Sundhedsfremme tilgangen)  
 Graden af styring  
 Graden af deltagerinddragelse  
 Fra teori til praksis  
 
 
KOMMUNIKATIONEN MELLEM ETIOPIEN OG OS 
 Introduktionsmail – mangler respons fra Yonas – next step!?  
 Næste mail: ”Themes and Target groups” – workshop  
o Har du snakket med Yonas omkring en “workshop”/brainstorm blandt teamet/stakeholders? 
 
FORMÅL 
Vi skal definere hvad formålet med radioprogrammet er, hvilket i høj grad influerer radioprogrammets 
indhold. Vi skal have afklaret hvor afgrænset radioprogrammets tematikker og struktur skal være:    
 
 Er det et kommercielt kommunikationsmiddel til at bevidstgøre lokalbefolkningen om MWW’s 
eksistens?  
 Er det direkte møntet på reproduktiv sundhed - klinisk/praktisk informationsformidling? 
 Eller en interaktiv radio, der på et mere holistisk plan inddrager sundhedsdeterminanter. Her vil 
settingen være en deltagerorienteret dialogform: Målgruppen aktivt deltager i udformningen af 
radioprogrammet.  
 
METODE – INTERAKTIV, PARTICIPATORISK TILGANG 
  
 Hvor deltagerorienteret skal radioen være? 
 Er det muligt at nå ud over de allerede etablerede grupper i jeres IMHP?  
 
 
MÅLGRUPPE 
1) Definition af målgrupper: 
Primære og sekundære målgrupper 
 
Forslag til målgrupper:  
 Teenagere (fx skoleklasser) 
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 Kvinder  
 Mænd  
 Etablerede grupper: social clubs, mikrofinansgrupper, Health Promoters    
 Religiøse ledere  
 
2) Målgruppernes roller:  
Den primære målgruppe ønsker vi aktivt at inddrage i udformningen af radioprogrammet, hvor den 
sekundære ”bare” er lyttere.   
 
RADIOAKTIVITETER  
 Debat-program til radioen:  1) ekspertdebat med eksempelvis sundhedsfaglige 2) Debat med 
almindelige lokale etiopier med respekt for sensitive emner  
 Fiktiv radio- serie: der bygger på Entertainment Education strategien, hvor fiktive 
fortællinger/sange/teater præsenterer lytterne for alvorlige/tabuiserede emner på en let og 
humoristisk måde  med tilknytning til reproduktiv sundhed.  
 SMS: evt. ringes op i radioprogrammet eller for at få vejledning  
 Rød tråd i radioprogrammerne: ex i form af fast brevkasse, kendingssang, ekspertinterview 
 information om supplerende aktiviteter (FP, sundhedsklinikker, e-rangers, waiting houses, 
kontaktinformationer) 
 
 
SUPPLERENDE AKTIVITETER  
 
 Kombinere Handouts med radioprogrammer  (Tufte) 
o Status på Mark Films handouts   
 Samarbejde med skoler (Tufte) 
 Plakater til ”offentlige” samlingssteder  
 Gimmick der reklamerer for radioprogrammet (kuglepen, nøglering, ballon) 
o Nummer til rådgivning (spørg AM)  
 Danseforestillinger  
 Dialogfora/ Listening clubs med efterfølgende diskussioner, der evt. optages og sendes i radioen – i 
evt. etablerede MWW grupper.  
 
 
TEMATIKKER 
 
 Familieplanlægning 
o Prævention   
 uønsket graviditet  
 graviditet uden for ægteskab 
 voldtægt  
 incest  
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 omskæring  
 kønsforhold  
 Sund og sikker graviditet  
 Sund og sikker fødsel  
 Spædbarnsernæring 
o Amning  
 
STAKEHOLDERS  
Hvilke relevante personer kan inddrages? 
 Lokale myndigheder  
 Folkeskolelærere  
 Health Promoters  
 Lokale ledere  
 Det etiopiske team  
 Kirken  
 
PRAKTISKE OVERVEJELSER 
 Radioprogrammets omfang: hyppighed af radioprogrammet  
 Strømsvigt  
 Live/prerecorded radioprogrammer  
 Ansatte på radioen 
o Radiovært  
o Frivillige  
 Etiske overvejelser i forhold til de involverede parter  
 Radiostation – rækkevidde  
 
 
ANDRE SPØRGSMÅL 
 Budgettet  
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Appendix 3, Summary of meeting, MWW Danish programme manager, 20.02.2013 
 
Essensen af mødet:  
Mail til Feisha og Yonas: Indledningsvist, skriv 5 linjers præsentation af hvad I arbejder med og hvorledes i 
gerne vil udvikle disse tools til radioprogrammet. Det er godt allerede indledningsvis også pædagogisk at 
forklare forløbet af den kommende mailkorrespondance, så de har en fornemmelse af hvad/og hvor meget 
vi gerne vil være i kontakt med dem. I første mail skal vi også spørge om han kender til nogle der ved noget 
om andre radioprogrammer, og hvad rør der sig på det felt; mapping af radio-aktiviteter i Etiopien. Ellers 
kan han nok sende os videre. 
 
A-M har lovet at sende 10 siders ”Community Promotor Teaching” maunellen til at give et informativt 
indblik plus ideer til tematikker. 
 
A-M tegner og fortæller om de forskellige stakeholders, både de kliniske og de feltarbejdere der arbejder 
med community livelihoods. Hun siger det er en god ide hvis de alle i en eller anden grad kan inddrages når 
tematikker/målgruppe skal findes. Hun foreslår at de laver en brainstorm så vi får det brede teams input.  
 
Kontekst-viden har vi aftalt, at vi primært skal få fra A-M og ikke Yonas og Feisha. Afklaringer til sidst kan vi 
selvfølgelig altid klare med mændene.  
 
I forhold til tilladelser og kontekst nævner A-M at det også er godt at huske at Etiopien er ret centraliseret 
styret og kan derfor være lidt mere firkantet. 
 
A-M nævner ”Etiopian Demographic Health Survey” som omhandler eksempelvis graden af accept af 
domestic violence eksempelvis,  kvinders holdning til hustruvold osv., hvad er det for nogle normer og 
opfattelser. (Har A-M vedhæftet den i mailen) 
 
Politikker skal vi se på, da det er vigtigt, at det vi laver, styrker de nationale politikker der er i landet. Det 
skal være health sector strenghtening og policy strenghening. De har nogle gode progressive politikker, 
men det er relevant at give på disse politikker.  
 
Information om West Wollega kan i få i expat-håndbogen og noget fra nogle ansøgninger, nogle socio-
økonomiske oplysninger.  
 
Modtagelse af sundhedskampagner blandt de lokale: demographic and health indicators, bør vi læse i for at 
få svar på det, og se hvad den henviser til. Den sender hun.  
 
Råder os til at læse årsrapporterne – hvad er det indholdsmæssigt at det handler om og indledningerne 
indeholder også noget socio-økonomisk.  
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Budgetter: Hvad angår budgetter kan hun ikke svare på hvad der er budgetteret for 2014. Vi skal jo også 
vide hvad det koster for Radio-tid osv. Det er fint hvis vi kan lave nogle estimeringer og forskellige forslag 
med high og low cost radio-aktiviteter.  
 
Aktiviteter med de lokale: A-M foreslåt eksempelvis religiøse ledere, women cluster ledere som kanaliserer 
beskeder videre til andre kvinder, 2nd school activities med børn.  
 
Andre Stakeholders man kunne involvere udenfor community: folk der arbejder med prævention, læger, 
jordmødre som MWW er i berøring med.  
 
Råder os til at kontakte til Karen og Birgitte i DERMA-U – da de har et overblik over radio-aktiviteter for 
 
Mission Afrika har haft et stort radio-baseret projekt ”Sat 7”, men kan ikke huske hvordan det hænger 
sammen. A-M mener dog det er fra Nord Afrika men det var meget succesfuldt, så måske vi alligevel kunne 
få gavn af strategierne.  
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Appendix 4, Mail correspondence, Ethiopian field officer 
 
Dear Field officer, 12.04.2013                    
Thank you for your email and we appreciate our teamwork with you.  
Update: So far, we have done a lot of research on radio programmes in Africa to be able to prepare a radio 
guideline for you guys. We have gathered both theoretical knowledge and practical experiences. 
Right now, we are working on ideas for activities for the radio programme - which our next mail for you will 
focus on. In this mail our main questions for you are concerned about themes for the radio programme. 
We would like your input on the following: 
1)      Which specific themes do you think are relevant for the programme (for instance family 
planning, safe and healthy pregnancy/birth)? If possible please brainstorm with the rest of the 
team or other relevant stakeholders. 
a.      We would like you to explain to us Danish students why these themes are relevant. 
b.      Which issues, cultural norms and traditions related to these themes are of special 
importance? 
2)      What is the radio culture in West Wollega – who are the listeners, where do you hear radio 
(home, school?), who and how many do you think have access to radio? 
3)      Do you know any radio programmes in Ethiopia which may be useful to us in our preparation 
work? 
Kind Regards from cold Denmark  
Simone, Sofie and Sofia   
 
Dear Simone, Sofie and Sofia, 15.04.2013 
 
Thank you for your help, commitment and sacrificing your time for the good being of our program. In order 
to answer your questions, I'm sending you the following ideas from my side, but could take more time and 
discuss with others if needed and send you more emails. 
   
1. Regarding the theme, I suggest "Maternal and New born Health" 
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a) I think this theme is relevant, because our community health education focuses on this topic, many 
people are interested to know this topic, almost all of the community and even part of the health workers 
don't understand this subject, many pregnant women are still dying because of lack knowledge, more than 
half (52%)of Ethiopian population is women and most of these women are in reproductive age... 
 
b) Generally this topic is special but high risk pregnancy is so special in this topic as I've observed in my 
health education experience.  
2. The radio station we're planning to use is lovely in west Wollega, many people specially district towns 
and village towns/rural people do listen. People like to listen at home and as they walk as well.  
3. The popular radio station I know in Ethiopia is Ethiopian Radio which covers wide range; I know British 
funded organization called BBC media action, which works on promoting health through media has big 
experience. Mosisa, MWW's former Program Manager has worked for this organization after he left MWW, 
so I think he could give us info on how to get some contact and help from them if needed. 
 
BW, 
  
 
 
Dear Field Officer, 03.05.2012  
 
Sorry for our late answer. Thank you for your great help and commitment. We know a lot of things are 
going on right now and we hope it works out well.  
 
We appriciate your answers to our questions and we have some additional questions: 
 
1) Regarding the theme: You explained to us that Ethiopian women and health promoters dont't know 
much about save and healthy pregnancy. Can you further elaborate WHY women don't know this? Can you 
tell us the obstacles for the reason behind, could the reasons be: 1) lack of acces to health facilities and 
information? 2) Are the Ethiopian women not accumstomed to make use of health facility because of 
traditional norms/habbits? Or what are your findings?  
 
2) Can you further ellaorate the general use of radio? You tell us that people like to listen to radio in their 
houses or on the streets. 
 Is it common that every households owns a radio? 
 do you listen to radio the whole family together? Or is it seperated in groups of for inastance 
different age groups or gender?  
3) Great news that you are able to make contact with Mossisa for practical advisors regarding radio 
broadcasting. To be able to make a comprehensive radio guideline for you guys it is highly useful for us to 
get information about succesful radio activities in Ethiopia. Is it posible already now to ask Mossisa which 
radio activities he finds most succesful? Perhaps Mossisa can explains why theese activites are succesful? 
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We know our questions are quite a handful to answer, but you should not rush. If possible a reply before 
the 20th of May is fine by us.  
 
Kindest Regards  
      
     
Hello Simone! 19.05.2013 
 
Here are my replies to your questions.  
1. Information about health is very limited in this country. Of course there are general information 
published and broadcasted regarding health info. However, as far as I'm concerned there is no media 
focusing on maternal health in detail. If any, it would be in Amharic that most of the local community in our 
target districts or west wollega don't listen to or don't even understand. There are some medical magazines 
produced in Amharic but limited to few readers in big towns and cities. On top of that, the health education 
given by health workers locally doesn't focus on maternal health, they rather focus on preventable diseases 
(on how to prevent diseases). These are why maternal health information are very limited.  
 
2. Use of Radio: Mostly radio is listened by men. Especially in countryside where there is a limitation of 
power, they have to use dry cell batteries in order to listen to their radio, so they turn on their radio to 
listen to the news only. But also once in a week they listen to the radio line we are planning to use. There 
are some families who sit together in the evening and listen to some radio lines. However in our case, we 
could broadly tell our audience (target districts) to listen to the program since it will be once a week.  
 
3. Regarding Mosisa, yes you could drop an email for him and ask on how they were implementing their 
program (community health radio i guess) and how successful their program is.  
 
I hope it clarifies your question. 
 
Best wishes 
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Appendix 5, Transcription, Interview with Thomas Tufte, 22.03.13 
 
Radio for development – tendenser, trends de seneste årtier. Hvordan har det udviklet sig i en 
ulandskontekst. 
10:55: Det er nemmere at snakke om aktørerne - har der været forandringer i måden man anvender radio 
for development? Man kan måske sige at det er gået hen 11:00  
11.56: Som felt, har jeg ikke taget nogle bøger med til jer, men jeg vil sige som felt er det et felt som har 
udviklet sig fra at være mere aktivist præget, mere noget man gjorde til at noget man nu også  i stigende 
gad reflekterer lidt over. Hvor sådan nogle folk som de to jeg har nævnt for jer tidligere, nemlig Linje 
Manyozo, mere som teoretikeren – måske den akademiske refleksion  og så Birgitte Jallov mere som 
praktikeren, som har sat sin praksis i system. Måske på hver sin måde repræsenterer de at det et felt, hvor 
man måske i stigende grad  og efterhånden har masser af erfaringer, der nu bliver samlet op. Men altså hvis 
dit spørgsmål også går på hvordan tænkningen omkring hvad det kan bruges til f.eks. eller hvad tænker i? 
12:46 
Participatoriske kommunikationsstrategier er vel noget som er blevet mere og mere anvendt? Kan du 
forklare lidt mere om den trend eller tendens – hvad er der fremtrædende indenfor tænkningen bag? 
jo man kan sige ja altså radio har være stærkt både i Afrika og Latinamerika, men hvor Latinamerika er det 
kontinent hvor det startede (Bolivia, Columbia).  Tænke udviklings kommunitkation vha. radio på 13:44 
13:56: I Afrika kom det vel egentligt lidt senere, jeg kan ikke helt måske tidsfæste det der vel. Men det 
hænger meget sammen med participatory communication. Fordi, jamen altså, jamen en måde at tænke – 
participatorisk kommunikation har også handlet om at det skulle være små medier – altså meget været 
tænkt som små medier der kunne bruge til community development. Hvor man kunne have en face to face 
dialouge eller i hvert fald noget relativt nær-dialogisk form for kommunikation. Der har radio og nærradio, 
og community radio og hvad det ellers har heddet – det har mange navne ik – citizen media and alternaitve 
media and what not været en af de centrale måder – masser af eksempler i Latinamerika især, men også i 
stigende grad i Afrika, eksempler på at det bl.a. blevet brugt som en empowering experience for kvinder 
øøhh og for andre befolkningsgrupper, køn, aldre, klasse som har det med at holde mikrofonen i hånden og 
selv kunne høre sig selv på radioen – den slags ting som en meget empowering og participatory experience.  
15:12 
 
Community radio – hvad kan community radio? 
21.08: ved nær radios eller community radios? (ja) første ord, hvad kan man sige, første ord som falder mig 
ind det er jo voice ik. Folk kan komme til orde. Det vil jeg nok sige det er det væsentligste. Det her med, 
som også er en del af title, det her med civig engagement. Det med lige pludselig at høre sig selv og i det 
hele taget få en erfaring med at kunne deltage i en offentlig debat.  En medieret offentlig debat. Det tor jeg 
nok er det væsentligste plus du kan få med den slags radioer ik, hvor hr. og fru. Menigmand kan komme til 
orde hvad de ikke kan ellers i massemedier. Det giver også, tror jeg, dermed også en nærhed altså en 
empowering experience  og dermed også en øget motivation for den deltagelse til alt fra lokalsamfund,  til 
en stemme i national valg og andre ting, til at handle i sit eget samfund. Så på den måde, det tror jeg nok er 
altså voice og det næste vil så være Visiability – altså den der synliggørelse af ens egne erfaringer, 
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konflikter, problemer, udfordringer og ressourcer som man har i sit lokalsamfund. Så ja det er nok svaret på 
det spørgsmål. 22:34 
Hvad er forskellen på diffusions og participatoriske tilgange? 
23.06: altså diffusions paradigmet bygger på at du bruger din kommunikationskanal til at sprede en viden 
eller en innovation. En teknologisk innovation eller en ny måde at forebygge at forebygge HIV/AIDS er jo 
også innovation. En eller anden form for nyskabelse eller nyt budskab eller teknologisk innovation igennem 
massemedier typisk. Og ja det er jo en vigtig lille tilføjelse at det typisk sker gennem massemedier ik. Og 
man kan sige det som du har som mål i den kommunikationsprocess det er og, det er og flytte viden, flytte 
information. Det er at transmittere information fra et sted til et andet, eller fra en organisation til en masse 
mennesker. 23:58  
23:59 Hvor den participatoriske kommunikationmodel og forandringsmodel har et andet udgangspunkt, det 
den gør det er at den baserer sig på princippet om dialogisk kommunikation. Og muligheden for netop at 
komme til orde og deltagee i en kommunikativ proces.  Så hvis du ikke er den der står med mikrofonen eller 
sidder i studiet så er du den som ringer ind og deltager i debatprogrammer i din nærradio. Plus det, ja så 
der er den der dialogiske.. Men lige så vigtigt er det at det problem man typisk arbejder med ud fra en 
participatorisk- kommunikations- og forandringsmodel er at problemet ikke er et informationsproblem, 
men et samfunds- og udviklingsproblem, måske skulle man sige et strukturelt problem. Det tror jeg også at 
jeg skriver i den der artikel. 24:59 
25:40: Ud fra et pædagogisk sprogbrug så vil det [diffusions] netop være en sparekasse pædagogik, 
deponering af information. Hvor det andet, den frigørende pædagogik er baseret på en dialog, en rigtig 
dialog og på aktion, refleksion, aktion.  
Erfaring/viden omkring udvikling i Afrika – er man gået mere over til den participatoriske tilgang eller er 
det stadig meget blandede indsatser? 
26:20: Man taler meget om participation i dag, men der da stadig masser af mediebåren kommunikation 
som ikke er særlig participatorisk. Men når alt kommer til alt så ser man jo meget blandingsformer, de 
kommunikationsstrategier man ser organisationer bruger er jo nok både og. Men diffusion er jo meget 
velegnet til at nå mange mennesker, men måske ikke, så kan det være svært at følge op på hvad det er du 
når. Du får spredt noget information, noget viden, men hvad sker der med den ik?. SÅ skal du i hvert fald  
bygge eller have et meget tæt samarbejde med skoler, klinikker, community centres eller kirker. Eller du 
skal have en eller anden form for lokal forankret institution, hvor du ved at her bruger de den radio. Eller 
det som også været en ret stærk trend radio listenings groups, som jeg også tror ADRA arbejder med. Altså 
hvor du netop har en eller anden systematisk opsamling et sted. Det kan jo nemlig  også lige så godt være i  
skoleklassen at du så.. næste dag, har du hørt gårdsdagens.. Eller til i morgen skal i lytte til det her program. 
Eller også har man noget skrifteligt materiale som supplerer radioen eller tv programmet så har du 
mulighed for at kombinere den dialogiske kommunikation med diffusions kommunikation. 27:41 
 
  
Hvordan breder MWW sig ud over de etablerede grupper? 
28:31: Men det er det er nok supplementet mellem radioen og så måske noget print materiale. Altså det 
som også er udfordringen ved radio er at du hører det det i et øjeblik og så er det væk det næste øjeblik. 
Det vil sige at det forsvinder det øjeblik du har hørt det ik. Hvor print bliver, altså en bog, et blad eller 
(uforståeligt) den kan du kigge i næste uge også og det vil sige der er en langt større holdbarhed eller 
sustainability i og fastholde målgruppen på et bestemt tema. Eller der kan være baggrundsinformations i 
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det trykte materiale. Det er jo en kombinationsmode hvor radioen sætter ting på dagsordenen og giver 
mulighed for at ytre sig og dele erfaringer så vil det måske være fint at koble med et uddannelsessystem. 
Eller altså med deres eget. 29:29   
Simone snakket om at MWW har erfaringer med at social clubs gerne vil optage teaterstykker, men ikke så 
gerne vise det.  
30:16: altså man kan også, det er vel egentlig en af mine kæpheste, det her med edutainment. Det er også 
en måde, hvor man flytter sig lidt væk fra virkeligheden fordi man bruger en fiktion, man bruger en 
opfundet historie, en fiktiv historie. Og dermed skaber man lidt distance, men man bruger stadig de samme 
virkemidler der handler som identifikation og genkendelse, men det bliver ikke min historie, det bliver en 
opfundet historie, men den ligner min ret meget. Så jeg tror hvis man kunne kombinere den ting – tænke 
det ind i nogle radio program former der ikke er, ja der netop har fat i lokalsamfundets problemstillinger, 
men iklæder dem en fiktiv dragt.   Så bliver det måske lidt nemmere at have med at gøre. Især når det er 
sådan nogle følsomme emner måske.  
31:16: så lad mig lige supplere, fordi jeg tror også jeg skriver det i den der…. 31:29: to ting jeg synes 
entertainment education kan. Det ene er det her med at gøre det private, en voldtægssituation, en eller 
anden meget privat erfaring – gør den offentlig. Making the private public bygger bl.a. på Hanne Arn har 
sagt om hvad storytelling kan. Det kan deprivatise og deindividualise the experience. Men i det øjeblik du 
gør noget, som egentlig er en privat erfaring, det kan fordi mange mennesker har HIV og kan ikke tale om 
det. De bliver stigmatiseret. Det øjeblik de kommer i en fiktiv forklaring i radioen eller på tv så bliver det en 
offentlig sag. Og når det først er offentlig så er det også noget som offentligheden bør tage sig af og 
dermed også beslutningstagere. Så bliver det også politisk.  
32:17: og den anden, hvad kan man sige som storytelling har – det er jo at fungere som coping strategy. 
Hvis du ligesom får delt en erfaring kan du se at der andre i sammen båd som dig og du kan få italesat nogle 
ting som har været vanskeligt 23:38 
 
Vi spørger ind til magtperspektivet – Tufte fortæller om en bog vi kan bruge, som handler om hvordan 
man kan lære af sine failures.  
34:10: Men jeg vil så sige at nogle gange når jeg har været ude og observere NGO’er i aktion så typisk er der 
jo nogle etablere magtstrukturer som de opererer inden for og som jo er lidt uheldige nogle gange ik. 
Måden ting bliver italesat på og måden folk bliver, får mulighed for at komme til orde når det passer 
NGO’er osv. Ik. Så der er nogle issues der, som i nok skal analysere lidt på ik. Men når det så er sagt så vil 
jeg sige at der er mange måder at gøre det på  og jeg synes Paulo Freires katalysator begreb der måske er et 
meget godt udgangspunkt for den her change agent. Han er jo meget beskeden altså farer meget forsigtigt 
frem. Men dermed ikke sagt at det ikke er en ekstern. Altså det kan man jo diskutere længe om det skal 
være en ekstern eller intern change agent og hvordan definerer man helt præcist det. Altså en intern er det 
bare en som er fra Malawi eller skal man være fra et lokalsamfund i Malawi  
Sofie snakker om hvordan Freire er meget idealistisk 
35:33: det er et meget idealt situation han beskriver, men han er jo, han peger jo også på magtrelationerne. 
Altså der kan man sige der kommer også sådan noget som ejerskab og kontrol i omkring nærradio. Det 
øjeblik hvor man, altså nogle snakker også om the availability to surrender your agende, altså hvem er det 
som skal bestemme.  If you can surrender your agenda og lade en lokal gruppe selv styrre det program, de 
har det redaktionelle ansvar – varsågod. Der har du allerede givet, allerede der ligger der en vis 
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magtrelation. Men hvis de styrer et program eller styrer en radio det lokalsamfund jamen såå, det er måske 
virkelig bogstaveligt empowerment. Ordet er deres ik.  
Vi forklarer at vi skal komme med et udspil til MWW hvilke tematikker der kunne være relevante og de skal 
så i Etiopien brainstorme på det og komme med deres tilbagemelding. Tufte stiller spørgsmål ved hvorfor 
det ikke er etiopierne der italesætter temaer, målgrupper. 38:00: Tufte foreslår om vi kunne udfordre 
MWW lidt og bede teamet om i en halv times frokost pause kunne brainstorme på nogle emner, faciliteret, 
og så give dem til os og så kan vi tage dem videre derfra. Det er mere participatorisk. 38:25   
Sofie: er det stadig det (participatorisk), når det er inden for MWW og det sådan set ikke er de lokale? 
38:36: Ja, det så,  sku… Der skulle den skridtet videre ud. 
Simone forklarer om området og organiseringen – at 6 af de 7 ansatte er fra området. 
39:03: Men jeg synes, i betragtning af, at det kun er den ene af jer, der har været af sted, ik’, og, så vil det 
være det næste bedste, i hvert fald, at de fem så kom med… lavede deres egen lille fokusgruppe, som 
nogen så kunne facilitere, hende der den danske, eh, ansatte dernede, er det ikke dansk? 
Simone: Nej, det er der ikke, der er ikke nogen dansk ansat dernede. 
39.21: Nå okay, men den person, som I er i kontakt med? 
39:24: I hvert fald på en eller anden måde, eller måske skal det ikke være deres boss, men eller anden der i 
hvert fald så faciliterer den dialog og giver jer lidt at arbejde med. Sådan så, ellers så bliver det meget ret, 
ret top-down, ikke? 
39:45: Og ellers argumentet kunne, nu er i selvfølgeligt ikke kommunikationsstuderende, men altså, 
argumentet skulle være, at I er kommunikationseksperter, I er, I skal, I kan lave, I kan strategiudvikle, på det 
indhold, som de, og det kan være, ja det kan I jo gøre, I kan strategiudvikle, hvordan man laver en 
kommunikationsstrategi, der har fokus på radio og… og deres Maternity issues.Men den der fagviden, den 
der fagspecifikke viden, den har I vel ikke? 
Simone forklarer, at vi er fuldstændigt med på, at det er dem, der ved lige præcis hvad der skal til. At de 
allerede har haft tonsvis af idéer. Første møde med AM – hun mente, betingelse, det er mere overskueligt 
for dem at få et første udkast at give tilbage på. 
40:34: Jeg kan sige dig, dengang jeg var i Mozambique og lave et monitoreringsforslag til, hvordan de kunne 
monitorere og evaluere på nærradio, så var et af mine første spørgsmål, det var netop at gå ud i de her 
lokalsamfund og på noget, lave fokusgruppeinterviews gamle og unge, og kvinder og børn og mænd og… og 
så spørge dem om, ehh, hvad var deres ’most important development issues’. Og på samme måde kan de 
jo, hvad er deres ’most important maternity issues’ eller ’issues related to maternity, sådan så de definerer 
det, og så kan I jo ’strategize’ og strategiudvikle omkring det. Fordi, ja det tror jeg. I ser, om I har tid og 
mulighed for at komme igennem med det. Fordi, det synes jeg, jeg er aldrig fageksperten, øh, det man kan 
gøre, det er, man er ’strategist’ ik, man er strategipersonen, ik, og kommunikationspersonen, men man er 
ikke den, der ved særligt meget om liv eller maternity eller omkring… Der er de jo… (uforståeligt) dem, der 
ved mest. Ja, hvor ser det, hvor går vi frem med…? 
Sofie snakker om magtperspektivet. Hvordan vi kan sørge for, at processen, der bliver sat i gang er 
faciliterende og ikke dikterende og styrende. 
42:07: Faciliterende, man kan sige, I svare jo på det, det er jo det, vi lige har snakket om, ja… Så I kan undgå 
at være styrende… 
Alle er enige.  
 
Har Tufte gode erfaringer ift strategier, som er deltagerorienterede, aktiviteter, som er rigtigt gode.  
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42:36: Ja, nu var jeg faktisk sidst.. Nå, nu snakker vi mere bredt? 42:43: Jeg ville bare lige, det var mere en 
metode, som jeg egentligt synes var, det var ’reflect’, er I stødt på det i ADRA-sammenhænge? Reflect-
metoden? Det er faktisk.. F’et står for Freire, faktisk, ’Regenereting, Freirean, Learning, et eller andet 
eductation bla bla, det er Action Aid England, der oprindeligt har udviklet reflect-metoden, som er en, 
egentligt med at sidde i en rundkreds og problemidentifi, altså og lave problemtræer, og der er en 
facilitator fra organisationen, som så kører de her reflect-seancer, problemformulerende og så også 
problemløs, øh, altså prøve at finde løsningerne på de problemer, man så har, med udgangspunkt i at tegne 
problemtræer, og gøre det sådan meget dialogisk, og meget Freire’sk. Og da så jeg nemlig nogle meget 
gode, jeg var, jeg observerede et par af dem i, nu skal jeg nemlig lige huske det, det var nemlig i Malawi 
sidste år i august, jeg var nede for ADRA og lave sådan et midtterm review på deres program, og det øh, jeg 
var overrasket over, hvor godt det egentligt fungerede. Sådan meget enkelt lavteknologisk metode, som så 
kunne føde ind i definering af temaer til radioprogrammet, eksempelvis, ik’, og det kunne sagtens kobles til 
de, de rad…øh, og nogle af dem, der var næsten skelnen mellem, øh, de har også ’radio listening groups’. 
Nogle ting, der dukkede op i, nogle af medlemmerne i reflect-gruppen var også ’listener group’-
medlemmer, og der var nogle samspil der. Det var lige før, I skulle læse den…ehh. Jeg kunne måske sende 
jer min rapport der fra sidste år. Men eller må I bare, det kan jeg lige prøve at sende jer, i hvert fald skal I 
prøve at se, hvad I kan finde på reflect-grupper, for det synes jeg var en meget positiv erfaring. 44:30: Og 
knyttet til det, synes jeg, det er første gang jeg for alvor har set empower, det var virkeligt til at tage og føle 
på, folk der tidligere inden, hvad kan man sige ehm, handlekraft havde, nu virkeligt følte, at de havde 
opnået noget, de havde fået styrke og mod til at gå i dialog med den lokale autoritet og få gennemført 
nogle ting, rent faktisk fået bygget en bro og fået såsæd til billige priser, og hvad det ellers har været af 
forskellige småting, ik’. Og store ting for lokalsamfundet. 45:06: Og i den proces er radioen så en brik blandt 
flere, ik’, men det det var meget den der dialogiske og handlingsorienterede, og der kan man sige ret 
Freire’ske pædagogiske proces, som jeg synes, det var en rigtig rigtig positiv oplevelse. 45:26: Der er så en 
anden siden af det, som handler om magtperspektivet, altså, noget af det foregår selvfølgeligt også inden 
for en magtstruktur, hvor ADRA er, eller hvem det nu er for en NGO, repræsenterer alle ressourcerne, og 
kommer med alle ressourcerne, kommer kørende ind i en firehjulstrækker eller på fede motorcykler, så… ja 
der er en bias, som man på en eller anden måde på veje op imod. 
Simone spørger til brainstorm på tematikker. Kan man bruge de eksisterende grupper? Kan man facilitere 
en dialog der? 
46:04: Det tror jeg da. Altså…. Jeg synes, at der hvor man kan bygge på de eksisterende strukturer, fordi de 
tager så lang tid at udvikle, strukturer. Altså de ti, man så samler, som måske alligevel ikke kender hinanden 
særligt godt, eller kommer far alt for langt væk fra hinanden og, der kan gå mange ting galt, når man skal 
opbygge nye strukturer, eh udviklingsstrukturer, så der hvor I kan bygge på eksisterende grupper, selvom 
de måske laver noget lidt andet, det man diskuterer i ’Micro financing’, de kan måske diskutere maternity, 
hvis de næsten alle sammen er kvinder eller… 
Simone forklarer, at det er det, MWW gerne vil.  
46:54: Det lyder faktisk ret fornuftigt. Har de mange af dem?  
Simone forklarer videre – tre niveauer inddelt efter kapital.  
47:16: Det lyder som et realistisk scenarie. I skal også prøve at lave noget, som I kan håbe på bliver 
implementeret, ik’. Det vil også være en stor tilfredshed for jer. Men derfor, lad dem bestemme temaer, og 
byg på deres eksisterende strukturer. Men hvad, I skal så være dem, der kan få tingene til at hænge 
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sammen og måske også lave en monitorerings- og evalueringsplan til hvordan de så kan måle på, hvordan 
det fungerer?  
Har Tufte eksempler på, hvordan man bedst måler effekten af radioprogrammer? 
47:51: Ja, eh, spørgsmålet er, om jeg kan grave min gamle UNESCO-rapport frem, der fra Mozambique, eller 
om jeg kan finde en hjemmeside, eller… Jeg vil næsten foreslå, at I skriver til Birgitte Jallov, ja fordi hun, hun 
laver ikke andet. Hun er selvstændig konsulent, har sit eget lille firma, der hedder ’Empowerhouse’, og hun 
lever af at træne fok, der vil lave radio, pg så har hun også lavet masser af evalueringer og den slags. Så hun 
er sådan på ’on the ground’ virkeligt… 48:32: Ja, hun er dansker, hun er fra Bornholm, ja, jeg har lige været 
sammen med hende i London her i fredags, hvor hun var ovre og fortælle om sine træningsprogrammer. 
Prøv at slå op på ’Empowerhouse.dk’, der er, det hedder hendes lille ’one man show’ der, firma. Men jeg vil 
sige, og husk, hun lever af det, så jeg ved ikke, hvor langt hun vil gå i at dele alting med jer… 
Simone snakker om adfærdsændringer og det være udefrakommende donor.  
 49:18: Det synes jeg, der tror jeg, at hvis I tager fat I hende, så kan I, ja så kan I jo…  
Sofie siger tak og farvel  
49:36: Ja, det tror jeg næsten jeg vil anbefale, mere end at jeg begynder at…. 
Simone spørger til bæredygtighed og exit-strategi, MWW’s som organisation. Tufte spørger ind til MWW 
som organisation, Simone forklarer.  
Tufte snakker om exit-strategier i forhold til sustainability og ’continuity’ (51.30) ”Behovet vil hele tiden 
være der, så det bliver aldrig sustainable, vil jeg sige, det vil aldrig blive sustainable, fordi at det kan ikke 
overleve uden at der kommer ekstern finansiering. I princippet er det jo et offentligt gode, som i princippet 
staten skulle overtage den type service provision man gir’ hvis det handler om at gi’ kvinder rådgivning eller 
få dem arrangeret om ting som i Danmark varetages af det offentlige. (52.50) 
 
Fra at NGO’erne skal arbejde med service provisions, til at de skal arbejde med advocacy og empowerment. 
Så mere den der stiller servicen til rådighed i forhold af information og sundhedsrådgivning, så skal de 
hellere gøre folk i stand til at kræve det af regeringen of det offentlige system. Evidens-based advocacy kan 
man sige, fordi øh, det er NGO’erne, det er unsustainable, at de skal levere en service ydelse som egentlig 
er en ydelse som det offentlige system i et hvert land bør levere. Lidt negativt sagt, kan man jo sige at det 
er exsitentialisme, hvis de bliver’ ved med at provide services, frem for, som man siger, at give dem en fisk i 
stedet for at lære dem at fiske, det er jo lidt den om igen. ADRA har i mange år været service providers, og 
den forskydning har været svær for nogle af de lande og det er måske lidt den situation de står i?  
Simone: det er det lidt, og de startede med at sende jordmødre ud, fordi der simpelthen var mangel på det 
i det her lokalsamfund og gav den service. 
Tufte: lidt lige som Læger Uden Grænser 
Simone: Lige præcis. Fuldstændig ligesom Læger Uden Grænser, og det har de så udviklet sig væk fra. De 
har stadig en dansk jordemor dernede, men det er for at kvalitetssikre de lokale jordmødre der er dernede. 
Så det er noget de kæmper rigtig meget med at gå fra at være denne service provider til at være en 
udviklingsorganisation. (55.45) 
 
Praktiske spørgsmål 
Har du været direkte med til at implementere radio programmer: Nej, jeg har observeret og været med til 
nogle noget strategiudvikling og noget monitorering og evaluation, men nej jeg har ikke implementeret 
radio programmer, men lad mig prøve at se hvor langt jeg kan svare. 
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Simone: (…) har du nogle ideer til hvordan kan man skabe nogle aktiviteter som netop er participatoriske og 
empowerment orienteret så muligt? (56.40) 
Tufte: altså, der er en ting omkring kvalitet og kvalitetssikring, lidt når i snakker om at jordmødrene skal 
kvalitetssikre og gøre det i forhold til de lokale jordmødre. Den samme problemstilling kan du henføre til 
radioproduktion. Selvfølgelig siger man jo at der er den der tese med ’at jo tættere man er på jo bedre’ og 
jo større sandsynlighed for at du får succes, hvis du har et program, og det er din nabo der er i radioen, så 
hører du det helt sikkert, eller en eller anden du kommer, men altså, men jeg tror der er grænser for den 
der proximity tese, fordi hvis ikke det er godt nok, hvis din nabo bare sidder og plaprer løs, så er det 
dødssygt programmæssigt, så skifter du kanal. Så en eller anden form for kvalitetssikring, 58. min (..) Det er 
en vanskelig balancen mellem ownership og så nogle der bare kommer ind og siger – nej det er bare ikke 
godt nok. Så strike a balance.  
 
Handler om abort, hvor det offentlige tilbyder det, men at de lokale ledere er imod det. Svært i hvor høj 
grad vi kan blande os. (60.30) 
 
Det må de jo selv vurdere, hvor langt de (MWW) vil gå, de må få formuleret programindholdet, det kan ikke 
være jer, der kan de nemmere mærke hvor grænsen går, og hvor meget de har lyst til at gå over grænsen i 
programplanlægningen. Og der vil jeg sige at der skal den indholdsmæssige definering ikke, den skal ligge 
hos de lokale, man kan måske sige at det er mere noget omkring de tekniske ting og hvordan man fortæller 
en god historie, at man (I/MWW) kan komme ind over og være lidt formynderisk måske og knap så 
participatorisk.  
Sofia: Ja det handler vel om at klæde dem ordentligt på? 
Der kan måske tage dem ud af deres kontekst, således at man ikke fratager dem autoriteten og ejerskabet, 
men at man så vidt muligt prøver at klæde dem på med de rigtige færdigheder og dermed kvalitetssikre. Så 
man ikke blander sig i den daglige drift. Og så måske også se på en governance structure, altså hvem 
bestemmer. Jeg lavede en gang en tjekliste i Mozambigue, og det var egentligt sådan et governance 
structure, hvem er det egentligt der skal bestemme over hvad? Har man det på plads, og hvordan kommer 
man af med en leder man ikke kan lide eller der er mange ting. 1:02:50) 
 
Hyppighed af radioprogrammer (1:03:45) 
(…) Det er også det hvorvidt programmet skal stå alene eller om det skal arbejde sammen med andre ting. 
Synergier er jeg stor fortaler for, at man kombinerer det, så det i alt sin enkelthed bare være i alt sin 
enkelthed med radio listening clubs men måske også med en struktur, hvor man kan videreudvikle 
strategier, handlingsstrategier fra det man har hørt på programmet, således at der øh, men det kunne også 
gøres mere ambitiøst med print, det kan også være at radioen er massemediet, og så er listening groups og 
micro finance grupper nogle af de strukturer lokalt. (1:04:45) 
 
Lønnet/frivillige, Tufte snakker bl.a. om at man i stigende grad fokusere på at det skal være frivilligt. (1:06-) 
 
(01:09:50)”En anden ting man også kunne tænke lidt over, det var at skabe en hvad kan man sige, a 
discursive environment, altså simpelthen et samtalemiljø, et sted hvor du har mulighed for at tale om ting 
du ikke tidligere har haft mulighed for at tale om. Det kan også være iklædt det der fiktive dress, og 
simpelthen være et sted hvor unge mennesker kan komme og tale om voldtægt som man aldrig tidligere 
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har gjort. Aller tale om, jeg har for ikke så længe siden lavet nogle interviews i Tanzania, hvor stor et 
problem sexual harassment var og dem som lavede sexual harrasment var simpelthen drengene i ens 
klasse, altså når du gik hjem fra skole, så blev du simpelthen harrased, ja hvor kam man dele den erfaring i 
et rum 
 
Simone: Ja det at kunne facilitere rum, hvor det kan ske. 
 
Tufte: og det er så spørgsmålet om radioen skal være en fiktiv udgave der når ud til tusinder eller mange og 
så kan man sige det er radio listening clubs eller det er micro finance grupper, det er så der, hvor man 
bringer sine egne erfaringer i spil og sammenligner med dem man lige har hørt på radioen, men det er nok 
nogle processer der kræver noget facilitering – og i høj grad noget tillid mellem facilitatoren og 
lokalsamfundet, empati og tillid. 
 
01:11:50 
Handler om pre-optagelser vs. Live optagelser. 
”Jeg tror at det kommer an på jere genre valg, det kommer an på hvilken form i vælger 
 
Simone: Jeg tror det bliver den fiktive  
Tufte: Men det kan også være en kombination, i Malawi så jeg SoulCity’s partnere der hedder Pacca 
Chierro(?), hvor de viser et lille afsnit, og så inviterer de folk i studiet til at diskutere det man lige har set, så 
det vil sige at du har et aktivitetselement, og du har en produktion, og en radioproduktion kombineret med 
en live transmitteret radiodiskussion, baseret på et optaget afsnit, der bliver kørt på radioen, sådan nogle 
ting kan man jo tænke ind.  
 
Små-snak fra 1:13 til slut 
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Appendix 6, Transcription, Interview with MWW Danish programme manager, 08.04.13 
 
 
Snakker om styringsform i forhold til Tufte interview. A-M fortæller om succesfulde ”call in 
radioprogrammer” hvor radioprogrammet på baggrund af lytterne er blevet requested til at lave endnu et 
program (11 min). ”Man kan jo også godt se jere katalog som et forslag. (…) Det er tit det der sker når ting 
er interaktivt, så starter du et sted og så får du nogle forslag fra brugerne og så kører man med det. Så det 
er klart at vi ikke skal se det som cut out in stones, et katalog som er i har lavet der styrende og top-down 
osv. Men det er et inspirationsmateriale de kan bruge og videreudvikle, og hvis brugerne, hvis de tager 
ejerskab på det, viderudvikler. Så det synes jeg ikke at I skal være så bange for. Processen er jo 
participatorisk – I inddrager os, I inddrager teamet og som sagt så er det godt som du siger at komme med 
et forslag fordi de har rigtig travlt.” (12.30) 
 
Simone siger: ”Tufte er idealistisk… og man bliver ligesom nødt til at indgå et eller andet form for 
kompromis…” A-M svarer: ”det der sker nu her, er at vi introducerer et nyt program i et program der 
allerede kører. Hvis man starter forfra, og skal til at designe et projekt så kan man jo sætte sig ned og 
involvere stakeholders i hver enkelt aktivitet osv, og det er det han taler om(..) Man kan selvfølgelig sige at 
det katalog i giver nu, kan fungere som et pilotprojekt vi tester på nogle etablerede grupper og så kan de 
give feedback og så kan vi tilpasse. (13.30) Det er jo tools som er skrevet ned og derfor et det let at ændre 
og det er ikke noget der ikke kan viderearbejdes med.  
 
Tænk det som et inspirationsmateriale, som kan stimulere videre refleksion og tanker omkring hvad for et 
indhold der kan være relevant.(13.45) 
 
Feiysha skal hjælpe jer med den kulturelle kontekst (14) 
 
Snakker om Radio-Plays (15-17) 
”Det er en rigtig god ide, og I behøver jo ikke at tænke ned i detaljen – hvem skal udvikle det her. I kan 
beskrive det som en metode, hvori RadioPlay kan være én metode man kan bruge radiomediet på.(…) I skal 
præsentere det for dem gerne med eksempler.. tænk det som det er nogle personer der skal inspireres og 
bruge radioen som medie. 
 
Radio og anonymitet: ” 
”Hvad er det audio gør – det at det skaber anonymitet, blandt dem der spiller en rolle som kan være lidt 
tabuiseret, og derfor er radioen et godt medie osv. (..) man kan trække på de lokale kulturelle måder at 
fremføre ting på i communities’ne. (17.45) 
 
Listening Clubs/organisering:  
”Der er det nok mest skolegrupperne, der er relevante. Resten der skal i tænke lyttersegmentet som nogle 
der bruger radioen i deres dagligdag hvor den tit spiller, men hvor man måske netop ikke er afhængig af en 
organisering af lytterne. Det synes jeg er én af fordelene ved radiomediet – at du ikke er afhængig af en 
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organisering af folk der er svære at organisere. Dette r fordelen ved radiomediet, netop at det står og kører 
alle mulige steder og at vi ikke behøver at organisere dem til at komme alle mulige steder hen. Men kan 
kan også bruge radioen som en måde at organisere hvis man fanger nogle interesser, bl.a. i de reproductive 
school clubs, kunne man jo godt bruge det som et uddannende værktøj, hvor man sidder og snakker med 
dem bagefter om hvad vi har lært ved det her program, og så kunne omsætte det i aktiviteterne. (20)  
 
Målgruppe: 
Sofie forklarer først: ”Vi ser det som todelt (…) så der ligesom er to målgrupper kan man sige”. A-M svarer: 
”Men man kan sagtens engagere den brede lytterskare, hvis man laver de der call-in shows(…) Vi har 
selvfølgelig en ungdomsvinkel, men det er jo primært graviditet og fødsel. Det er jo ude i den brede 
befolkning at vi gerne vil skabe viden og nogle praksis ændringer. Så en målsætning kan også være at få 
dem involveret, således at de på en eller anden måde responderer.(21.20) 
Snakker om brug af live of pre-optagelser (21.30) 
Gerne også brug af slogans, gingles eler lignende som eksempelvis: take your wife to the health clinique . 
Hvordan kan man også bruge radiomediet til massedistribution? Give nogle helt konkrete beskeder, som 
man bare gerne vil have folk til at internalisere.  
(snakker om henvisningeroplysninger og andre informationer.(23)) 
 
Gingles: 23.10 
(…) På den måde er der rigtig mange gingles i udviklingslande, hvor det måske er kanp så kommercielle 
reklamer, men mere oplysende ting. Det er sådan et sloth som kører igen og igen (..). Det kan være at huske 
folk på radioprogrammet.  
 
Fortæller om hvorledes vi skal tilbyde et katalog med metodiske muligheder, ikke detailplanlægning. (24.-
26.30) 
 
RadioPlays synes jeg er meget god til den brede befolkning. 26.50) Man skal gerne skabe den der 
rettighedstankegang(..) your right is being violated – kom og kræv noget mere af din service provider. Ofte 
opstillet meget pædagogisk opstillede scenarier med kvinder der føder hjemme og dem der føder på 
hospitaler.  
 
Fokus (28) 
Eksempelvis omkring unge piger der bliver gravide.. vi skal passe på at vi ikke overkommunikere  de ting 
som ikke er vores primære fokus. Giv eksempler på tematikker. 
 
Forslag til grupper: (28.40) 
Cluster groups, mikrofinans-grupper, skolegrupper og 1-5 grupperne der bliver trænet, som et ekstra 
uddannelsesværktøj til dem.  
 
Forklarer om 1-5 træningsgrupperne (29-31) 
Community workers – interessant at udtænke hvordan de kan tænkes ind i eksempelvis community-plays. 
(32.40) 
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Male-involvement (33) 
Hvordan kan radioen tale mere til mændene? Man kommer ikke så nemt i kontakt med mændene på 
klinikkerne.. i kender godt det her udtryk – without male involvement – no involvement. Kan bruges på en 
måde således at man appellerer til mændene. Eksempelvis – remember to take your wife to the Clinique to 
give birth. Der er sådan nogle beskeder som kan være direkte rettet mod mænd. Eller få dem til at tænke 
konsekvenserne ved ikke at tage hende derhen. (..)Reproduktiv sundhed er jo et familieanliggende, og det 
er simpelthen så vigtigt at få male involvement, fordi det tit er manden der tager beslutningen. Skal vi 
overhovedet til klinikken, har vi penge til det, han skal mobilisere transporten (..) De er nødt til ligesom at 
være sammen om det, og vi er også nødt til at kommunikere til mændene, og der er radioen god, det kan 
godt være at mændene ikke rigtigt gider møde op i alle de her grupperinger, men radioen kører jo gerne 
(..). (34.40) 
 
Radioaktiviteter: (36)  
 
Tilbuddet om at blive ringet op for at undgå magtubalance (37) 
 
Supplerende aktiviteter (38) 
”Link det op med projektets IEC materiale generelt. Hvordan kan man give eksempler på hvordan man kan 
linke det op til de andre informationer/informationsmateriale man har? Har man en eller anden radioserie 
der kører(…) Det handler om hvordan de forskellige typer af aktiviteter bakker hinanden op.  
 
Gimmick (39) 
 
Tematikker (41)  
I skal lave tools, ikke detailplanlægge – ellers bliver det jo netop styrende.  
 
Fokus på metode frem for tematik(45.30) 
 
Stakeholders (49.45-51.40) 
Jeg synes dette er relevant at lave en stakeholderanalyse. Både i forhold til hvad det er man skal snakke om 
og til hvem. Og hvem er change agents- altså hvem vil vi gerne have fat i, som lærer endnu mere, so 
mbruger sin viden til at få den ned, eksempelvis skolelærer, vi vil rigtig gerne have at deres viden er 
opdateret(…) Kirken og religiøse ledere sætter de moralske standarder.. Man skal tænke i stakeholder i 
forhold til hvilke change-agents har vi? – hvorfor vil det være smart at få kirken ind? Hvad er det de kan? 
Lav en analyse af ikke kun hvem der skal planlægge programmerne, men også hvem der skal indgå i 
programmerne.   
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Appendix 7, Clausen field studies 
This is an extract of Clausens’s intern report.  
4. Erfaringsudvikling  
Jeg vil her præsentere de arbejdsopgaver og den erfaringsudvikling jeg har oplevet gennem min praktik hos 
MWW. Generelt har jeg gennem mine oplevelser samlet en forståelse for, hvordan MWW arbejder med 
sundhedsfremme i Etiopien – hvordan de søger at nedsætte mødredødeligheden. Denne redegørelse bærer 
præg af mine subjektive erfaringer jeg har erhvervet gennem mine arbejdsopgaver og gennem observation. 
4.1 Metodiske overvejelser  
Mit praktikforløb karakteriseres som et feltarbejde i og med jeg har indgået i en social relation og på 
baggrund heraf indsamlet empiri til anvendelse i min analyse (Hastrup i Brinkmann &Tanggaard, 2010:75). 
På baggrund af Kirsten Hastrups artikel om feltarbejde (Kvalitative metoder, en Grundbog 2010) anskuer 
jeg min involvering i MWW’s daglige arbejde, både i Danmark og i Etiopien, som felten jeg har deltaget i – 
dvs. det konkrete sted i verden jeg har interageret i (Hastrup i Brinkmann &Tanggaard, 2010:55). Desuden 
har jeg konstrueret et analytisk genstandsfelt der repræsenterer min særlige vidensinteresse for MWW, 
hvilket er den sundhedsfremmemetode de anvender. Mit feltarbejde er således en metode til at få viden 
omkring, hvordan MWW i praksis anvender empowerment-strategien til at nedsætte mødredødeligheden i 
Etiopien. Jeg som forsker i MWW er konstrueret ud fra mine forforståelser og teoretiske bagland og jeg er 
således medkonstruktør af det jeg ser. I min interaktion med felten har jeg været med til at producere en 
bestemt form for data og  den indsamlede viden anskues som organiseret information, forstået på den 
måde, at min indsamlede viden både er reduktiv og selektiv. Jeg reducerer en empirisk kompleksivitet til 
begrænsede udsagn om MWW’s sundhedsfremmemetode og min viden er selektiv idet jeg undlader 
elementer i min vidensproduktion (Hastrup i Brinkmann &Tanggaard, 2010:75). Samtidig med min rolle som 
forsker er jeg også underlagt en bestemt opgave fra MWW, som derfor repræsenterer mit bagland og det 
har skabt nogle bestemte rammer og præmisser, som jeg fra deres side ikke er blevet bedt om at stille 
spørgsmålstegn ved.  Men i mit møde med felten har jeg gjort mig refleksioner over den interaktion jeg har 
indgået i, hvor jeg stiller spørgsmålstegn ved de herskende sandheder – det vil sige hvordan MWW søger at 
sundhedsfremme i Etiopien. Denne undersøgelse fungerer således som et sideløbende projekt med min 
praktikrolle hos MWW. Det genstandsfelt jeg har konstrueret repræsenterer mine refleksioner af min 
interaktion med feltet og er ramme for min analyse. De tidligere præsenteret arbejdsspørgsmål indkredser 
således mit forskningsfokus til at kunne lave en analyse af MWW’s metode til at sundhedsfremme.  
4.2 Præsentation af mine arbejdsopgaver  
Jeg vil her præsentere de arbejdsopgaver jeg har udført i min praktik hos MWW, der har givet mig et godt 
indblik i MWW’s projekt og anvendelsen af empowerment som sundhedsfremmende metode. Den erfaring 
jeg herigennem har erhvervet vil bidrage til min analytiske diskussion af MWW’s metode til at 
sundhedsfremme i Etiopien.  
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4.2.1 Teoretisk styrkelse af MWW’s empowerment-strategi  
Denne er min hovedopgave. MWWs projekt dokument, der blev formuleret i 2005 da organisationen blev 
etableret er mangelfuld i forhold til deres empowerment strategi. Derfor har jeg fået til hovedopgave at 
styrke denne del af projektets strategi på baggrund af min uddannelsesbaggrund. Overordnet har jeg 
varetaget faglige opgaver relateret til eksempelvis strategiudvikling samt kvalitetssikring af organisationens 
interne politikker. I den forbindelse har jeg bidraget til at kapacitetsopbygge organisationens kontor i 
Etiopien, idet jeg på en rejse hertil gennem oplæg og konsultationer har styrket de lokalansattes forståelse 
af empowermentbegrebet og introduceret nye, konkrete tilgange til at arbejde med empowerment af 
kvinder og lokalsamfundet som helhed. Helt konkret vil MWW udforme et strategidokument, som skal 
publiceres og lægges ud på deres hjemmeside, og min opgave er at skrive et udkast til deres overordnede 
empowermentmetode, herunder deres livelihood og comunity capacity building aktiviteter. Som 
supplement til strategien og til MWW daglige brug udformer jeg også en ”toolboks”, hvor jeg samler 
værktøjer og metoder de kan anvende i praksis på baggrund af et større research arbejde i ”best cases og 
pracsis” med at anvende empowerment som metode i udviklings- og sundhedsprojekter i ulande.  
Mikrofinanskursus  
Jeg har deltaget i et tre dages mikrofinans kursus arrangeret af dansk forum for mikrofinans, der 
fokuserede på danske NGO’ers mikrofinans projekter. Vi fik præsenteret diverse modeller og cases på 
mikrofinans projekter, hvilket var meget lærerigt og givende i forhold til MWW’s mikrofinans projekt. Jeg 
skal bruge mine erfaringer herfra til helt overordnet at styrke MWW’s strategi på dette område, og 
endvidere til at styrke mikrofinans aktiviteterne ved at formulere  praktiske værktøjer til MWW’s lokalt 
ansatte som er ansvarlige for disse aktiviteter.  
4.2.2 Felttur til Etiopien   
Jeg fik den unikke mulighed at komme med på felttur til Etiopien, hvilket har stor betydning i forståelsen af 
MWW’s projekt i Etiopien, fordi denne tur har givet mig mulighed for at observere, hvorledes MWW i 
praksis sundhedsfremmer. Min opgave i forbindelse med feltturen var at lave et grundigt research af 
empowerment baserede projekter, der også arbejder med mikrofinans- og sundhedsprojekter, med særligt 
fokus på hvordan disse aktiviteter kan kombineres. Resultatet blev et oplæg til vores lokale medarbejde 
omkring: den teoretiske strategi (empowerment), som MWW’s projekt er baseret på, samt en række 
forslag til metoder i, hvorledes livelihood og comunity capacity buinding aktiviteterne kan kombineres. 
Pointen er, at der er gode erfaringer fra internationale NGO’er med at udnytte mikrofinansgrupperne som 
platform til sundhedsfremmende aktiviteter.  
Den målgruppe vi søger at nå i Etiopien er kvinder i den reproduktive alder, med henblik på at gøre dem i 
bedre stand til at tage vare på deres egen reproduktive sundhed, og en af udfordringer er, at de er en 
undertrykt gruppe. Men mikrofinansgrupperne fungerer også som kvindegrupper, der mødes jævnligt og 
det er derfor et godt forum for undervisning og diskussion. På baggrund heraf præsenterede jeg nogle helt 
praktiske værktøjer til, hvorledes MWW’s sundhedsoplysnings aktiviteter kan integreres i 
mikrofinansgrupperne. Mit oplæg blev godt modtaget og kommer til at influere mit udkast til MWW’s 
empowerment strategi og ”toolboks”.  
Erfaringer og observationer i Etiopien  
I november måned oplevede jeg 10 hektiske, lærerige og spændende dage i Etiopien. Vi drog 4 af sted fra 
Danmark, to it-udviklere, MWW’s danske programkoordinator og mig. Turen startede i Addis Abba med 
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diverse møder på FN og African Union30, der vil blive uddybet i efterfølgende afsnit om mHealth. Herefter 
foretog vi en 12 timers jeeptur tværs gennem landets smukke bjerge og dale til Gimbie, hvor projektet er 
implementeret. Besøgets formål var at få klinisk respons på MWW’s nyudviklet applikationer (bliver 
forklaret i efterfølgende afsnit) og monitorering af projektaktiviteterne samt opfølgning på nyansat 
program manager. Jeg har udvalgt de erfaringer og observationer, der er relevante i min analyse af MWW’s 
sundhedsfremmemetode.  
Vi foretog monitorering af to af de Health Centers og to hospitaler, som 
projektet støtter. Niveauet for standarden på Health centrene var meget 
forskellig. Den ene klinik var i meget dårlig stand som det fremgår af 
billedet.  Dagen før have en kvinde født og fødestuen var ikke rengjort, 
men smurt ind i blod og der lå brugte kanyler og andet affald. Det var en 
kvalmende lugt af gammelt blod og generelt var faciliteterne i dårlig 
stand. I det tilstødende rum, der ikke var adskilt sig fra fødestuen, lå den 
nybragte mor med sin baby. Derudover var de øvrige undersøgelsesrum 
på klinikken også utrolig rodet og der lå brugte kanyler på gulvet. Den 
generelle vurdering af denne klinik var meget ringe og levede på ingen 
måder op til de standarder MWW’s jordmødre har forsøgt at integrere 
og uddanne de sundhedsansatte i. Tre dage i forvejen var de tro 
projektjordmødre netop på monitoreringsbesøg på denne klinik og der 
var rent, opryddet og centret var i en rimelig hygiejnisk tilstand. Men vi aflagde også besøg på et af 
projektets andre klinikker, der var en helt anden oplevelse. Her var der netop afsluttet en fødsel, men der 
var allerede rengjort og generelt levede klinikken op til standarderne. Den generelle udfordring for 
sundhedsklinikkerne er at de ikke har vand – der er intet integreret vandsystem – dvs. der er ikke rindende 
vand i vandhanerne og toiletterne fungerer ikke. Dette vanskeliggør det for personalet at vedligeholde 
hygiejnestandarden, men der er samlet vand i store beholdere fra regntiden så vand er tilgængeligt – det 
skal bare hentes i en spand. 
Desuden besøgte vi to af vores partnerhospitaler – et adventist og et offentligt hospital. 
Hygiejneforholdene var acceptable og det var i en generel udmærket stand (i en afrikansk kontekst). Fra et 
dansk perspektiv var det en meget kvalmende lugt af infektion/betændelse og patienterne ligger meget tæt 
og er i høj risiko for smittefare. Fra projektets begyndelse i 2005 er der sket store fremskridt og de lokale 
projektansatte bevidner om en positiv udvikling og der er en konstant vedligeholdelse af hygiejnen.      
Jeg også livelihood-aktiviteterne. Vi deltog i et introduktionsmøde for nye VSLA medlemmer, der var en 
generelt præsentation af principperne i VSLA og i husholdningsøkonomi. Der sad omkring 40 kvinder på 
bænke i et meget indelukket stald-lignende rum. Kvinderne lyttede med interesse og deltog med 
entusiasme. Jeg kunne ikke forstå det lokale sprog, men jeg fornemmede en stemning af engagement. 
Derudover besøgte vi tre kvinder i deres eget hjem, som er med i MWW’s ”Loan in kind”-aktiviteter. Alle tre 
kvinder var ved at bygge et hønsehus og MWW’s danske programkoordinator interviewede dem i forhold 
til, hvad de havde lært på et kursus afholdt af Argicultural affairs om hønsehold. Programkoordinatoren 
spurgte meget åbent ind til kvindernes erfaring med projektet. Kvinderne fortalte spontant om; hvad de 
                                                     
30
 African Union (AU) er en afrikansk organisation bestående af en række afrikanske lande, der arbejder for et integreret,  
fremgangsrigt og fredfyldt Afrika drevet af den afrikanske befolkning. AU  har hovedsæde i Addis Ababa og består af en række 
organer, der besidder diverse ansvarsområder.  AU kan sammenlignes med EU’s opbygning og formål. 
http://www.au.int/en/about/nutshell 
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havde lært om at holde sund hønsehold, hvordan de kunne starte en lille forretning op ved at sælge æg og 
endvidere hvordan de kunne spare penge op med henblik på, på sigt at forbedre deres livssituation.  
Min generelle opfattelse af Etiopien, er at det er et 
utroligt fattigt land. Som hvid og fremmed bliver 
man anset som rig og du bliver omringet af 
tiggerbørn konstant, der indvier dig i deres hårde 
skæbner og beder om en skilling som de kan klare 
dagen på. Der er alligevel en tendens til 
hjælpsomhed og ansvarlighed etiopierne imellem. 
Familierne består oftest af mange børn - 6-7 
stykker pr. husstand er normalt.  Der er derfor 
mange munde at mætte og kroppe at klæde på, 
hvilket tydeligt kommer til i udtryk i fejlernærede 
og utilstrækkelig påklædte børn.  
Som land er Etiopien utrolig frodigt og grønt og de dyrker forskellige frugter og afgrøder som kaffe, mango, 
papaja og majs. På trods af denne mulighed for landbrug hersker der til stadighed enorm fattigdom i 
Etiopien. Årsagen hertil er, at infrastrukturen stort set ikke eksisterer. Jeg oplevede selv dette ved flere 
lejligheder; køreturen fra Addis Ababa er 400 kilometer, men den tog 12 timer pga. dårlige veje. Over 
halvdelen af vejen består af grus, sand, små sumpområder i landets dale og derudover smalle asfaltveje 
gennem bjergene. Vejene er ikke kun forbeholdt biler, men de er fyldt med mennesker der slæber på varer 
til markedet og derudover kvæg, heste, geder og indimellem løber der aber over vejen. I Gimbie og omegn 
hvor MWW’s projekt er implementeret eksisterer der slet ikke asfaltveje og det er nødvendigt med en jeep 
for at komme rundt. Så på trods af meget frodige omgivelser er det stort set umuligt at fragte varer i større 
lastbiler fra udkantsområderne indtil de større byer og udlandet. Befolkningen har derfor kun mulighed for 
til fods eller med sparsomme transportmidler at fragte deres varer til markeder. Mangel på infrastruktur er 
en af landets store udfordringer i kampen mod fattigdom.  
4.2.3 mHealth  
Potentialet for at anvende mobiltelefoner til at 
sundhedsfremme er blevet mere udbredt i takt 
med at Afrika har gennemgået en enorm IT- og 
telekommunikationsrevolution gennem de 
sidste 10 år. Antallet af mobiltelefonbrugere er 
eksploderet til omkring 500 millioner og 
allerede i løbet af 2012 estimeres det, at over 
halvdelen i landdistrikterne har mobiltelefon31. 
Denne udvikling skaber et kæmpe potentiale 
for at nå store dele af befolkninger, der hidtil 
har været afskåret fra eller haft begrænset 
adgang til sundhedsydelser. Dette har givet 
grobund for udviklingen af  mHealth  som udgør en samle-betegnelse for at anvende mobilteknologi til at 
styrke sundhed og sundhedssystemer.  
                                                     
31
 Mobile Africa Report 2011, Mobile Monday: http://www.mobilemonday.net/reports/MobileAfrica_2011.pdf 
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MWW anvender mHealth som et redskab i deres kamp mod mødredødeligheden har udviklet to 
komponenter. Den ene kaldes Wired Mothers og formålet er at anvende mobiltelefoner til dataregistrering 
af gravide og minde gravide om at gå til svangerskabskontrol. Endvidere har MWW produceret en 
applikation til smartphones, der består af animationsfilm med tre forskellige fødselsinstruktioner, som det 
etiopiske sundhedspersonale har lært på deres uddannelse. De tre animationsfilm viser følgende 
instruktioner; forhindring af efterblødninger, fødsel af moderkagen og genoplivning af spædbørn.  Formålet 
med applikationen er at genopfriske uddannet sundhedspersonales kompetencer og erfaringer med disse 
funktioner og endvidere fungerer/afløser applikationen den traditionelle papirmanual sundhedspersonale 
har på sig. Årsagen til at det netop er annimationsfilm der er blevet produceret, frem for papirmanualer, er 
at sundhedspersonalets sprogfærdigheder ikke nødvendigvis er særlig højt og derfor er det ideelt og mere 
lærerigt for denne målgruppe at lære gennem visuelle oplevelser. Selve behovet for styrkelse af allerede 
uddannet sundhedspersonale skyldes, den etiopiske regerings fokus på kvantitet – dvs. prioriteringen af 
antal uddannede i forhold til kvaliteten af uddannelsen. Det sundhedspersonale som er integrerede i 
projektet bliver udstyret med en smartphone og selvom det lyder usandsynligt, at smartphones skulle være 
udbredt i et så fattigt land som Etiopien, så er det rent faktisk tilfældet. Etiopien producerer selv 
smartphones, som vil blive anvendt i MWW’s projekt og jeg observerede selv  påmit besøg i Gimbie, at 
mange (selv meget fattige mennesker) render rundt med en smartphone.    
Jeg har været med på dette projekt fra begyndelsen, hvilket i store træk indebærer facilitering af 
workshops for dansk klinisk panel (bestående af jordmødre som har været udsendt af MWW og af 
obstetrikere) og to (IT) udviklere fra et filmselskab som laver applikationerne for os. Formålet med disse 
workshops er at få det kliniske panels viden og instruktioner i de tre fødselsinstruktioner, således IT-
udviklerne kan udvikle korrekte kliniske annimationsfilm efter internationale retningslinjer. En anden 
hovedopgave på turen til Etiopien var sammen med MWWs programkoordinator at facilitere klinisk 
respons fra læger fra forskellige etiopiske og internationale institutioner, hvilket er et led i at validere 
applikationerne efter etiopiske, kliniske retningslinjer. Vi var på det etiopiske FN hovedkontor og fik 
respons  fra tre læger fra henholdsvis WHO, UNESCO og UNFPA. Vi besøgte også the African Union, der har 
hovedsæde i Addis Abba, hvor vi også fik respons fra en obstetriker. Desuden afholdte vi en workshop i 
Gimbie for lokale klinkere for at få deres respons. Det mest interessante ved denne respons er at, på trods 
af, at vi afholdte tre forskellige workshops i tre forskellige settings var meldingen helt ens og tydelig: ”Keep 
it simple!”. Panelet mente at animationsfilmene er for komplicerede i forhold til det uddannelses- og 
forståelsesniveau målgruppen er på. Der er visse funktioner som er for komplicerede at vise og forstå for 
det etiopiske sundhedspersonale, der er langt mindre uddannet i forhold til tilsvarende dansk 
sundhedspersonale. Desuden var der forskellige små ændringer som anvendelsen af forskellige typer af 
medicin, der ikke er aktuelt i Etiopien på grund af mangel på varen. Der er ingen tvivl om, at det etiopiske 
panel var mindst lige så veluddannet som vores danske panel, men de arbejder selv i og er selv fra en 
Etiopisk kontekst og har derfor en god fornemmelse af de etiopiske sundhedsarbejders niveau. Derfor 
oplevede jeg en velunderbygget og nødvendig respons fra disse workshops.   
4.2.4 Sundhedsnetværket  
Dette netværk er etableret af NGO forum, dvs. der er repræsentanter fra forskellige danske NGO’er, der 
alle arbejder med sundhed.  Sundhedsnetværket er delt op i under-arbejdsgrupper, hvor MWW er medlem 
af mor-barn undergruppen. Jeg har sammen med MWW’s programkoordinator været repræsentant fra 
MWW for denne undergruppe. Gruppens hovedformål er at NGO’er, der netop arbejder med mor-barn 
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projekter kan erfaringsudveksle med hinanden og sammen søge at styrke vores strategier. Hovedopgaven 
mens jeg er medlem er, at arrangere et ’maternal, newborn and child health and nutrition’ (MNCHN) 
seminar, der sætter fokus på denne problematik i en udviklingskontekst. Opgaven har været at formulere 
et spændende program med to anerkendte eksperter inden for netop dette område og mor-barn 
undergruppen flyver to eksperter ind; en fra Cambodia og én fra WHO fra Geneve. Endvidere er 
repræsentanter fra Danida inviteret til at deltage i en paneldebat med henblik på at advokere til Danida (og 
dansk udviklingsbistand) om at prioritere MNCHN højere på deres dagsorden.  Desuden arrangerer vi også 
en studiegruppe for de praktikere der arbejder med MNCHN i deres udviklingsprojekter, hvor vi i mere 
intime omgivelser med vores to eksperter kan diskutere de praktiske udfordringer med denne problematik. 
Jeg har lavet invitationerne til dette arrangement og er desuden ansvarlig for tilmeldingskoordinering samt 
tage referat og efterfølgende lave et skriv om seminaret der kan sendes ud til NGO’er og relevante 
udgivelser.  
4.2.5 Supplerende opgaver 
Foruden de tre ovenstående større opgaver har jeg haft en del mindre supplerende opgaver, som alle har 
givet mig et godt indblik i hvordan MWW’s søger at sundhedsfremme i Etiopien, i og med jeg er kommet 
godt i dybden med diverse dokumenter. Endvidere har jeg selv skulle lave udkast til diverse skriv som har 
krævet at jeg var grundigt inde i MWW’s ”tankegang”. Det har eksempelvis været et skriv om MWW’s 
mikrofinans projekt til Dansk Forum for Mikrofinans, der udgives i deres tidsskrift og derudover diverse 
opdateringer til MWW’s hjemmeside, heriblandt en opdatering af MWW’s mHealth projekt. Desuden har 
jeg lavet MWW’s kvalitative og kvantitative framework for kvartals-rapportering og evaluering. 
4.3 Opsamling  
Gennem mine forskellige arbejdsopgaver og især fra mine observationer i Etiopien har jeg erfaret hvordan 
MWW i praksis arbejder ud fra ”Three delay-model” og hvilke udfordringer der melder sig på alle tre stadier 
af forsinkelser. Disse erfaringer vil jeg anvende i min analytiske diskussion.  
 
 
 
 
